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ance with Contract NAS~-12051, Rocketdyne G. 0. 09222. 
This report (R-8973-2), which covers primarily the coaxial 
injector characterization portion of the contract, is one 
of three reports on the subject contract: 
R-8973-1 - Like-Doublet Injector Charactcrization 
R-8973-2 - Coaxial Injector Characterization 
R-8973-3 - Design Manual for Both Injector Types 
Mr. L. H. Gordon on the Lewis Research Center served as 
NASA Technical Project Manager. The Rocketdyne Program 
Manager was Mr. H. G. Diem. Technical guidance of the pro- 
gram was provided by Mr. S. D. Clapp and Dr. D. T. Campbell. 
Rocketdyne personnel contributing to the technical portioh 
of the program were A. Y. Falk, J. T. Sabol, D. Zwald, 
D. Hemperly, R. Stitt, and R, Barnsdale. 
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ABSTRACT 
An experimental program was conducted to characterize the circular 
coaxial injector concept for application with the space storabie 
gas/liqui$ propellant cambinat ion FLOX (82.6% '.:2)/CH4 (g) a t  high 
pressure. The primary goal of the program whs to obtain high char- 
scteristic velocity efficiency ( ~ * 2 9 9  percent) in conjunction with 
acceptable injector/chamber compatibility. 
A series of subsca1.e (single-element ) cold -f!uw and hot -f ire exper- 
iments was employed to establish design c-citeria for a 3000-Ebf 
(sea level) engine operating at 500 gisia. The swbscale experiments 
characterized both high perZormance "core" elements and "peripheral" 
elemznts with enhanced injector/chamber compatibility. 
The full-scale injector which evolved from the study demonstrated a 
performance level of 99 pe-:cent of the theoretical shifting charac- 
teristic exhaust velocity with low -chamber heat flux levels. At 
the design condition (PC = 500 psia), measured heat flux levels 
were approximately 2 to 3 ~tu/in.~-sec in the. iindrical chamber. 
The injector demonstrated dynamic stability by exhibiting a 1S- 
millisecon< recovery to a q  induced 1100-?si chamber overpressure 
pulse. 
A 44-second-duration firing demonstrated the durability of the in- 
jector. Performance during the test (PC = 500 psia) varied between 
98 and 100 percent of theoretical. c* .  The stead)--state injector 
face temperature was approximately 50 F. The FLOX and CH4(g) were 
supplied at LN2 (-310 F) and ambient (70 F) temperatures, 
respectively. 
Parametric data are presented that are applicable for the design of 
circular, coaxial injectors that operate with injection dynamics 
(fuel and oxidizer velocity, etc.) similar to those employed in the 
work reported herein. 
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1.0 SUMMARY 
Presented herein are the results of an experimental program to characterize cir- 
cular coaxial injector concepts for high-pressure FLOX/CH4 (g) application. To 
establish design criteria for a full-scale injector, cold-flow and hot-fire exper- 
iments were conducted with single-element models. 
Cold-flow experiments were em~loyed to investigate the element geometric and oper- 
ating variables with the intent of maximizing element performance. The use of 
cold-flow techniques permitted-systematic variation of the controlling variables; 
a similar approach employing hot-firing techniques would have been prohibitively 
expensive. 
The performance levels of the elements were basad on the assumption that owrall 
c* performance was the product or a mixing-limited efficiency, qC*,miX, an(* a 
vaporization-lir~lited efficiency, rl * c , Y W O  Cold-flow nixing data were emp? ,)ye2 in 
conjunction with o m~lti-streamtube mixing model as a msdsure of qCs "hereas 
the results of the atomization experiments were utilized as input data f n  a com- 
puterized combustion model for the determination of rlc*,vap* 
Experiments were condiisted with recessed oxidizer post configurations which were 
intended for use in the inner tlcorell region of the full-scale injectcr. Two 
types of chamber compati'uility configurations were characterized for use in the 
"peripheraltr zone of the full-scale injector. These were a boundary layer cooiiliit 
(BLC) model and a scarfed post with oxidizer swirl configuration. 
Mixing experiments conducted with t h e  configurations showed that the ele- 
ment mixing levels expressed as the Rupe mixing factor, EM, was a function of the 
parameter: 
where 
a = the gas phase density 
8 
V = the fuel velocity in the element amuli 
g 
= the injected mixture ratio (o/f) 
VL = the liquid injection velocity 
The "corev atomization data was corrc:lated as: 
where 
b = the mass medium drop size 
D~ = the diameter of the liquid jet 
Cold-flow mixing experirncnts revealed that the two "peripheral" conf,igurations 
possessd distimtly different wall reglon mass and :!,ixture ratio distribution. 
The BLC configuration produced low wall zone mixture ratio (MR < MR injecteJ) 
accoinpanied by high wall zone mass flux. The scarfed pest element produced high 
wall zone mixture ratios (MR > MR injected) with ?.ow wall zone mass flux. Single- 
element hot-fire experiments conducted with both configurations showed that the 
BLC element with a low mixture ratio, high mass flux wall region resulted in lower 
chamber wall heat flux levels. 
Single-element hot-fire tests conducted with the %ore" elements were employed to 
substantiate the cold-flow data and to investigate comb2stion effects such as oxi- 
dizer post burning. Tests with post-recess values u~ to 3 liquid jet dianeters 
(~0.40 in,) resulted in no oxidizer post burning. The performance results from 
these tests were in essential agreernsr~t with the cold-flow data which showed little 
performance improvement with post recess. M a x i m  performance with the "coref1 
single-element model was 92 percent of theoretical c* in a 40 in L* chamber. 
The results of the singla-element cold-flow/hot-fire study were utilizsa to con- 
figure a 3000-pound full-scale injector. Recessed (0.204 in.) oxidizer. post 
elements were utilized in the llcoretl region of the injector and the BLC element 
in the peripheral zone. The injector was tested in a 40-in. Lx graphite chamber 
w5ich was instr'mented to determine local values of chamber wa.l.1 heat flux. 
The performance level of the 3000-pound full-scale injector was 99 percent of 
theoretical c* at the design condition (PC = 500 psia, MR = 5.25, no BLC) . Para- 
metric tests conducted with varying mounts of boundary laycr coolant (BLC) showed 
a 1-percent reduction in performance with approximately 6 percent of the total 
xathane flow as BLC. Increased BLC flowrate resulted in l~wer overall chamber 
heat load (a?proximately 50-percent reduction with 9 percent cf the total fuel 
flow as BLC); howwer, with no BLC,average chamber heat flux ( veraged from 9 injector t? =tart of nozzle convergence) was only 2.29 Rtu/in. -sec. Average 
chamber wall heat flux rates measured in the full-scale studies were nearly equiv- 
alent to those measured in the single-element hot-firings. 
Throttling tests conducted over a 5:l range resulted in reduced performance levels 
(=54 percent) when no BLC was employed, but performance was nearly independen..: of 
throttling when BLC was used. Throttling to 100 paia revealed no instabilities 
- 
discernible by the available instrumentztion. 
The ftii-sc~le injector was tested for dprimic s4;ability by subjecting the in- 
jector to an 1100-psi overpressure. Recovery to nonnal operation was achieved in 
approximatley 15 milliseconds. 
A 44-second duration test was conducted to asckrtain the durability of the full- 
scale injector. Perfomacce during the test varied from 98 to 100 percent of 
theoretical shifting c*. Thu test was conducted in o graphite-lir=d thrust cham- 
ber which exhibited almost no chamber erosim from the duration firiqg. l~ozzle 
throat area erosion was only 0.75 percent. Posttest inspection of the injector 
revealed no damage OE any kind. Injector face temperature @SO F steadv-state) 
during the test showed tbat injector face cooling is not required. Thus, the full- 
scale injeczor met the primary program gaals of a dynamically stable high-performance 
injector with acceptable inj ector-cham'bw compatibility . 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
The work presented herein is the result of an 18-~onth program of analysis, de- 
sign, and ex~eriments to evaluate the coaxial injector concept for high perform- 
ance space storable rocket engine applications. The present work marks the fourth, 
ia a sequence of applied research programs at Rocketdyne to establish design cri- 
teria for high performance gas/liquid propulsion systems (Ref. 1 through. 3 ) .  In this 
work, the specific space storable propellants were liquid FLOX (82.6\ F2, 17.4% 02) 
and gaseous methane {Cm) with a design cha-nber pressure of SO0 psia. 
- ~ 
The effort of tfie subject program (XAS3-i2051) involved the study of two injector 
types. The initial effort was cancerned with characterizing the self-impinging 
f like-doublet1 injector concept for FLOX/CH4 (g) propelimts . The results of that 
study are reported in a separzte volume (Ref. 4). An 'add-on effart was initiated 
in Y ~ l y  1970 to charactzrize circular coaxial injector concepts, an0.the results of 
that study are reported hereic. 
The primary object of the coaxial injector zdd-on effort was to prsvide supporting 
technology for the FUIX/CH4 breadbcard engj ile. In addition to providing basic tech- 
nclogy, an injector design.evolved f r m  the program which possibly could have been 
utilized with modificatiozs as a flight weight configuration. 
In general, coaxial gnjector concepts consist of a central liquid (usaally oxidizer) 
jet which is susrowded by ax annulus~of high-velocity gas ~tasually fuel). In this 
study both t!.e geometric and operating variables of the coaxial elemeat were sys- 
teat~cally inves-igated to determine their effect on the performance and chamber 
wall h i a t  f f *a characteristics of the element. 
These resuLts complement the findings of .W.S3-12001 (Ref. 3) wherein large-thrust- 
per-element (~2000 lbf) circular coaxial elements were characterized for space 
storable propellant application. The present study was concerned with injectors 
Eavi~g thrust-per-element values on the order sf 70 Ibf.  
Th,? nominal design ground rules for th6 progran aTe shown i~ Table I. 
TABLE I .  SYSTEY DESIGN GUIDELINES 
Overaii injected Mixture Ratio - 
Chamber . Pressure [qominal 
Cylindrical Chamber Contraction Ratio 
khamber L* - 
Gaseous Methane/Liquid FLOX (82.6% F2) 
Ambient Methane, FLOX at W2 (-320F) 
Tem2erature 
5.25  t o  5.75 . 
5C0 psia 
eC = 3:l 
40 inches I 
The najor objectives of the work reported herein wert to: 
- 
. Desigrr s 3000-lbf (sea level thrust) circuiar coaxizl ele~ent injector 
with a perfamance goal, of 99 percent of the theoretical shifting character- 
istic exhaust ve1oci.t~. 
Configure the i~jector to provide acceptable injector-chamber wall com- 
patibility. 
3 .  Prove inherent dynamic combustion stability. 
4 .  Establish de.ign criteria which would allow extrapolation to other gas/ 
liquid pr-. (21 iant combinations. 
To accomplish the above-~istt,d objectives, a program was established that involved 
both cold-flow simulation and hot-firing techniques. Previous programs at Rocket- 
dyne have employe2 an analogocs xpproach to establish design criteria for liquid/ 
liquid systems (Ref. 5 and-6). Therefore, this effort, along with the previously 
ci-ted work (Ref. 1 through 31, represents a 1-ogical extension of these cold-flow/ 
hot-fire techniques to establish design criteria for high performance gas/liquid 
systems. 
As in the referenced programs listed above, the overall characteristic velocity 
efficiency, TI=*, .(i.e., performance) was assumed to be represented by the product 
of a mixing- limited efficiency (qC*, mix) and a vaporization-limited efficiency 
 TI^*,^^^). The two separate effects were i-vestigated by employing cold-flow 
techniqus directed at simulating the hot-fire mixing and atomization processes. 
The cold-flow mixing data were employed in conjunction with a multi-stream Zube 
mixing model as e measure of hot-fire mixing performance (nc*, whereas the 
.atomization data were used in conjunction with a computerized vaporizatim limited 
combustion model to determine hot -fire vaporization efficiency (qc*, \iap) . 
To investigate-chamber wall heat transfer characteristics of candidate elements, 
cold-flow mixing experiments were conducted to determine wall zone mass and mixture 
ratio distributions. Previous programs at Rocketdyne have shown that wall zone 
mass and mixture ratio distributions are the controlling variables fcr chamber wall 
heat flux levels (Ref. 7). 
Figure i presents the general chrocclogical sequence of thz major technical phases 
of the program. As indicated, a single-elemen? cold-flow investigation was em- 
ployed to characterize the circular gas/liquid coaxial element. These element 
canfigurations were grouped into two categories: (1) performance elements inten- 
ded for ultimate use in an injector inner core, a ~ d  (2) chamber compatibility ele- 
ments which would be utilized in the peripheral zone of the injector which is ad- 
jacent to tns chamber wall. To substantizte and complement ths results of the 
cold-flow investigation, single-element hot-firing experiments were conducted. 
single-element hotsfiring experiments were deemed to be an essential effort cf 
the program. since cold-flow techniques cannot prbvide information in regard to 
combustion effects which occur in recessed post coaxial elements. That is, burn- 
ing within the cup*' region of recessed post element can significantly alter the 
atomization and mixing characteristics of the element due to generation-of com- 
bustion gases within the confined cup region. In addition, combustion -within the 
cup region can lead to oxidizer post bxning effects which cannot be sinulated in 
cold-flow experiments. 
- .  
*The cup region of a recessed post element is defined as the cylindrical region 
between the exit of the oxidizer post and the face of the injector. 
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3.0 PAWlETRiC CO!tBllSTIQN ANALYSIS 
Rational design of rocket engine corr.pnxts using fundane:l'ial engineeri~g prin- 
ciples requires a basic understand~ng of zombustion and its relationship to the 
physical processes which contro: it. For most gas/liquid bipropellant systems, 
of which FLOX/CHd(g) is typical, c* efficiency is affected by both propellant 
vaporization and mixing. These two processes can be considered inde~ende~tly 
(Ref. 7) in their effects on efficieccy. A close approximation of overall effi- 
ciency can be obtained f r m  
'Ic' = n 'c* vap "c*,mix 
where 
TIC* = the overall c* efficiency 
17 
"c* ,vap = the ' efficiency which would be obtained if pro- 
~ella~lt mixing were completely uniform, and the only 
lossec were caused by incoinplcte propellant 
~ap.-~ri zation 
'c* ,mix = the c* efficiency which would be obtained if pope l -  lznt vaporization were entircly complete, and the 
on:; losses were caused by noniinifom propellant 
mi Y ing . 
Analysis of the parameters which affect c* efficiency is, therefore, logically 
divided into considerations of TI and TI 
c* ,vap c*,mixS 
To assess the influence of TI . va. and TIC* mi on the overall performance of the 
FLOX/CH4 (g) system, a paramekc dnaiytical study was conducted. The results of 
the study .defined injector ;:lxing levels and resultan? mean drop sixes which would 
be requjred to meet the program performance goal of TI,, = 99 percent. 
3.1 PROPELLANT VAPORIZATION 
The effects of incomplete propellant v?pxization on c* efficiency can be quanti- 
tatively studied by means of an analytical propellant combustion model formulated 
at Rocketdyne several years ago by Lambiris, Combs, and Levine (Ref. 8) and further 
developed (e.g., Ref. 9) and useu at Rocketdyne since that time. This combustion 
mod21, termed K-PRIME, exists in the form of a Fortran IV Computer Program written 
for the.1~~-360 computer. A discussion of the essential feature of the K-PRIME 
combustion Aodel is presented in Appendix A 
A %ore sophisticated conbustion model, tamed CSS, has been developed recently at 
Rockcatdyne (Ref. 10). However, to date, the model. is operable only with the >OX/ 
gaseols nydrogen propellant combination. 
Figure 2 presents K-PRIME combustim lncd~l results for FLOX/CH4(g) which shows the 
effect of propellant drop size and chamber geometry on characteristic velocity 

eff ic iency due t o  vaporization, ~lc*,vap. Curves of nc*,vap versus drop s i z e  a re  
shown f o r  corlventionally shaped th rus t  chambers ( i . e . ,  cy l indr i ca l  with 60-degree 
conical nozzle approach sect ion)  having c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  lengths of  15, 30, and 60 - 
inches. The s o l i d  l i n e s  (A /A = 2) and dashed l i n e s  (Ac/At = 4) def ine the  e f f e c t  
c t 
of contraction r a t i o  a t  any given L* value. 
Figures 2 shows t h a t  when propel lant  drop s i z e  i s  small, t he  e f f e c t s  of chamber 
geomtry a re  generally attenuated. Conversely, when i n i t i a l  propel lant  drop s i z e s  
a re  large,  chamber geometry effects-become pronounced and c* ef f ic iency becomes 
much more s e n s i t i v e  t o  s p e c i f i c  geometric fea tures  such as chamber length and. 
contract ion r a t i o .  For a given i n i t i a l  drop s i z e  and chamber L*, increase i n  
v a p ~ r i z a t i o n  ef f ic iency can be effected by reduction of the  contract ion a rea  r a t i o  
(increase of physical length) .  
The e f f e c t  nf chamber pressure on c* efficient) due t o  vaporization is shown i n  
Fig. t .  The curves a r e  f o r  a common mixtiire r a t i o  (MR = 5.75) and chamber character-  
i s t i c  length, L*, of 30 inches. Curves of ic*,vap versus drop s i z e  a r e  shown f o r  
chamber pressures of 250, 500, and 750 r s i a .  l h e  s o l i d  l i n e s  (Ac/At = 2) and 
dashed l i n e s  (Ac/At = 4) def ine the  e fcec t  o f  contract ion r a t i o  a t  the  th ree  cham- 
ber pressure values. The e f f e c t  of  c!~amber aressure on nc*,vap is at tenuated 
when propellant drop s i z e  i s  small, while b h h  pressure and geometry e f f e c t s  be- 
come more pronounced with l a r g e r  drop s i z e s  
The e f fec t  of mixture r a t i o  on c* ef f ic iency (due t o  vaporization) is  shown i n  
Fig. 4 in  which nc*,vap is  shown a s  a function of  drop s i z e  f o r  various mixture 
r a t i a s .  The curves a r e  f o r  a chamber pressure of 500 ps ia  and constant t h r u s t  
chamber geometry (t* = 30 inches, A,/At = 2 ) .  The e f f e c t  of mixture r a t i o  i s  
small when i n i t i a l  drop s i z e  is smail, and conversely, becomes more pronounced 
when i n i t i p l  drop s i z e s  a r e  large.  rhe  e f f e c t  of mixture r a t i o  i s  not monatomic 
and a spec i f i c  optimum mixture r a t i o  l e s s  than t h a t  corresponding t o  t h e  theoret-  
i c a l  optimum of 5.75 is indicated f o r  naximum vaporization eff ic iency.  
An explanation of mixture r a t i o  e f f e c t s  can be aided by reference t o  Fig. 5 i n  
which nc*,.ap is shown as  a function of mixture r a t i o  f o r  a nominzl drop s i z e  
of 150 microns. The contr ibut ing product terms defined i n  the  Priem model: 
(2) 
a r e  shown as  dashed curves. The percent burned wg/kI is the  r a t i o  of t o t a l  pro- 
pe l l an t  vaporized and reacted t o  t h a t  i n i t i a l l y  in jec ted .  The c* r a t i o  C * ~ / C * ~  
i s  a coe f f i c i en t  defining the  r a t i o  of the  theore t i ca l  c* a t  .the reacted condi- 
t i o n  t o  t h a t  ccrresponding t o  the i n i t i a l  in j ec t ion  mixture r a t i o .  
3.1.1 Other Variables 
The e f f e c t  of o ther  po ten t i a l ly  s ign i f i can t  var iables  were examined t o  assess  
t h e i r  e f f e c t  on vaporization eff ic iency f o r  FLOX/CH4(g). Specific a reas  inves- 
t iga ted  included the  e f f e c t  of i n i t i a l  droplet  in j ec t ion  ve loc i ty ,  i n i t i a l  vapor- 
i t a t ion  conditions,  and s p e c i f i c  input var iables  i n  t h e  combustion model i t s e l f .  
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The initial droplet injection velocity was perturbed by a factor of 3 to determine 
its effect on the resultant propellant vaporization when all other factors (in- 
cluding drop size) are held constant. Generally, propellant vaporization is in- 
creased at lower initial injection velacities. This results from a longer resi- 
dence time and in an increased convective heat transfer coefficient as the drops 
are gradually accelerated by the combustion gases. 
Other parameters investigated were the effect of drop size distribution, physical 
prcperties variation with temperature and.pressure, inclusion or exclusion of pro- 
pelisnt sensible heat capacity and variations of gas and film properties. Again, 
these variab1.e~ were of sfxondary importance and significant only when conditions 
favored a generally reduced vaporization efficiency (i.e., larger initial drop 
size and small chamber L"-' geometry). This analysis disclcsed that chamber geo- 
metry and initial propellant drop size were of primary importance, and that other 
variables were of secondary significance, 
3.2 MIXING EFFICIENCY 
The effect of nonuniform mass and mixture ratio distribution is considered to be 
of importance equal to the va~orization process. Regardless of injector type, 
uniform mixing is a prerequisite for high combustion efficiency. In the abcence 
of uniform mass and mixture ratio distribution, local striated regions of fuel 
or sxidizer-rich zones will persise throughout the rocket chamber. Because of 
the short axial dimensions associated with rocket chambers, turbulent mixing and 
diffusion are relatively ineffective in equilibration of propellant concentration 
(Ref. i through 15). Consequently, the c* potential will be largely dependent on 
the initial distribution of fuel and oxidizer at the injector end of the chamber. 
Hence, if by cold-flow techniques the mass and mixture ratio can be determined 
for local regions within ths chamber, the mixing efficiency can be determined 
by applying simple mass weighted summatiqn techniques. 
For this study, the analysis was based on a simplified stream tube model in com- 
bination with cold-f low experiments ta determine distribution of propellants. The 
general features of the mixing model permit analytical consideration of an idealized 
rocket engine comgosed of N imaginary rocket chambers forming individual, isolated, 
stream tubes within the main chamber. Each stream tube at its own mass and mixture 
ratio is allowed to expand isentropically through the chamber and nozzle without 
heat or mass trmsfer to adjacent stream tubes. The c* efficiency d11e to mixing 
(nC*,,ix) is dotemined by summation of individual mass weighted c* contributions 
of each individual stream tube and comparing +he total to that ,theoretically at- 
tainable at the injected mixt~re ratio. 
i 
Correction factors for changes in specific heat ratio as a function of mixture 
ratio may be applied. However, if the effect of variation on the sonic point for 
each individual station can be neglected, the mixing c* efficiency can be expressed 
simply as: 
MF.c*. 
2 '  1 -. 
where 
MF = t.he mass fraction in the individual stream being considered i 
c* = theoretical c* corresponding to the mixture Xi13 of the i local stream 
c* the0 = theoretical c* corresponding to the overall mixture ratio 
The mixing quality can be expressed by an index, Em, which defines the mass 
weighted deviation of local mixture ratio from initially injected overall mixture 
ratio. The index, E-, was developed by Rupe (Ref. 16) and is shown below. 
1.1 
where 
E : mixing index 
m 
MFi= mass fraction in the stream tube 
R = ratio of total oxidizer mass to total oridizer and fuel mass 
.r = ratio of oxidizer mass to total oxidizer and fuel mass in an i individual stream tube for ri < R 
- 
r, = rztio of oxidizer mass to total oxidizer and fuel mass i~ an 
I individual stream tube for r > R i 
The foregoing expression for the distribution index is not universal because it 
is alss functionally related to the injxted mixture ratio. The c* efficiency due 
to propellant distribution, '~~*,,i~, is a function of both the distribution index, 
Em. and the initially injected mixture ratio. The actual relationship between Em, 
MR, and the resultant mixing c* efficiency is shown in Fig. 6, which the mixing 
c* efficiency, T J ~ * , ~ ~ ~ ,  is shown as a function of Em for various values of mixture 
ratio for the FLOX/CH4(g) propellants considered for this study, It 5hould be 
noted that the basis of constant mixture ratio would be more correctly expressed 
as bands becaus- even at a constant mixture ratio, nc*,,ix, is not uniquely related 
to the Em index. Analysis and verificati-n experimeats indicate, !lowever, that 
the band width is normally narrow for most injector-produced spray distributions 
and the actual error introduced by use of singlt curves is negligible. The curves 
illustrated in the referenced figure can be used "rectly to assess the mixing c* 
efficiency of a given in.jector for which Em is knom. In practice, however, it is 
often easier to dr- re an expression for ilc*,mix directly from cold-flow experi- 
mental data by xi.~zation of the basic qc*,mix expression of Eq. 3. The more 
universal expression is, however, much more valuable in that it permits a more 
generalized approach to performance analysis because it permits nc*,,ix determina- 
tion for any injectsr in which xhe same propellants are used. In practical use, 
the figure permits specific detemination of the required injector distribution 
index Em for a given target level of nixing eificiency, 
'c* ,mixJ at any desired 
operating mixture ratio, 

3-3 S W R Y  OF AKALYTICAL STUDIES 
In summary; the combxtion model analysis disc1osed qute clearly that ;. opellant 
drop size and chazber geometry were the two most sensitive and importan. variables 
affecting propellant vaporization. Chamber pressure was found to have a secsndary 
effect and only becomes important when propellant drop size or ehambgr geometry 
favor red~ced vaporization efficiency. Mixture ratio effects were found, also, 
r to be of secondary impcrtance; however, analysis indicated that optimum propellant 
vaporization wotild normally occur at. slightly less than the n>mlnal optimum mix- 
ture ratio. Other iqmt parameters were found to be of minor consequence. The 
most singularly iaportant finding was that volume mean propeilant drop sizes of 70 
microns or'less would be required to attain sufficient vaporization for 99-percent 
c* efficiency in a nominal 30-in. L* thrust chasuber. Analysis of propellant nix- 
ing effects indicated that uniform mixczre-rztio distribution was essential for 
high c* efficiency. Further, it was shcm that the effect of propellant distri- 
:bu:ion on s* efficiency due to mixing was serisitive to the operating mixture ratio 
of tiie injector-; For FLOX/CH4(g) at the nominal mixture ratio of 5.75, it was 
found tb-?t a mixing uniformity index of at least 97 would be required for evertual 
attainment of 99-percent c* efficiency. 
4 . 0  EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
This section describes the experimental hardware which was u+ilized in the single- 
element cold-flow and hot-fire studies and in the full scale injector-thrust cham- 
ber evaluation. Rationale for the selection of the element design and operating 
variables which were investigated are presented in a subsequent section (Section 
5.0). 
4.1 SINGLE-ELEMENT COLD-FLOW INJECTORS 
Single-clement cold-flow injector models wme fabricated of candidate injector : 
"core" elements and "peripheral" zone e Sements . These models were constructed 
by designing a basic manifolding system which allowed for the interchanging of - -  
"coie" and "peripheral" elements. In addition, the basic ma~~ifold system was 
fabricated from Nickel-201 which allowed the s~me piece of hardware which was 
cald-flowed to be subsequently hot-Tired. 
4.1.1 Core Element Iniectors 
The three "core" element configurations, designated No. la 2, and 3, which wen 
chosec for characterization are shown in Fig. 7. Provisions were msde to vary 
the amount of oxidizer post recess from flush (R -= 0) to four post diameters 
(R = 4 DL) by the insertion of spaces in the single-element models. 
. 
-. 
All the "core" candidate elements were configured with a diffuser section at the 
exis qf tks oxidizer post. The post exit was chamfered at a nominal half-=gle 
of 6 degrees which is below the value at which separhtion will occur [Ref. 171. 
To investigzte the effects of swirling the oxidizer jet two t,vyes of in-line 
swirlerc, were configured. Schematics- of the two in-line swirlers are shown in 
Fig. 8 .  The swirlers were designed with nominal helix angles of 22-1/2 and 45 
degrees and were installed 1.71 inches upstream of the oxidizer post exit. The 
helical channels in the two swirlers were designed with equivalent flow areas 
(i.e., the liquid velocity in each channel was equal) so that the radial momen- 
tum of the liquid was chznged by a factor of 1.85 when the swirler helix angle 
was changed changed from 22.5 to 45 degrees. Both swirlers were fabricated from 
Nickel-201 so that they could be uti,lized in subsequent hot-fire experiments. 
4.1.2 Feripheral Eleme~t Injectors 
Two candidate "peripheral" ele~ent cmfiguration were investigete.!.. A baseline 
configuration was chosen which consisted of a "core" type element with an adja- 
cent boundary layer coolant (BLC) hole. The second peripheral element configu- 
ration consisted of the scarfed post with oxidizer jet swirl. .Schematics of 
the candi-k~e psripheral elements along with their respective dimensions are. 
z h w n  in Fig. 9. 
The scarfed post with swirl element was designed with a noininal post scarf Sngle 
of 22-112 degrees as shown in Fi-g. 9. The method of swirling the oxidizer jet 
was identical to the method employei for the %orew element with swirl.. Not:,2 
that the gas gaps of the two candidate ccnfigurationswere equal's0 that each con- 
figuration operated with equivalent gas injection velocities. 
Fuel 
Orifice 
R = Oxidizer 
Fost Recess 
I Core Element Configwations (~oloinal Dimensions) -1 
Figure 7. Core Element Configurations 
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Figure 8. Swirler Configt?ration 
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Figure 9,  Peripheral Elemsnt Canfiguratims 
4.2 SIXGLE-ELEMENT HOT-FIRE INJECTORS 
Based on the results of the single-ele;:~ent cold-:!low studies (see Section 5.0) 
single-element configurations of "co~e" and "periphe-:allt elements wzre designed 
for hot-f ire evaluation. As menticf,ed previously, the cold-flow hardware was de- 
signed so that only minor modific3rions were required to hot-fire the cold-flow 
models. One modification involved the addition of an LN2 cooling macifold to the 
injector body to prevent vapor'-.ation of the FLOX. This modification was necessary 
due to the small flowrate (:d.i74 lbm/sec) of FLOX which flowed through a rel- 
atively massive piece of harJware . 
4.2.1 Core Elenent Hot-Fire Injector 
Ille "core" element configuration which was selected fcr hot-fire evaluation is 
stown schematically in Fig. 10. Rationale for the selection of this coracigura- 
tion is prese~ted in Section 5.0. A photo of the single-element hot-fire injec- 
tor is shown in Fig. 11. since cold-flow techniques do not simulate hot-fire 
effects such as oxidizer post burning, the recess of the FLOX post was designed 
to be variable. The post recess was varied by the addition of spacers between 
the oxidizer post body and the fuel orifice assembly. The oxidizer post body was 
the same hardware which was utilized in the cold-flow investigation with the 
addition of an LN cooling jacket. 2 
R Oxidizer Post Recess 
-1 
I Fuel I I 
i Oxidizer - 1  1 0.136" 0,146~ 3.182" 
Figure 10. Recessed Post Core Element 

The injector manifolds were instrumented to qrovi.ie both fuel and oxidizer pres- 
sues and temperatures. No dynamic pressurc tlmsducers (Photocons) were instal- 
led in the injector due to the small size of the hardware. 
4 . 2 . 2  Peripheral Element Hot-Fire Injector 
The results cf the singie-element cold-flow studies revealed that both the BLC 
and the scarfed post with ;wirl elements-were potentially good injector-chamber 
compatibility elzments (see Section 5.Q). Thus, both configurations (Fig. 9) 
were selected for hot-fire evaluation. 
The BLC hot-fire injector was configured by adding a 0.047-in. BLC hole to the 
"core" element injector. The BLC fuel flow was separately manifclded in order to 
vary the percentage of BLC during the hot-fire evaluation. 
The scarfed post with swirl hot-fire element was configured by brazing in a new 
F O S ~  into the "corett element oxidizer post body (see Fig. 11). The same in-line 
swirler which was utilized in the cold-flow studies was employed in the hot-fire 
experiments. 
4 . 3  SINGLE-ELEMENT HOT-FIRE CHAMBERS 
The single-element hot-firing thrust chambers were designed to simulate a single 
streamtube of a full-scale 3000-pound-thrust chamoer, That is, the chamber con- 
traction (€= = 3) and chamber L*'s were equal to those of the fc?L scale chamber. 
Three chamber L*'s were designed (13, 20, and 40 inches) as shown in Fig. 12. 
The chamber shells were designed to contain replaceable ATJ graphite liners ~hich 
were bonded to the stainless steei sheli with RTV compound. Each graphite liner 
contained a convergent-divergent nozzle with a throat diameter af 9.341 inch. 
The nozzle expansion ratio ( 5.5) was chosen to provide expansion to 13.8 psia 
from 500 psia chamber pressure. 
Following the curing of the R'IJ bonding compound, each chamber was instrumented 
to determine chamber wall heat f?ux data. This was accomplished by drilling two 
3/64-in. thermocouple placement hoics at each axial location. Two rows of thermo- 
couples spaced radially 180 degrees apart were installed in each thrust chamber. 
The placement holes were drilled in order to place the thermocouples 0.15C znd 
0.300 inch, respectively, from the inner surzace of the chamber. To redu-e the 
contract resistance between the thermocouple tip and the bottom of the hole a 
small amount of powdered graphite was placed at the boztom of each hole priar to 
insertion of the- 10 mil-diameter chromel-alumel thermocoqle . The. thermocouples 
were pressure sealed \iy potting with an epoxy resin. 
The performance of the single-element thrust chamber was based on chamber pressure 
measurements. Thus, three chamber pressure taps were located upstream of the 
convergent section of the graphite nozzle. 
A photo of the single-element hot-fire assembly (L* = 40 in.) mounted on test 
stand Uncle [Propulsion Research Area) is shown in Fig. 13. The thrust chamber 


?hell was attached to the single-element injector by means of a split.-ring assec- 
bSy which allowed the thrust chamber to changed without removing the entire assem- 
bly from the test position. 
4.4 FULL-SCALE COAXIAL INJECTOR 
The full scale coaxial injector hardware was designed to be competible with the 
thrust chamber hardware which was uti,lized in the like-doublet portion of the 
program (Ref. 4 ) .  That is, the diameter of the injector face was configured to 
match a 3.880-inch-diameter graphite lined thrust chamber. 
Based on the results of the single-element cold-flow and hot-firing investiga- 
tions, the element configuration which was selected for the injector core was 
identical to the configuration which was utilized in the single-elzment hot-firing 
task (Fig. 10) with an oxidizer post recess of 1-1/2 DL (0.204 inch) Rationale for 
the selection of this configuration is described in Section 6.0. The "peripheral" 
zone element which was used consistel! 5f a "coret! type clement with a showerhead 
boundary layer coolant (3LC) hole adjacent to each peripheral element. The shower- 
head BLC holes were separately manifolded from the core methane manifold to permit 
variation of the amount df ELC during the hot-firing evaluation. As in the single- 
element hot-fire studies, the BLC holes were designed for an injection velocity 
equal to the fuel annulus velocity at the 6-percent BLC le-  el* (~350 ft/sec). 
To configure a3000 lbf (sea level) injector, 43 elenents were required. The 43 
elenents were configured jntc 3 face pattern showsl schematically in Fig. 14. The 
face pattern consisted of three circumferential element rings with a single-element 
in the center of the injector. The radial spacings between rings were equal 
(0.553 in.) as were the circumferential spacing between elements (0.496 in.). This 
face pattern allowed for uniform mass flux distribution across the injector face 
as well as providing for an interpropellant purge cavity (discussed in a later ' 
paragraph). Note that the interelement spacing -of the injecto~ face pattern is 
relatively large .(:05 in. radially,x0.50 in. circumferentially). 
The large interelement spacings wera required witt, 70 lbf elements since the in- ...\. 
jector had to be compatible with the existing 3:l contraction ratio chamber ~hich 
was utilized in the like-doublet portion of the program. Use of a lower con- 
traction ratio chamber with the coaxial injecror appears feasible. Use of a 
E < 3 chamber would provide improved vaporization for a given chanber L* (Fig. 2). 
t 
The injector assemhly consists of three separate subassemblies: (1) the oxidizer 
flange, (2) the injector body, and (3) the injector face assembly (Fig. i5 and 
15). The three were designed so that the in,jector could be assembled before it 
was mated with the thrust chamber assembly, Additional, important design guide- 
lines for the injector are summarized below: 
1. Element placement on the face was designed to provide a alniform pro- 
pellant distribution. 
*BLC percentage level is defined a percent of total injector fuel flow. 
Recessed Post 
klement (Typical) 
D = O*Uj2" 
D' .. 0.146" 
P XI, = 0.136~1 
X Injector Face T/c's R - 1 4 2  DL 
= 0,204" 
?dw Radial Ci rcuMerent la1 
-
No . 
-
- " 
1 0.553" 0. 496 " 
2 1.106" 0.496 " 14 
- 
1 = 4 3  Eleements 
3 1.659 " o . kg6 " 21 
I I  
B U  Holes 1,819 0.549 21 
Figure 14. Face Pa~tern of Full- %ale Injector 


2 .  Oxidizer manifold/feeder passages were sized so t h a t  v e l o c i t i e s  were 
l e s s  zhan 15 f t f s e c  a t  the  design operating conditiocs and passage en- 
trances were chamfered o r  rounded as  auch as  possible  t o  avoid sharp 
edges. Fuel manifold/fecder ve loc i t i e s  were l e s s  than 90 f t / s e c  a t  the 
design condition. 
3. Fuel (CH4) annulus length/height r a t i o  was approximately 15. Velocity 
of :he fuel  i n  the annuli was nominally 350 f t / s e c  a t  the  design condition.  
4.  The FLOX posts contain in teg ra l  guide surface5 t o  maintain oxidizer  post/  
fue l  annulus concentr ic i ty  and prevent possible  oxidizer  post  v ibra t ion .  
The end crf the  guide surfaces were approxivately 0.362 in.. ( ~ 2 0  gas gap 
heights) f ron the end of the  F!,OX post .  The FLOX posts  contained head- 
end o r i f i c e s  which were designed f o r  an oxidizer  post  AP o f ~ 1 2 0  p s i  a t  
the  design condition. The diffused "OX i n j ec t ion  ve loc i ty  was 19.1 
f t / s e c  a t  the  design- condition. 
The i n j e c t o r  face and i n j e c t o r  body were fabricated from Nickel-201. The indi -  
vidual- FLOX posts were fabricated from stock seamless Nickel-200 tubing. The ox- 
i d i z e r  flange assembly was fabr ica ted  from 347 CRES. 
Sealing of  the  three  separate  assemblies was azcomlished with double pressurized 
metal.0-rings. Each s e a l  r i n g  contained a-purge  bleed which was pressurized t o  a 
pressure higher than the  adjacent manifold pressure ( e i t h e r  f u e l  o r  oxid izer ) .  
Pressurizing the bleed cavi ty not only energizes the  metal O-rings but prevented 
leakage from within the  i n j e c t o r  manifolds. 
The FLOX posts and o r i f i c e  caps were brazed i n t o  t h e  i n j e c t o r  body assembly using 
Nicoral braze a l loy .  The body was designed so  t h a t  eac3 FLOX post  gassed through 
an interpropel lant  purge cavi ty as shorn i n  Fig. 17. During a f i r i n g ,  t h i s  purge 
cavi ty was pressurized t~ a pressure g rea te r  than e i t h e r  the  methafie o r  FLOX man- 
i f o l d  pressure.  Thus, i n  the  event of a braze j o i n t  f a i l u r e  during a run, the  
purge cavi ty would prevent contact  between the  fue l  and oxidizer .  
The i n j e c t o r  subassemblies were pressure checked a t  appropriate  times during fab- 
r i ca t ion  t o  ensure t h e  i n t e g r i t y  of a l l  welds and braze j c i n t s .  In  addi t ion,  t h e  
assembled i n j e c t o r  was hel iun leak checied p r i o r  t o  each day of ho t - f i r e  t e s t i n g .  
To desemine i n j e c t o r  face heat  f lux  leve ls ,  two-t!iermocouples were i n s t a l l e d  i n  
the  in jec to r  face. The thermocouples were placed s o  t h a t  one was within the  core 
region of the  in jec to r  and t h e  o ther  i n  t h e  per ipheral  zone (Fig. 14) .  The 10-ail-  
diameter Chromel-Almel thermscoupks were mounted by p lac ingthem i n  holes  bored 
fron! the  back side of the  i n j e c t o r  face.  The holes were accurately counter bored- 
t o  within 0.030 i n .  of the  i n j e c t o r  face, 
The i n j e c t o r  was instrunented t o  determine t h e  following in jec t ion  parameters: 
1. CHq aanifold static pressure (Taber 0 t o  2000 p s i  t r m s d u c s r )  

3 .  CH4 nmifold dynamic pressure (Photocon model 307 transducer) 
4 .  FLOX manifold static pressure (Taber 0 to 2000 psi transducer) 
5 .  FLOX manifof d temperature (sheathed Iron-Constantan thermocouple) 
6 .  FLOX manifold dynamic pressure (Photocon model 307 transducer) 
7. SLC manifold pressure (Tabea 0 to 2000 psi transducer! 
4.5 FULL-SCALE THRUST CHAMBER 
The full-scale thrust chamber which v;as utilized for hot-fire evaluation was de- 
signed and fabricated in the like-doublet injector portion of the subject pro- 
gram (Ref. 4). Presented herein are the applicable design principles, the design 
approach, and the results of analysis. 
The thrust assembly consisted of multiple cylindrical chamber sections with an 
attached conventional convergent-divergent nozzle. This design was selecred to 
permit maximum use of available hardware while studying the effects of chmber 
L* on perfomncc in-the like-do~blet portion of the program. Since the primary 
objective of the program was injector development and not thrust chamber design, 
a passively cooled AT9 graphite lined chamber co~figuration was chosen. This 
approach minimized thrist chamber cost while still providing a means of deter- 
mining circumferential and axial chamberinozzle heat f l u  profiles. 
Dimensions of the thrust chamber assembly were established with the aid of the 
following system requirements, results from the analytical performance study 
(Section 3.01, and injector azsign consideration. 
SVSTElit REQUIREMENTS 
Propellants: FUlX (82.6-percent F2) /2H 4 (gl 
Nominal Operating Conditions: P = 500 psia C 
Sea-Level Thrust = 3000 Ibf with an Optimum 
Sea-Level Expansion Nozzle 
Psrf~rmunce k v e f  99-percent cf Efficiency (shifting equilibrium) 
The above requirments were mpioyed to define pertinent dimcrnsions (throat d i -  
metm=, rxpmsion ratio, etc.) af the thrust chamber assembly. The results o f  
the ancdytical pesfonnmcs studies and injector design considerations were uti- 
l i r ~ d  i n  defining the chantbar contraction ratio and characteristic chamber length. 
Nozzle design details such as convergence angle, radius of curvature of the throat- 
to-throat radius ~atio, etc., were similar to those eomnly  used on previous 
Rockatdyne research progrrau (Ref. 7 and 18). The selected nozzle parameters are 
listed below f ~ r  the thrust chamber assembly: 
Nozzle Throat Area, in.* = 3.96 
Nszzle 
Nozzle 
Nozzle 
Throat Diameter, in. 2 = 2 .245  
Expansion Ratio = 5.55 (optimum sea-level expamion at 
P = 500 psia and MR = 5.75) 
c 
Convergent Angle, degrees = 30 
Exit N~zZle (cone), degrees = 15 
R 
c = radius of curvature of nozzle throat = 2.0 
-
Rt throat radius 
A 
c chamber cross-pectional area 3.0 Contraction Ratio = - = 
At 
throat area 
Chamber Diameter, inches = 3.888 
Chamber L*, inches = 10, 20, 30, and 40 
In the analytical study, performance calculati~ns were made using the vaporizuSon 
rate and distributiog-limited computer programs. Since distribution-limited c* 
efficiency is not a direct function of chamber geometry, only the vaporization- 
limited c* efficiency porticz of the analytical performance study was considered 
in selection .of the thrust chamber design. 
The two most important variables affecting the vaporization-limited c* efficiencj- 
are propellant drop cize and combustion chamber geometry. The cffect of these two 
variables on ( Q ~ * ) ~ ~ ~  was shown parametrically in Fig. 2 (Section 2.0) for FLOX 
(82.6-percent F2) /CH4 (g) . 
As shown in Fig. 2, when propellant drop size is small, the effect of chamber 
geometry are generaiiy attenuated. Conversely, whea initial propellant drop sizes 
are large, chamber geometry. effects become more pronounced. Foragiven initial 
drop size and chamber L*, vaporization-limited c* efficiency can be increased by 
reduction of the contraction area ratio (corresponding to an increase in physical 
chamber length). This (contraction ratio) effect is negligible at the high per- 
formance level (qc*> 95-percent) ; however, it becomes significant when (qc*)vap 
drops below 95-percent. Note that the distribution-limited c* efficiency is 
assumed to be 100-percent. 
Based on the above analytical performance study results, a 2:l contraction ratio 
would have been selected for the basic thrust chmber assemblies. Injector de- 
sign considerations, however, favared the use of a higher contraction ratio cham- 
ber for the like-double injector. A chamber contraction ratio greater than 2:l 
was required to permit use of an injector with sufficient elements for good 
atomization and injector-chamber compatibility. Element feeding problems severely 
iiait the number of elements that could have been used in 2:l contraction ratio 
chamber/injector (like-doublet). Thus, a 3:l contraction ratio chamber was chosen 
for the chamber assembly. 
By the addition of cylindrical sections, chamber L* was variable over the 10- to 
$ G i n .  range. In addition, the chamber L* and contraction ratio were similar to 
those commonly employed in related programs (Ref. 2 2 ) )  thus permitting direct 
comparisons to be made between program results. 
The cylindrical chamber/nozzle sections consisted of a stainless-steel shell (or 
housing) with an ATJ graphite liner. The steel shells were made from CRES 321 pipe 
and had welded flanges. A liner thickness of 1 in. was sufficient to permit test 
durations suitable for definition of performance and transient chamber/nozzle heat 
transfer characteristics. Chamber construction was similar to that successfully 
used in Contract NAS7-304 [CkamSer Technology for Space Storable Propellants; 
Ref. 18). 
The nozzle con *<,rgence angle (30 degrees) and exit configuration (1s -degree cone) 
are similar to those commonly used in numerous research programs at Rocketdyne 
(Ref. 7 and 18). A radius of curvature of the nozzle throat-to-throat radius 
ratio (Rc/Rt) of 2.0 was chosen because the nozzle discharge coefficient for this 
spec!-fic configuration is well defined. A known nozzle discharg? coefficient is 
essential for a valid definition of performance (based on'chamber pressure 
measurement). 
For calculation of 2 "valid" performance value (based on chamber pressure mea- 
surement), care must be taken to ensure measuremeei of a "vaZidM static chamber 
pressure near the start of nozzle convergence. C;.arience gained on related pro- 
grams at Rocketdyne (Ref. 18 and 20) indicate tki: an inr-rease in static chamber 
pressure can occur near the start of convergence. .This increase in pressure 
appears to be caused by subsonic deceleration effects s;iiiq;". ,: with the turning 
of the combustion gases prior to acceleration in the nozzle. ihc mzgnitude of 
this increase is dependent on the geometric configuration of the nszzJe. Measu- 
rement cf the static pressure must be taken sufficiently upstream of the start of 
convergence so that its value is not affected by the subsonic decelerating effects 
discussed above. Furthermore, chamber pressure mus; be measured where combustion 
is nearly complete. 
To ensure that the proper static chamber pressure measurement was employed for 
calculation of performance, the hot-fire static pressure profile along the wall 
of the nozzle section was determined. Two rows of pressure taps 180 degrees apart 
are located 0.50 and 1 .ZS in. from the nczzle assembly inlet. The start of nozzle 
convergence was 1.462 in. upstream of the plane of minimum nozzle area. 
:j The nozzle was designed with an optimum sea level expansion ratio (5.55) 'at the 
; nominal design operating conditions (MR = 5.75; P = 500 psia). Nozzle exit base 
pressure was measured by means of pressure taps pfaced in the mzzls retaim~r ring 
4 to provide nozzle base pressure information for calculation of performance based 
on thrust measurements. 
Thermocouples were installed-in the ATJ grmhite chamber liner for the determina- 
tion sf chamber wall heat flux data. The method of themecouple placement was 
{.dentical to that used to instrument the single-element thrust chambers. In the 
full-scale ~l~amber, thermocouples also were installed in the nozzle section to 
determine nczzle heat flux levels. However, in the convergent and throat areas 
of the nozzle the thermocouple tips were installed 0.250 in. from the inner surface 
as compared to 0.180 in. in the cylindrical portion of the chwber. This increased 
thermocouple depth was based on-higher anticipated heat flux levels in the nozzle 
section. 
5.0 SINGLE-ELEMENT COLD-FLOW RESULTS 
This section describes the results of the cold-flow stmiies (mixing and atomiza- 
tion) which were conducted with the candidate "coreM and "peripheral" elements. 
Preceeding the experimental results the rationale for the se?ection of the test 
variables and design configurations are presented. 
5.1 SELECTION OF EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES 
Results from a pre-rious Rocketdyne technclogy program (Ref. 21) indieated that 
for gaslliquid coaxial injectors the fellowing physical parameters influenced 
the resulting mixing and atomi-ation characteristics: (1) the injection velocity 
of the gas (Vg), (2) the injection velocity of the liquid (VL), and (3) the 
density of the gas phase (og). For a specific element, the aforementioned vari- 
ables are a function of the flowrates of fuel and oxidizer through the element 
as well as the combustion pressure. Ex;;iimentally, the variables can be chvrged 
in several ways. For instance, the liquid injection velocity, VL, can be varied 
by changing the liquid fltw area, the flowrate of liquid, or the density of the 
liquid phase. However, for a given propellant combination, once a thrust-per- 
element value is chosen, the only variable that can be change6 by the injector 
design is the liquid flow zi-ea (i.e., D L )  Similar arguments can be kiven for ?ho 
gas injection velocity. Thus, a thrust-per-element value was chosen and the 
variables Vg and VL were systematicaiiy varied by changing the geometric vari- 
ables of thc element (i.e., DL and h; see Fig. 7). In addition, the flow-par- 
element was varied to determine thrust level effects. 
The referenced study also indicated that oxidizer -post recess and oxidizer jet 
swirl significantly affect element performance. Thus, these variables also were 
chosen for investigation. 
The nominal thrust :eve1 of the circular coaxial element which was chosen for 
characterization was 70 lbf (FLOX/CHq(g) , PC = 500 psia) at optimum sea lvvel tx-  
pansion. This site of element had previouly been employed in thrust chmber 
technology programs (Ref. 21) and, at the inception of the program, vas considered 
to be a candidate element thrust level fo? the FLOX/C%(g) breadboard engine. The 
noainal design values selected for the element operating conditions for the 
FLOX/CH4 Lg) propellant system were as follows : 
PC 500 pria (pf,l = 1.45 ibn/ft3) 
PI[R = 5.25 to 5.75 
Fuel Temperature = 53Q R 
FLOX Density = 89 1bm/ft3 
In cold-flow simulation of these hotofire conditions, it mr possible to model all 
of the above-mentioned variables i e .  pfuel, Vg, etc.) except the density of 
oxidizrr. Water (p = 62.4 ibn/ft3) was employed u oxidizer simulant in the mix- 
ing experiments and Shell-270 wax (p = 47.1 lbm/ftj) was used as oxidizer sinnrlant 
in the atanization experiments. Thus, for 8 given liquid flonats, liquid injec- 
tion velocities in rho mixing, .rornization, and hot-fire eacperimntr were not 
equivalent. 
To simulate the  dynmic conditions of a h o t - f i r e  gas / l iquid  propellant system, 
both mixing and atomization experiments were conducted i n  pressurized environ- 
ments with single-element in jec to r  models. Conduczing t h e  experiments i n  a 
pressurized environ~mnt allowed f o r  the  exact modeliric of the  h o t - f i r e  gas-phase 
density,  which previously had not bzen possible  with anhient pressure experiments. 
Descriptions of the pressurized mixing and arenizat ion f a c i l i t i e s  a re  presented 
i n  Appendixes B and C,  respectively.  
5.1.1 Core Element In jec tors  
The core element concept which was chosen for charac ter iza t ion  is shown i n  Fig. 7. 
Shown i n  Table I1 i s  t h e  range o f  the  peacinent var igbles  which weri invest igated 
i n  the  cold-flow e f f o r t .  
TABLE 11. RANGE OF COLD-FLOW V4RIABLES 
Liquid Jet Diameter 
(wcidi zer) 
Gas Gag Height [fuel) 
Symbol 
I Oxidizer Post Recess 
Range 
I DL I 0.070, 0.108, 0.136 in .  
0.0051 h I 0 . 0 4 1  in.  
O < R S ~ D L  
Gas Velocity i n  Annulus I vp i 100 5 Vg 5 630 f t / s e c  I Diffused Licpid Velocity I I vL I 5 5 VL 1 100 f t / s e c  at Post Tip (oxidizer) 
To inves t iga te  t h e  e f f e c t s  of t h e  l i q u i d  [oxidizer) in j ec t ion  ve loc i ty ,  th ree  
oxidizer  post sizes were configured, and t h e i r  respect ive  dimensions e l so  a r e  
shown i n  Fig. 7. To inves t iga te  the  e f f e c t s  of t h e  in jec ted  f u e l  ve loc i ty ,  t h e  
.(,annulns gas gap (h) was changed by varying t h e  diameter of  t h e  fue l  o r i f i c e .  
Provisions were made t o  vary the  amount of  t h e  oxid izer  post  recess  from f lush  
(R a 0 )  t o  four  post  diameters (R - 4 DL) by t h e  inse r t ion  of  spacers i n  t h e  
model s ;: 
A l l  the  "corew candidate elements were configured with a d i f f u s e r  sec t ion  a t  the 
e x i t  of  the  oxidizer  post .  The d i f f u s e r  sec t ion  -wrs incorporated i n  t h e  design 
s ince  a v a i f a b l , ~  da ta  indicated t h a t  increasing the  r e l a t i v e  v e l w i t y  between t h e  
gas and 1iqr;id streams (V -V ) was conduciva t o  improving mixing and atomization 
ps r ionunce  (Ref. 21). 11 ohdition, t h e  d i f fuse r  sec t ion  not only lowers t h e  
l iqu id  in jec t ion  ve loc i ty  but imparts a f i n i t e  mount of r a d i a l  momentm ts the  
l i qu id  ju t .  
5.1.2 Puriphasal Element In jec to r s  
The two candidate "p.riphera19' r l a r n t  configurations consis ted o i  a b w e l i n ~  
BLC element and r scarfed post with swirl elanent as shown i n  Fig. 9 ,  
The BLC confi-uration was designed t o  provide coolant flowrai :s based on typica l  
Rocketdyne J-1 engine da ta .  Accordingly, the element was designed t o  operate 
with approximately 6 t o  10 percent a f  t he  t o t a i  fue l  flow as  BLC*. A t  t he  6-  
-
percent BLC leve l ,  the  in jec t ion  ve loc i ty  of the  BLC gas was a~proximate ly  e q ~ a l  f 
t o  the  gas ve loc i ty  i n  the  fue l  o r i f i c e  annulus. f 
t The scarfed post w i t h  swirl element was designed with a post scar f  angle of 2 2 - i , / 2  
I )I dcgrees. That value of post scarf  angle had been employed i n  s imi lar  FLOX/CH4 
i i n j ec to r  programs (Ref. 22)  . 
i 5.2 CORE ELFMEAT MIXING RESULTS 
: + 1 Parametric mixing experiments were conducted with candidate core elements t o  de- 
*3 i 
, 1 f termine the  e f f e c t s  of gas ve loc i ty ,  l iqu id  ve loc i ty ,  t h r o t t l i n g  (gas densi ty  i and f lowrate) ,  element mixture r a t i o ,  oxidizer post recess ,  and oxidizer j e t  swirl 
3 I cn the  mixing c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of coaxial  elements. Additional t e s t s  with in-  creased flow per  element ( i . e . ,  thrust/elementj  were performed. Analogous atomi- ! 
?- zation experiments w i l l  t e  discussed i n  subsequent paragraphs. 
f i 
f The experiments were designed so t h a t  the  e f f e c t s  of gas and l iqu id  ve loc i ty  could 
be assessed independently of the  o the r  t e s t  var iables .  A s  an example, t o  deter-  
f mine t h e  e f f e c t s  of l iqu id  in jec t ion  veloci ty ,  the  diameter of t h e  oxidizer  j e t  t 
! (DL) was varied along with t h e  diameter of the  gas o r i f i c e  (Dg) t o  maintain t h e  
f gas ve loc i ty  constant with constant t o t a l  propel lant  f lowrate ard mixture r a t i o .  
5. 2 .  However, it sho-~ ld  be noted t h a t ,  i n  the t h r o t t l i n g  experimerts, t he  parameter i VL cannot be held constant when t h e  experime::ts a re  conducted with a f ixed piece of  hardware. Similar ly,  f o r  the  mixture r a t i o  experiments, Vg and VL vary f o r  
t e s t s  conducted with a constam t o t a l  element flowrate.  
5.2.1 Selection of Mixing Measurement Plane 
To se lec t  a common measurement plane f o r  the  mixing experiments, t e s t s  were con- 
ducted with the  No. 1 element (Fig. 7) configuration wherein mixing l eve l s  were 
determined a t  two separate  dis tances from the  i n j e c t o r  face.  Figure 18 pre- 
sen t s  t h e  r e s u l t s  of  these experiments which show t h a t ,  f o r  t h i s  element con- 
Piguration,mixing proceeds r ap id ly  within t h e  f i r s t  2 inches of mixing length. 
Mixing appears t o  be nearly complete at t h e  5-inch co l l ec t ion  dis tance.  
A comcn. iteasurement plane of  5 inches was selected f o r  subsequent experiments 
based on the  data of Fig. 18 and t h e  consideration o f  spacial  resolut ion.  For a 
nominal 70-lbf element, t h e  diamster of  t h e  spray f i e l d  at t h e  2-in. measurement 
plane was on the order  o f  0.75 in .  whereas, a t  the  5-in. plane,  the spray f i e l d  
width was approximately 1.5 in .  i n  d i m e t e r .  Thus, measuring a t  5 in .  allowed 
t h e  spray f i e l d  t o  be studied i n  greater' d e t a i l  than would have been possible  at  
t h e  2-in. measurement plane. A l l  o f  t he  s i n g l e - r l r u n t  mixing experimects were 
conducted i n  a shmber which was 3.0 i n .  i n  diameter, 
I *BLC percentage i s  donned  as percent i f  total m g i n r  =flow. 
I W~ = 0.174 lbm/sec Wg = 0.033 lbdsec  % - 1.45 lbm/ft? % = 0.136 in.;  D~ = ~ 1 6  i n .  D, - 0.182 in.; h = o C 
1 2 3, 4 5 6 
Collection M s t w i ~ e ,  i n .  
Figure 18. Mixing ifiicirncy ar a Function of Collection Distance 
5.2.2  Core Element Parametric Mixing Results  .- 
To determine the  indepmdent e f f e c t s  of gas vpiocit;.., t he  gas annulus th ickness  
("gas gap") of t he  No. 1 element conf igurat ion (DL = 0.136 i n . ,  DR = 0.182 i n . )  
was var ied from 0,OQS t o  0.041 i n . ,  k2eping t h e  ox id izer  p ~ s t  diameter constant  
(D = 0.146 i n . ) .  The mixing t e s t s  were performed f o r  p = 1.45 lbm/ftX, WR = 
5.55, and f o r  f l u sh  and recessed ox id i ze r  pos t .  Total  e  f ement mass flow, Jg + J t ,  
was a l so  maintained cons tan t .  Figure 19 p re sen t s  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  mixing ex- 
periments which a r e  p l o t t e d  as Em versus  gas gap v e l o c i t y .  A s  ind ica ted ,  t h e  
mixing f a c t o r ;  Em, was found t o  increase  a s  t he  gas gap v e l o c i t y  was increased 
from 134 t o  630 f t / s e c .  Shown a t  each point  a r e  corresponding values  f o r  FLOX/CH4 
mixing l imi ted  c* e f f i c i ency ,  qc*,mi,. 
The e f f e c t s  of ox id izer  i n j e c t i o n  v e l o c i t y  on mixing were inves t iga ted  by changing 
the  e x i t  diameter o f  t h e  ox id izer  post  (see t h e  t h r e e  element conf igurat jons  of 
Fig. 7 ) .  A l l  expcriments were performed with a constant  mixture r a t i o  and t o t a l  
p rope l lan t  Elowrate (SL = 0.174 lbm/sec, wg = 0.033 lbmlsec). The gas annulus f o r  
each cxidiz-2r pos t  ccnf igura t ion  was designed t o  maintain t h e  gas gap v e l o c i t y  
constant (Vg = 35P f t / s e c )  . The measured mixing e f f i c i e n c y  is shown i n  Fig.  20 
a s  a fu r :  t io i ,  cf oxid izer  v e l o c i t y  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  values of  FLOX post  ?:cccss. For 
a f l u sh  ox id izer  pos t ,  t h e  mixing e f f i c i ency  was r e l a t i v e l y  constant  f o r  t h e  range 
of l i q u i d  v e l o c i t i e s  which were inves t iga ted .  A t  a  post  r eces s  of 1 3 ~ ,  however, 
t h e  mixing e f f i c i e n c y  showed a decidedly downward t r end  as t h e  ox id i ze r  v e l o c i t y  
was increased.  
The t h r o t t l i n g  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of t h e  No. 1 element conf igurat ion (DL = 0.136 i n . )  
a r e  presented i n  Fig. 21. The experiments were performed f o r  a constant  mixture 
r a t i o  and t h e  to t i i l  p rope l lan t  f lowraie  w3s maintained proport ional  t o  t h e  simu- 
l a t e d  gas ~ h a s e  dens i ty  ( i . e . ,  t h e  t e s t s  simulated t h r a t t l i n g  a h o t - f i r e  i n j e c t o r  
a t  constant  mix twe  r a t i o ) .  Resul ts  are z r ~ s e n t e d  f o r  L o i i i  ;r f lash and recessed 
ox id izer  post  f o r  a 5.6: 1 t h r o t t l i n g  range. The d a t a  sbor a ~ i g n i f l c a n t  decrease  
i n  nixing l imi ted  performance a s  t he  element was t h r o t t l e d  5 .e .  , :Ja and f lowra te  
decrease) f o r  both t h e  f l u s h  and recessed pos t .  Note, howaver, theb'hiJh mixing 
perCormmce (E, = 95.6%) o f  t h e  recessed element a t  t h e  des j  gi; condi t ion (pg = 
1.45 lbrn/ft3, MR = 5.25j. For t h e  FLOX/Cfl4(g) p ropa l lan t  systsm a t  590 p s i a ,  
t h a t  value o f  E, corresponds t o  n,t,,ix = 99.5?;. 
Figure 22 presen ts  add i t iona l  t h r o t t l i n g  d a t a  which were obtained mploying  e l e -  
mezts with d i f f e r e n t  post  s i z e s  (DL = 0.136, C.108, 0.070 i n . ) .  The 5ata  were 
obtained f o ~  a nominal ox id izer  pos t  recess  o f  approximately one l i q u i d  m i f i c e  
diameter, As ind ica ted ,  f o r  a l l  t h r e e  conf igura t ions ,  t h e  mixing e f f i c i e n c v  
s i g n i f i c a n t l y  decreased a s  t h e  elements were t h r o t t l e d .  Note t h a t  t h e  mixing o f  
the largest [Ci = 5 . i 3 6  in . )  elernme, e . ,  t h e  one with t h e  lowest l i q u i d  v e l o c i t y ,  
was s i g n i f i c a n t l y  superior t o  t h e  o t h e r  two conf igurat ions  over t h e  e n t i r e  t h r o t t l e  
range. 
The indepsnder~t etfocts of t lement in5 ected mixtme r a t i o  were ic termined u t  i l i z -  
ing the No. 1 (D!, = 0.136 in . )  element coaf igura t ion .  Figure 23 presen t s  t h e  
results $f the mixing experiments for  ?w? values  of  pos t  recess. For a f l u s h  
oxidizer post, decreasing mixture mt io  r e s u l t e d  i n  increased mixing e f f i c i e n c y .  A t  
Fipre 19. Effects of Gar Gap Velocity Changes as a 
Re,s;rlt or" Variations in the Gap Height 
Figure 20. 
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8 pc't recess cf 1 DL, an optimum p o i n t  at a r p x i r n a t e l y  the design FLOX/CHd mix- 
ture rtltio was found. 7'hcse rasul?: indica te  t h a t ,  fxaw a m i ~ i n g  standpoint,  
recessing the oxidizer  post aay not be beneficial f o ~  low e?.ement mixture r a t i o s  
(MR < 4 ) .  
Tha ~nde~endent e f f e c t s  of FLOX p r t  recess AOTQ determined f o r  a gas phase den- 
s i t y  of 1 45 l b n / f t s  and MR = 5.25 ( a d  fixed t o t a l  flow). Figure 24 presents  
the mixinp t e a t  r e s u l t s  for tho throe  element configurations.  As indicated i n  
the figure, r Oist inc t  optimWm for th8  DL 41.136 in. configuration was found f o r  
r recess of' approxitnril'cely 1 l i q u i d  j e t  diameter. Increasing the  post recess  from 
2 t o  4 DL rcwltrd i n  r s s e n t 2 s l l y  the sane nixing performance. The DL = 0.108-in. 
configuration exhibited an a p p u s n t l y  similar t rend,  but oxidizer  post recess  did 
not affect the DL r 0.070-in. co~rf iguzr t ion  ~ i x i n g  e f f i c i ency  over the  range in- 
vest  igated. Tfrese results da l~ons t ra to  that gsomotric sca l ing  of oxidizer post s 
mry r e s u l t  i n  rubs ran t i a l ly  changing t h e  influence of  post recess on t h e  element 
mixing o f f i e i e x y .  Note, however, t h a t  for a post recess of approximately 1 DL, 
mixin8 perfomnce decroud as t h e  oxidizer post size w u  decreased ( i . e . *  Vt 
increased; see f g. 2Q). 
Onr mixing test  ;as conOuctod with the Nu? 1 olslrant t o  determine the e f f e c t s  of 
swi t l ing  t h e  oxidizer jet .  The test was conducted a t  R * 0 with  the  45-degree 
in- l ine  he l ica l  sdrhr  (Fig. I ) .  Ths test was at the ncmirnal design condition 
(0, = 1.45 lbe f t 3  wtQt 8 lb./ro-, and t.lR = 5.25) which resu l t ed  i n  m E, - 90.8 
percmt 8s corparu.i t o  a-mining l r v e l  o f  Em = $3 percent &en the oxidizer  jet 
war not swirlad. 
Two mixing test9 r~e1-8 condwted t o  dutsPnrine th8.effecfs o f  increasing t h e  nominal 
design floutrre ( i -e . ,  increasing tho t h m t / a l e w n t )  of t h e  No. 1 element a t  
R 8 0.  Figure 25 pmsonts tho roaoltr sf these  tests which shbr Chat t h e  mixing 
level decreased as flourate p w  elemat was increarodd T;re~e data werb utilized 
together wftb  t h ~ q f t f  m g  data t~ wnstmct a amp of the  mixing choractcwistics of 
the No. 1 a l m n  as a function of totv'  element f l o w a t e ,  gas v ~ l o c i f y ,  and gar- 
phase density (see : \:ion L O )  * 
The inf lwnco o f  dsrtga ud -rat in8 pumwtwr on axin)  quality, b. may bo 
p)sysieal~,v undrfrtmi by exrrPtnin8 rko lwal ~u and liquid mss flux d i r t r i b -  
tions. Figurc 27 prrorntc the ' horWtradW 1 Ji/Ai)lwl/ui,tot.  i * g u  or 
0 1 2 3 4 
OadBi~er Port ICcer8, vl+, -
Figure 24. Effects o f  Oxidher Post Recess for 
Varlau S i m  Liquid Orifices 
Figure 2% Mixing Effects; ef Plowrate-Par-Ellrspent 
W i t h  Pi& Blo19at -try 


liquid) gaer and l i q u i i  arrr fluxes for the series o f  rrperimones ~ h r c l r  ut  ili;sd 
the ?do. I sfrrmnt co~iiyurrtion t o  d8t0niR8 the effect o r  o r ~ J l  t e r  p a a t  recezs. 
Note that the mars f lux  i s  " n ~ m u i i t e ~ d "  q c i y  with respect t o  t o t &  propl fmc 
f lwra tr  and not with radpezt t o  area. 
p, INCH 
Figure 28. Effect of Oxidizcr Jet Swirl 
si-ag!e pasaineter b) considering the  q u a l i t a t i v e  t rends  of  the  d a t a .  Figure 29 
przsefitj a rort;clqticn of t h e  mixing d a t a  (Fm) with t h e  parameter (P~v~)~/(MR-VL). 
As indicated i n  t h e  f i g m e ;  t h e  p r m , e t e  p x v i d e s  a reasonable c o r r e l a t i o n  o t  
t h e  mixing da t a .  
Note t h a t  separa te  curves a r e  necessary f o r  d i f f e r e n t  post  r eces s  (R = 0, R = l D L ) .  
"or almost a l l  vslues of  C G  k g - 4  V )2 /  (MR- i'~), t h e  recessed post  gave b e t t e r  mixing, 
b ~ 4  t h e  d i f f e r ence  becomes n i l  f o r  values above about 6000 lbmZ/fts-sec. 
5.2.5 - Cold-Flow Mixing Data 
Sumarized i n  Table I11 a r e  pe r t i nen t  d a t a  measured and ca l cu l a t ed  from t h e  s ing le -  
element c o l d - f l ~ w  mixing experiments. Suff ic ien t  d a t a  a r e  suppl ied f o r  t h e  c a l -  
cu l a t i cn  i f  t he  eiement onerat ing condi t ions  ( i . e . ,  Vg, VL, pg, e t c j .  Also shown 
i s  the. element c o n f i g r a t i o n  f o r  each test .  
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5.3 CORE ELE3lEhT A'i'OMI ZATION RESULTS 
Parametric atomization studies analogous to the mixing experiments were conducted 
en~ploying the three element confi.gurations (see Fig. 7 j .  In all cases, the cold- 
flow models ctilized in the mixing experinenta were also utiiized in the atomiza- 
tion experiments. All experiments were conducted in the pressurized atomization 
fzsility employing moiten wax ar,d gaseous nitr~~en as nonreactive propellant 
simulants (see Appendix C) , 
The izde~endent effects of gas velscity w a r *  investigated for the DL = 0.136-in. 
element by varying the "gas gay" from 0.041-inch tu '3.005-inch. Simulated condi- 
tions were P = 1.45 ibm;ftJ and MR - =  5.25 and WT = 0.207 lbm/sec for a flush 
oxidizer pos 0 . As shoin in Fig; 36, increasing tffe gas velocity (by changing the 
gas gap) from 134 to 350 Zt/sec resulted in a significant decrease in the mean 
drop size. Further increases iq the gas velocity to 630 ft /sec did not signif- 
icantly change the drop size. 
The effect of increasing the oxidizer velocity by means of reducing the oxidizer 
post diameter is presented in Fig. 31. As in the mixi- - experiments, liquid jet 
diameters of 0.136 in. 0.103 in., and 0.070 in. were a ,luyed, For both a flush 
and recessed oxidizer post, the data indicate a linear drop size relat~omhip 
with the oxidizer velocity. Apparently, over the range tested, reduction of th2  
j c t  diameter continualiy reduced the resultant drop sizes in spite of the attendant 
Increase in injection velocity. 
Tie throttling characteristics of the three element configurstion are presented 
in Fig. 32 for hoth  recessed and flush post configurations. The experiments were 
perfornd at MR = 5.25 and the total propellant flowrate was maintained propor- 
tional t o  :he simulated gas--phase density, as would be the case under hot-fi ... h g  
conditions. A s  indicated, f o r  the DL = 0.136 and 0.108-in. configurations, the 
mean drop size decrease2 as the elment was throttled. For the DL = 0.078-in. 
eleaent, throttling did not significantly affect the resultant mean drop size. 
The effects  of the injected mixture ratio were investigated with the DL = 0.136 in. 
element for both a flush and recessed cxidizer post configuration. Figure 33 
presents the results for mixture ratios fron 3 to 7.5. kcreasing the injected 
mixture ratio resulted In decreased drop sizes for both the flush and recessed 
zocfigur&tions, 
Tire independent effects of FLOX post recess were determined for the design point 
Of ?8 = i .45 lbm/ft3, MR = 2.25 and wtot = 0.207 lbm/sec. Figure 34 presents the resu ts of the atomization experi~ilents for several element geometries. The solid 
curves in Fig. 34 are the results for elements with liquid jet diameters of 0.136, 
0.108, and 0.070 in. 411 of these eJ.ements were designed with a 6-degree chamfer 
(diffuser section) at the exit of the oxidizer post. As indicated for these 
elements, the effect of post recess was a constant or even an increasing drop size 
a s  the post was recessed to practical depths (recass/DL 2.5)  . 
These data arc not in accord with previously reported coaxial eiement atomization 
data, which indicates a significant decrease in drop size as the oxidi7er post is 
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Figure 31. Effect of Liquid Injection Velocity Varied by 
Changing the Liquid Orifice Size 
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Figure 32. Throttling Characteristics for Flush and Recessed Oxidizes 
Posts ,With Different Size Liquid Orifices (DL) 
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Figure 33. Effect of Injected Mixtur? Ratio 
With and Without Post Recess 
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Figure 34. - Effect of Oxidizer Post Recess for 
Various Sized Liquid Orif ices 
recessed (Ref. 21). :lowever, the referenced stl1dy investigated large thrust/ 
element injectors (~2000 lbf) an.] the elements which were employed did not have 
a chamfer at the exit of the oxidizer post. 
To determine whether or not the post exit chamfer was the reason for thediscrep- 
anor bezween the data, an element was fabricated which was identical to :he DL = 
0.136 in. element except that the past chamfer was eliminated. As indicated in 
Fig. Z 4  (dashed line), this element produced drop sizes which were slightly larger 
than the DL = 0.136-in. element and significantly larger than the DL-= 0,108-in. - 
configuration. Recessing the noncharnfered oxidizer post again diii nc,t result .in.. 
decreased drop.sizes, Note also that the e~peri~~ent wi h the DL = 0,108-in. con- 
figuration of zero post recess was repeated and the results were 500 and 527 
microns, respectively. Thus, it appears that large ihrust-per-element coaxia.1 
injectors are more sensitive to oxidizer post recess than small-thrust-per element 
coaxial injectors. 
To determine the effects on atomization of swirling the oxidizer jet, a ,test with 
the 45-degree in-line swirler was performed at the design condition with the Nc. 1 
core element at zero recess. TA e test rzsulted in a 5 of 5-90 microns as ccmparrd ' 
to 580 microns when the jet was not swirled. Thus, swirling the liquid jet had 
little effect on the mean drop size for the element configuration of this study. ? 
However, significant swirling effects'have been observed for l-srge,-thrust-per- 
element injectors (Ref. 21) whenever the gas gaps were large (h=0,2 in. ) . 
Two atomization tests were' conducted to determine the effects of increasing the 
~ o m i n a l  flwrate (.i.e., increasing the thrust/element) of the No. - 1 element at 
R = 0. Figure 55 presents the results of those tests whish-she;;. D decreasing 
with, increased flowrate. As in the mixing tests, these data were utilized to 
construct a map of the atomization characteristics of the No. 1 element as a 
:unction of flowrate, gas velocity, and gas-phase density. 
- 
~tomization tests aii~logous to mixing tests conducted with the No. 1 element at 
ii thrust level of 140 lbf were conducted f e r  p s i  reces; depths up to 3 D . Figure k 35 yresentz.t,hese restiits whlch show that post recess did, not significant y effect 
drop size. Those data are in accord,with the data of Fig. 34 .which were con- 
ducted for a thrust level of 70 l?f. 
5.3.1 - Drop Size Distribution Correlation 
Figure 37 presexts normalized drop size distribution data from several of the 
pressurized atomization experiments. Also shown in the figure is the noridlalized 
Rosin- Rammler drop size distribution function (Re?. 23). Note the excellent , 
agreement wich the coaxial injector data for values of ~ / b  > 1.O. Use of real- 
istic drop size distribution functions for ~ / 6  > 1.3 in combustion model programs 
is critical because these drop size ranges significantly influence the predicated 
- 
The mass median drop size, D, for a spray sample rrhich conforms t q  tne Rosin- 
Rammler distribution function may be converted to an equivalent volume mean drop 
size by the equation (Ref. 23): 
D, = 0.455. b 
-I 
A % = 0,136 in.; I+, = 0.ih6 in. 
C - -  De = 0.182 in.; R = 0 
HR = 5.25 = Constent 
Figure 35. Atomizatim ~ f f e c t  o f  Flaw-Per-Element 
.- 
. - With- Fixed E1emer.t Ge6aetry 
Post Recess, (R/%) 
r 
400 
3. 
I& P .  
3m Fb: I+, = 0.~6 in.; n = 0.146 in. D, = 0.182 in.; MR = 5.25 
Pg = 1.&5 l b d f t 3  GL = 0.288 lbm/sec; VL = 73 fps 
Figure 36. Atomization Effects of Oxidizer Post Recess for 
No. 1 Element for Thrust Level of 140 lbf  
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Figure 37. Core-Element .Normalized Drop Size ~istribution Data 
where 
D30 = volume mean dcop size 
- 
9 = mass median drop size 
5.3.2 Corzelation of Core E1emei.t Atomization Data 
An attempt was made to correlate the atomization data presented in Fig. 30 through 
36 utilizing the parameter (ggV ) */MR VL) which correlated the mixing data (see 6 Fig. 2 9 ) .  However, no reascna lc correlation was obtained. ?'he most successful 
correlation of the atomizat~.on iata was obtzined ~y replacing the numerator of the 
mixirig correlation pzraineter by a term proportional :so the shear rate at the gas- 
liquid interface (i.e., V - V  ) .  In addition, it can be assumed that the resultant L 
mean 'drop ;ize will be some fraction of the oxidizer jet diameter. Thus, the re- 
sultant met? drop sizes were ncsidimensionalized by GL. Figure 38 presents the 
parameter as a funcfion oi (Vg-VL) {VL MR). As indicated in the figure, the 
parameters provide a re,osor.al ?e correlation of the atomization data. 
.- 
5 . 3 . 3  Sing'e-Element Aiouiza;-ion Data 
Summarized in TableIV are pertinent data measure?. and calculated from the single- 
element atomization experi,nents. Sufficient data are supplied for the calcula- 
tion of the element operating conditions (i.e., Vg, VL, pg, e t c . ) .  Also shown is 
the element configuration fnr each test. 
5.4 PERIPHERAL ELEMENT MIXING RESULTS 
Mixing experiments were conducte? with the candidate peripheral elements to assess 
their potential chamber wali heat flux zharacteristics. In addition to the deter- 
mination cf their mixing performance, an area of primary concern was the resulting 
wall zone mass and mixture ratic cif ztributitm of the elements. 
5.4.1 -, BLC Peripheral Element 
Two mixing experiments were condllcte:iwith the BLC element (see Fig. 9) to deter- 
mine the effects of the amount of BLC flow. The mixing performances and pertinent 
data are tabulared below: 
w w w 1% gas, element, gas, BLC, MR 
lbm/sec lbmjsec lbm/sec element overall E ~ ,  % MK 
From t.ke above data, increasing the amount of BLC flow resulted in lower (:2 pt 
cent mi:-ing levels. However, no significant qualitative dii~erences were noted 
between the resulting mass and mixture ratio distributions. 
h 
/\ Flush Post 
A Recessed Post I ' 
Figure 38. Correlation of Cold-Flow Aromization Data 
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Figure 39. Mass Flux Profiles Measured a 
1 kv 0.i.36 in. 
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the 5-In. Station for the BLC Element 
The mass flux profiles resulting from the ex~eriment with w g ~ c  = 0.006 lbm/sec 
are shown in Fig. 39. The data are for a collection distance of 5 in. from the 
injector face. Note that in the region immediately downstream (adjacent to the 
hypothetical chamber wall) of the BLC hole (sectors 2 and 3 ) ,  that a region of 
low nixtu-e ratio but high mass flux Fas produced. In regions furthest away from 
the hyptL-tical wall, low mass flux levels were obtained, but the local mixture 
ratios were high (MR > 5 . 2 5 ) .  Thus, the intended mixture ratio bias was achieved. 
5 . 4 . 2  Scxfed Post Element 
Mixing tests were conducted with the element configuration shown in Fig, 9 with 
the two in-line helical swirlsrs. Since the scarfed post design is intended t o  
move mass away fron a chamber wall, tests were made at two planes to determine 
the wall ?one mass and mixture ratios profiles as a function of distance from the 
injector face. 
The element mixing performance, Em, is presented in Fig. 40 as a furiction of dis- 
tance from the injector for both in-line helical swirlers. The mixing level ai 
the injector face was assumed to be zero. From an overview of the figure, it .'s 
clear that whatever mixing is accomplished occurs within 2 inches of the injector 
face. For compariscjri, mixing levels for an equivalent !'core element" configura- 
tion with zero oxidizer post recess and the BLC element are also shown in Fig. 40.  
At the 5-in. measurement plane, the mixing quality of the scarfed post with the 
45-degree swirler was only siightly below that of the core element, but that of 
t h  element with a 22.5-degree swirler fell substantialiy lower. Mixing levels 
of the two peripheral elements are nearly equivalent at the 5-in. measurement 
plcne. 
Figure 41 presents "norrna1,ized" mass flux profile data for the scarfed post with 
45-degree swirler at the 2-in. measurement plane. For convenience of discussion, 
a hypothetical chamber wall is dram adjacent to secto-cs 2  and 3. At the 2-in. 
measurement p.lane, the gas and liquid mass fluxes are almost symmetrical with 
respect to the centerline of the element, and very little displacement is still 
in evidence . 
Figure 42 presents the "normalized" mass flux profiles as measured at the 5-in. 
station. By this distance, the center of mass has clearly been displaced from 
the centerline of the elec~ent. As expected, the gas and liquid mass are concen- 
trated in sectors 5 through 8. Note, however, while the element successfully 
displaces mass from the hypathetical chamber wall, the local mixture ratio ad- 
jacent to the wall i s  higher than the injected mixture ratio. 
For conparison, Fig. 43 presents norr.s.lized mass flux data for both the scarfed 
post and BLC configui-ations with wgj,~ = 0.006 lbm/sec. The data are plotted for 
the hypothetical wall region of interest (sectors 2 and 3). Examination of the 
cold-flow data shows that both canfigurations possess characteristics which could 
provide enhanced injectsr/clzamber campatibjlity. The flux profiles for the scarfed 
post with swirl show that the element displaces mass away from the wall region, 
but the local wall mixture ratios are higher than the injected mixture ratios. 
That is, near the wall, locsl values sf wnonnalSzed" liquid mass flux are higher 
1 
I 
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Figure 40. Mixing Performance of Scarfed Post With 
Swirler Configuration and BLC Element 
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Figure 41. Mass Flux Profiles Measured at 2-In. Station 
(45-degree Helical Swirler, Em = 86%) 
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Figure 42. Mass Flux Profiles Measured at 5-In. Station (45-degree 
Helical Swirler, Em = 80.5%) 
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than gas mass flux. The flux profiles for the BLC tests show that liquid dis- 
tribution is not affected by the shoverhead BLC flow. However, the displacement 
of the gas distribution from the centerline of the element is evident. The re- 
sulting BLC element flow field is characterized by a low wall region mixture ratio 
but with relatively increased mass flux near the wall. 
The-relative merits of each configuration as a peripheral element were investigated 
with single-element hot firings (Section 6.0). These data show the relative 
merits of low wall mixture ratio versus low wall mass flux. 
5.5 PERIPHERAL ELEMENT ATOMJZATION RESULTS 
Extezsive atomization testing of the candidate peripheral elements was nct per- 
formed. In the case of the SU: element, an analysis of the free-jet flow field 
indicated that, due to the diffusion of the small (0.047 in.) BLC jet, little ex- 
cess gas velocity would be available for interaction with the adjacent element 
flow iield. Consequsntly, the BLC eleaent can be expected to yield drop sizes of 
approximately the same sire as-the basic recessed core element without. the ad- 
jacent BLC hole. 
To assess the effects of swirling the liquid-jet, an atomization test was run 
using the No. 1 core element (nonscarfed) with zero recess and with a 45-degree 
heIicai swirler. The test resulted in a 5 of 590 microns as compared to 580 
microns (nonscarfed) when the jet was not swirled. Thus, swirling the liquid jet 
had-little effect on the mean drap size for this size element. Significant in- 
fluence of swirl has been observed on atomization for large-thrust-per-eleuient 
injectors whenever the gas gaps were large, e,g., L d . 2  in. (Ref. 24). 
5.6 EVALUATION OF MIXING AND ATOMIZATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Elom an overview of the mixing and atomization data presented in this sec'tion, it 
is apparellt that parameters that enhance mixing perfcrmance do not necessarily 
provide good atomization characteristics. For example, reference to Fig. 24 shows 
that for the No. 1 element, a. the oxidizer post recess was increased from 0 to 1 
DL, the mixing level, EM, increased from 81 to 95-percent (i-e., qc*, increased). a However, analogous atomization data (Fig. 34) shows that the mass me ium drop size 
also increased from 580 to 630 microns (i .e . , nc*, vap decreased) . ~onse~uentl~, 
tradeoff studies must be made to optinize element perfarmance both with respect-. 
to el-ement geometry as well as element operating conditions. Thus, in order to 
select a llcorell element configuration -for single-element hot-fire evaluation, a 
tradeoff study of the three "coreJ1 configurations was made with the intent of 
maximizing performance both at design and throttled conditions. The results of 
that study are presented in a subsequent section (Sectior. 6.0). 
The results of the cold-flow studies with the llperiphsrallt element configurations 
showed that the mixing levels of the scarfed post and DLCele~ients were nearly 
equivalent (Fig; 40) . However, examination of the resulting wall zone mass and 
mixture ratio characteristics of the two elements shows significant differences 
(Fig. 43). That is, the BLC element provides a-low mixture ratio, high mass flux 
wall region, whereas the scarfed post elemerrts provides a high mixture rati.0, low 
mass xlux wall region. rhe relative effects of each characteristic were assessed 
in the single-element hot-fire studies. 
'* 
. $ 
6.0 SIKGLE-ELEMENT HOT-FIRE RESULTS :- . $ .
The purpose of the single-element hot-fire task was twofcld: (1) verification of 
the cold-flow simulation techniques, and (2) investigation of the effects of com- 
bustion which CbIinOt be simulated in ccld-flow experiments. 
Since the influence of combustion within a recessed cup* was expected to be the 
most difficult combustion effect to simulate in cold flow, post recess waschosen 
to be a variable in the "coreN single-element hot-fire studies. Combustion within 
the cup region can significantly change the atomization and zixing charact~zistics 
of the element due to generation of combustion gases within the confined cup region 
can lead to oxidizer post burning. AE additional variable, chamber L*, was changed 
in order to verify the mixing levels which were determined in-the cold-flow studies. 
6.1 SELECTIOK OF SINGLE-ELEMEIUT HOT-FIRE ELEMEhlS 
The cold-flow daza presented in Section 5.0 defined independent effects of element 
design and operating conditions on the mixing and atomization processes. Based on 
these cold-flow studies, element configurations were selected for further hot-fire 
evaluation. 
q.1.1 Core Hot-Fire Element 
To select a core elelnent for hot-fire evaluation, the cold-flow data cf the three 
candidate (see Fig. 7) core elements were analyzed for predict-ed performance levels 
both at the design and throttled conditions. Table V presents the results of this 
analysis for chamber pressures of 500 and 250 psia. For this analysis, a baseline 
recess vsluc cf 1 DL was chosen. This value of post recess had been used in simi- 
lar FLOX/CH4 programs without experiencing post burning problems (Ref.'l9). 
In the analysis, the rax drop sizes (B) were corrected for the difference in physi- 
cal properties of xax and FLOX using the empirical relations of Ingebo, Ref. 24- 
(see Section 7 . 0 ) .  The resulting predicted FLOX drop size was utilized to pre- 
dicted TI,, vap by employing the analysis of.lection 3.0. The mixing limired c* 
# 
efficiency, , miX, was obtained directly from the cold flow mixing data. 
Examination'of Table V shows that at the design condition (PC = 500 psia) decreas- 
ing the liquid jet diameter [DL) resulted in decreasing the mixing performance 
(E, decreased, nc*, mix decreased). However, the resultant mean drop size also 
decreased with decreasing DL (b decreased, qci ya increased). The net result of 
the product of the mixing-limited and vaporitaho#-limited efficiencies at the 
design condition is that the predicted performance level of the No. 1 element is 
approximately 1 and 3 percent higher than the No. 2 and 3 element, respectively. 
A t  the throttled condition (PC = 253 psia.) the ~redicted performance level of the 
No. 1 elzinent (DL = -0.136-in., Dg = 0.182-in.) is clearly superior to that of the 
*The cup region of a recessed post injector is ciefiaed-as the cvl-indrical volume 
between the exit of the oxidizer post and the exit plane of the gas orifice.. .- 
~
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No. 2 and 3 elements. This, in additi~n to consideration of the relative ease of 
fabrication, led to selection of the (larger) No. 1 element for further hot-fire 
study. 
Choice of a gas annulus gap thickness for the No. 1 element was based both on per- 
formance and fabrication considerations. Figure 19 shows that decreasing the gas 
gap below the 0.018-in. value element at R = 0 could further raise E,,. However, 
at R = 1 DL mixing performance ( c , m x )  was already 99.6 percent with a 0.018-in. 
gap. Analogous atomization data (Fig. 30) shows that decreasing ths gas gap below 
0.018 in. (i.e., increasing Vg) results in nearly equivalent drop sizes. Thus, no 
significant performance improvement was predicted by further decreasing the gas 
gap (i.e., increasing Vg). 
Consideration of the fabrication of multielement hot-fire injectors dictates that 
extremely small gas gaps (=0.005 to 0.010-in.) will result in increased fabrica- 
tion cost due to the problem of maintaining oxidizer post/gas annulus concentri- 
city. Thus, a gas gap of 0.018 in. was chosen for the hot-fire core element 
studies (see Fig. 10). 
6.1.2 Peripheral Hot-Fire Element, 
- 
The results of the single-element cold-fiow studies with the peripheral element 
candidates revealed the two element types possessed different characteristics 
either of which could provide enhanced injector/chamber compatibility. Thus, 
both the BLC element and the scarfed post with sl!irl elements were selected for 
single-element hot-fire evaluation. For the scarfed post element, the 45-degree 
in-line helical swirler was selected instead of the 22-1/2-degree swirler based 
on higher nixing level performance (see Fig. 40). 
6.2 CORE ELE!4EI4T HOT-FIRE RESULTS 
Initial parametric hot-fire experiments were conducted with the core element to 
assess the effects of oxidizer post recess and chamber L*. All firings were con- 
duct d in graphite lined chambers (see Section 4.01 which were instrumented in 
ordcr to determine chamber wall heat flux. A summary of the single-element hot- 
fire data is presented in Table VI(both core and peripheral element results). 
Figure 44 presents c* efficiency data for three values of post recess (0, 0.5, and 
1.0 DL) and chamber L* (10, 20, and 40 inches). The 'Jata are based on chamber 
pressure measurements which were corrected for heat loss based on measured wall 
q/A data. As expected, performance for all tests increased with increasing L*. 
A further series of tests were conducted to determine the effects of FLOX post 
recess on performance in a 40-inch L* chamber. Figure 45 presents the resultant 
performance (TI,+) data for FLOX post recess values up tc 2 DL. Note that the re- 
sults of the hot-firing post recess series are in essential agreement with the 
cold flow data (Section 5.0, Fig. 24 and 34) which indicated little change in 
element performance with increased post recess depths. That is, the cold flow 
data predict nearly constant qc*,mix and nc*,vap as a function of post recess. 
LQLDOUT FRAME -. 
! Run No. i 
I 
TABLE VI- SUMMARY OF SINGLE-ELEMENT HOT-FIRE C 
20 0.0960 , ' 0 f 0.170 
20 0.0966 ! o I -- 
20 0.0479 0 0.169 
20 0.102n o 0.167 
20 9.1162 j 0.165 
20 1 0.1258 0 0.183 
Calibration of cavitating venturi  
qorrected f o r  chamber heat loss only. 
=Corrected f o r  gayleigfi loss ,  L* = 10" 
I;taqnaticn j 
Chamber Pressure I 
( p s i 4  i I 
Chamber L* Recess Oxidizer 
(1ne2)  1 (he) I (lbm/sec) 
I 
I I I 
--- 
. 
. . 
H' 
Fuel 
( lbm/sec) 
.JT HOT-FIRE DATA 
1 sec check-out test 
Failure of FLOX suppl-y l ine  
1 sec checkoxt t e s t s  
High Mi? test  
Transducer problems 
Nozzle fa i lure  
P I  i ransdu.cer problems 
Heated 2% test 
BBU: = 0.00741 lbm/sec 
iBLC = 0.01095 lbm/se- 
Transducer fa t  lure 
Searfed post w / s w i r l ,  MR = 5.28 
Scarfed post w / s w i r l ,  MR = 3.02 
Tozzle fa i lure  
R = Post Recess 
r \ = o  
PC = 300 psia 
TCQ = 15OF 
1 - - - -  Interpolated 
Data Based 
on Fig. 45 
PC = 400 psia 
T C H ~  l 5 O F  
R = 1 %  
. PC = 350 psia 
Figure 44. Single-Eleme~t Hot-Fire Data 
FLOX Post Recess, R / D ~  
Figure 45. Hot-Fire Results of FLOXPost Recess Tests 
A firing with R = 3 DL was made, but due to the failure of a pressure transducer 
during the firing reliable perfornance data were not obtained. However, no injec- 
tor hardware burning (neither oxidizer post nor injector face) was experienced. 
Note that the methane injection temperature for all the data of Fig. 44 and 45 was 
low (z15 F) due to the cooling. of the ambient temperature methane by the LN2 
chilled injector hardware. The low methane injection temperatwe resulted in gas 
phase densities higher than the target value (pg = 1.45 lbm/ft3) with an attendant 
decrease in the gas gap velocity. 
Examination of the data of Fig. 44 and 45 show that the highest performance level 
(292 percent) was short of the program perfxmance goal of nc* = 99 percent. 
Analysis of the cold-flcw mixing and atomization ds ta  indicated that element per- 
formance would be improved if the methane were heateti qbove ambient temperature. 
For a given chamber pressure, he3ting the ,liethane above acbient temperature re- 
sults in decreased gas phase density with an attendant increass in the gas gap 
velocity. The analysis predicteti increased performance levels due tu z rzck~tion 
in the mean chop size. 
To substantiate the cold-flow data ana analysis, a test at R = 112 DL was conducted 
with methane heated to 586 R (injected stagnation temperature), Element perform- 
ance increased frox 90.8 to 96.8 percent when the methane temperature was increased 
from 462 to 586 R. These data alsc are shown in Fig. 45. 
6.2.1 Single-Element Chamber Heat Flux 
- 
Figure 46 presents typical measured chamber wall heat flux profiles measured during 
the short duration ( ~ 3 . 5  seconds) parametric hot-firing series. The data ?.re for 
an oxidizer post recess of 112 DL for the 10, 20, and 4;-inch L* chamber, respec- 
tively. No apparent dependency of chamber wall heat flux on post recess was evi- 
dent. Note that for all three chamber Lx's, heat flux levels rear the injector 
face are very low ( ~ 0 . 5  ~tu/in.~-sec). This heat flux data near the injector 
face was utilized to provide guidelines for the selection of a full-scale injector 
in the later phases of the program, 
6 . 2 . 2  Single-Element Cup AP 
-- 
The test reriep which was used to r.;sess the performance effects of recessing the 
FLOX rost at constant L* (Fig. 45) provided information in regard to combustion 
effects within the cup region of t k  element. Figure 47 presents cup pressure 
drop data for both hot-fire and cold-flow (i.e., nonburning) experiments with the 
No. 1 element cmfiguration. Plotting the parameter pAP allows comparison of the data 
from cold-flow and hot-fire experiments which were conducted at slightly different 
gas-phase densities, but at the same mass flowrate (w = 0.033 lbm/sec). Examina- 
tion of Fig. 47 shows a rapid divergence of cup drop between hot-fire and 
cold-flow for post recess values greater than 1-1/2 DL. These data indicate for 
post recess depths greater than 1-1/2 DL that combustion occurred within t h e  cup. 

L* = 40 in.; gc = 3: l  I %q = 0.333 lbm/sec 2-I 
I I 
0 1 -2 1 l$ 2 2$ 3 
Oxidizer Post Recess , R / t  
Figwe 47. Hot-Fire and Cold-Flow (Mixing) Cup Pressure m o p  
as a Function of Post Recess 
e 
?, 
6.3 PERIPHEPAL ELEMENT HOT-F IRE RESbLTS 
6.3.1 Peripheral Element Performance 
The-two candidate peripheral  elements were hot-f i red t o  determine t h e i r  performance 
levels  and chamber wall heat Clwc  charac ter i s t ics - .  Tab1.e V I I  -presents a c-omparison 
of the performance leve ls  cf t he  BLC and scarfed -post peripheral  (see Fig .  9) eie- 
nent configurations. In comparing the  two peripkeral  element configurations from 
a performance s t a d p o i n t ,  it is evident tha t  the recessed post (R/DL = 1) with BLC 
. r 
is superior f o r  a l l  the  conditions which were tested. .  ~ n e .  t e s t  was made with the  
scarfed post elemect to  determine the e f f e c t s  o f -  lowering t h e  in jec ted  mixture 
t o  -As snown i n  Table VII, lowering the mixture r a t i o  r e su l t ed  ,.in a s ign i f i can t  
! 
..&crease i n  the  performance 3 eve1 . 
- - 
TABLE VII. COMPARf30N OF PERIPHERAL ELEMEhi HOT--FIRE PERFOMANCE 
I I : Recrssed Post' With 6.8% BLC* 
k c e s s e d  Post 
With 10% BLC I 
Scarfed Post 
k i th  Swirl 
""'id Post 1 
With Swirl 
- 
Pi, ps ia  
- 
441 
454 
418 
454 
W BLC 
*BX p r c e n t a g e  i s  defined as a percent of t o t a l  f u e l  flow for a 
3000-lbf FLOX/CH4 (g) engine at 500 p s i a  assiming t h a t  one t h i r d  of 
in jec to r  elements aye 1 o c a t e d . i ~  the  per ipheral  zcne. 
6.3.2 Peripheral Element Chamber Heat Flux 
The single-element g-raplitte chambers (L* = 40 in.) were instrumented with thenno- 
c ~ i p i e s  t o .  nbtain axial heat- -Plw: data  a t  two cjrcumferent ial  locat ions (i80 de- 
grees apart)  in t he  chamber. One.&. these  rows of thermocouples was oriented t-c, 
be i n  l i n e  with t h e  0.047-in. BK hole.'for t h a t  e l e sen t  type, and i n  the low mass 
I - f l i i  region for the scarfed element type. 
Figure 48 pres&:s. measured heat f lux levels  .for tests conducted with the  BLC con- 
figuration at  6.8 and 10-peverit BLCflou. - Shown i n  the  ?lot are typical data for 
the ~.- chwbtr  . . region which 6s 180 degrees array from the BLC hole.  Coaparison of the 
- 
I I I I No m, Opposite I T  I 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Mstaace From InJector Bce, In. 
Figure 48. Chmbr Heat Flux Ymfiles From 
Single-Elanent BLC Hot-Fire Tests 
heat flux levels seen along the two sides of the chamber provided a direct measure 
of the intended bias of heat flux away from one side of the element. As expected, 
significant lower heat fluxes were measured in the BLC region. 
Figure 49 presents chamber wall heat flux data for the scarfed post with swirl 
element at a mixture ratio of 5.28. Also shown on the figure (for comparison) are 
heat flux data from a ttperEormancefl element (R = 1 DL, MR = 5.5). As indicated, 
local heat flux levels in the low mass flux wall region were reduced approximately 
30 perce?lt from "performancew element heat flux levels, whereas, at the opposite 
ride 3:' tw  chamber, heat fluxes corresponded ciosely with those produced by the 
%oreM ei~~e~i? . 
For another compu;-ces. heat flux data for the scarfed post with swirl and the BLC 
peripkerd clement datb are shown together in Fig. 50, Even at the 6.8-percent 
BLC level, %ai: heat fllrx I~v:is &re lower [%I0  percent) thah those obtained with 
the scarfed post with swirl elei-e~t. This is true in spite of the fact that the 
ycrformance levels (see Table '-W) are significant i j r  hi~her with the BLC configuration. 
The results of the single-eleaent hot-firing data can be physically interpreted in 
light of the mi;ss flux grofiico from the cold-flow eqeriments. Figure 43 pre- 
sented (nomalized] cald-ff p& mass f h x  data for the scarfed post and BLC elements, 
The flux profiles for the sccrfed post element show that the element displaces mass 
fxa the wall region bus the local ;?tall mixture ratios are higher than the injected 
mixture ratios. The flux ixofiles for the BLC tests show that liquid distribution 
is not aifected by the showerhead BLC flcw. However, the displacement of the gas . 
distribution from the centerlize of the elenent is evident. The resulting charac- 
teristics of the BLC flow field include a low wall region mixture ratio, but no 
reduction in mass fluxes near the wall. From the results of hot-firing experimenbjs 
it appears that the low mixture ratios produced by the BLC element were more effec- 
tive in reducing wall heat fluxes than were the reduced wall nass flux generated 
by the scarfed post wit6 swirl element, 'This result, in addition to the higher 
performance of the BLC configuration, clearly makes that element a superior 
peripheral candidate. 
L* = 40 In. 
MR = 5.28 
P = 418 psia 
C 
- Chamber Region of High Mass Flux 
- Chamber Regic.. of Low Mass Flux 
I r Core BUaent- i 
i 
i I ' I 
-- t- --..--- -. -_ _ _ - - I I 
Msteaee A.am Wector Face - In. 
Figure 49. Mat Flux Data from Scarfed Post W i t h  air1 Element 
2 4 6 8 10 l2 
Distance f'ram InJector Pace - In. 
Figr;ra 50. Comparison of Scarfed Post and BLC Heat Flux Levels 
7.0 CORRELATION OF SINGLE-ELEMENT COLD-FLOW/HOT-FIRE DATA 
The ,:old-flow data  (atomization and mixing) of Section 5.0 and the  single-element 
ho t - f i r e  da ta  of Section 6.0 were analyzed t o  determine i f  the  cold-flow da ta  
could successfc l ly  predic t  the  parametric va r i a t ions  invest igated i l l  t he  s.l;..;le- 
element hot - f i r ing  s e r i e s .  That is,  chamber L* was varied keeping post recess  
constant t o  i n f e r  ho t - f i r e  mixing leve ls .  Also, FLOX post recess  and percent BLC 
flow were var ied t o  assess  t h e i r  r e l a t i v e ' e f f e c t s  on performance. 
7.1 CORRELATION OF CORE ELEMENT PERFORMANCE DATA 
Since t h e  individual single-element h o t - f i r e  operating conditions did not pre- 
c i s e l y  match t h e  cold-flow conditions ( i e ,  pg, Vg, wmT) t h e  cold-flow da ta  
were p lo t ted  i n  a form convenie9t f o r  in terpola t ion  t o  t h e  ho t - f i r e  conditions. 
Figure 51 presents  a composite p lo t  of  t h e  3~ = 0.136 i n . ,  Dg = 0.182 i n . ,  R - 0 
mixing d a t a  (h) as a function of t h e  t o t a l  propel lant  f l o w a t e .  Figure 52 pre- 
sents  a similar p l o t  of t h e  atomization da ta  (b,) f o r  t h e  e l e ~ e n t .  Ut i l iz ing  
these  two curves it was possible  t o  predic t  element E, and kU f o r  a s p e c i f i c  
ho t - f i r e  condition. 
in  iori-elating tho ho t - f i r e  e x p r i n e n t s  xhere t h e  post recess  was not equal t o  
zero, appropriate correct ions were made t o  the  d a t a  of  Fig. 5 1  and 52. These 
correct ion fac to r s  were derived from cold-flow nixing and atomization da ta  which. 
showed t h e  independent effects of oxid izer  post  recess  (see Fig. 24 and 34). That 
is, the  predicted E, values of  Fig. 51 were adjusted f o r  R > C and t h e  predicted 
D values of  Fig. 52 were increased s l i g h t l y  f o r  R > 0. 
To predic t  a mean FLOX drop s i z e  f a r  t h e  ho t - f i r e  system the  mean drop s i z e  d a t a  
(bwwax) of Fig. 52 were corrected f o r  the. d i f ference  i n  physical  proper t ies  of  
Shell-270 wax and FLOX. 
The values empl~yed f o r  t h e  respect ive physical  proper t ies  of 82.6% FLOX and 
Shell-270 wax a r e  shown i n  Table VIII. 
TABLE VIII. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FLOX AND WAX 
As indicated,  Shell -270 w a x  simulates reasonably well t h e  surface tension of 
FMX but d i f f e r s  i n  densi ty  and absolute  v iscos i ty .  
Shell-270 Wax** 
4.0 
17.5 
47.1 
I 
Property 82.6% FLOX* 
*Interpolated d a t a  taken from NASA SP-3037, "Handling and Use 
of Fluorine-Oxygen Mixtures i n  Rocket Systemstt 
**Dmnmbrink, R. W., Shel l  Chemical Co., Pr iva te  Comnunication., 
Telecon t o  L. Zaj ac , Advanced Programs, Rocketdyne 
Viscosity (p) , centipose 
Surface Tension (a) , dyne/cm 
Density (p), lbz;ft3 
-- 
0.23 
13.8 
89 
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'13s correction fac to r  which was empicyed was based 2~ t he  work of Ingebo (Ref. 
24); i . a . ,  
The predicted vaporization e f f i c i enc ies  (1lc* ,va ) were then determined emplqfing 
t h e  corrected atomization da ta  of Fig. 52 and t 1 e r e s u l t s  of t h e  vaporization 
l imited comhst ion model (K-PRIME) . Figure 53 presents  canbust ion model r e s u l t s  
f o r  t h e  th ree  single-element hot - f i r ing  chambers (L* = 10, 20, and 40 inches, 
sc = 3:i: .  For i n i t i a l  conditions it was assumed t h a t  t h e  i n i t i a l  spray ve loc i ty  
was 100 f t / s e c  a d  LG percent of the FLOX had vaporized 1 in .  from the i n j ec to r  
face. 
The predicted mixing e f f i c i e n c i e s  fqc* were determined employing t h e  mixing 
da ta  E, of Fig. 51 (ccrrected f o r  R # 0) and t h e  curve o f  Fig. 54 which presents  
t h e  relations hi^ of  and oc* mix f o r  the  FLOX/CH~ ( d )  propel lant  combination. 
The overa l l  predicted c* f o r  e#ficiency was ca lcula ted  by: 
Figure 55 presents t h e  comparison o f  the cold-flow/hot-fire r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  t e s t  
series where chamber L* was varied t o  i n f e r  a hot - f i r ing  mixing performance. The 
measwed c* eff ic iency d e t a  f o r  t h e  10-in. L* experiments were lowered by 5 per- 
ceat  t o  correct  f ~ r  the Rayleigh pressure losses  which occur i n  t h e  nozzle portion 
o f  shor t  L' chambers (due t o  'combustion within t h e  nozzle).  The 5 percent cor- 
rec t ion  f a c t o r  was based on measured chamber pressure p r o f i l e  d a t a  which wore 
generated in  NAS3-11199(20). This correct ion is necessary only when measured c* 
is based on chamber pressure r a t h e r  than t h r u s t .  Shown i n  Fig. 55 a r e  t h e  pre- 
d ic ted  cold-flow mixing l eve l s  f o r  each of  t h e  test s e r i e s  (R = 0, 1 /2 ,  and 1 DL 
with changing 5 * ) .  Extrapolation of  t h e  ho t - f i r e  d a t a  t o  L* values (L* >> 40 in . )  
where t h e  performance l o s s  due t o  vaporization (i.e., nc*2vap = 100%) would be 
ins igni f icant  shows t h a t  within t h e  precis ion of  t h e  d a t a  t h a t  t h e  cold-flow and 
ho t - f i r e  mixing l eve l s  a r e  e s s e n t i a l i y  i n  agreement. 
Figure 56 presents  t h e  r e s u l t s  of the da ta  co r re la t ion  analys is  for  t h e  t e s t  s e r i e s  
where FLOX post recess  was chmged keeping chamber L* constant ,  Figure 56 pre- 
sen t s  the  r e s u l t s  of t h e  tmalysis i n  a manner si'nich i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  a b i l i t y  of  
t h e  cold-flow data  t o  predic t  t h e  parametric var i t i t ions of  t h e  ho t - f i r e  r e s u l t s .  
The data a r e  p lo t ted  as change i n  c* ef f ic iency (do,*) from t h e  e f f i c i ency  which 
was determined (in e i t h e r  Pot - f i re  o r  coid-flow tests) frm a nominal condition 
( R = 0,  L* = 40 in.) .  As indicated,  t h e  cold-flow d a t a  successful ly  predic t  t h e  
r e s u l t s  of t h e  h o t - f i r e  tests i n  t h a t  performance was not  a s t m g  function of 
post  recess.  
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7 .2  CORREZtATIWS OF PERIPHERAL ELEMErUT P E R F C W K E  DATA 
The resul ts  of the peripheral e leme~t  hot-firing tests were cvrchtsd with avail- 
able cold-flow datg. Fordhe BE element, mixing  level^ usre determined by fnter- 
polatiRg (as a function of wBLC) the data presented in  Section 5.0. Predicted 
man drop size was based on the resu l t s  a f  the core eiement studies st a recess 
value of 1 DL. The scarfed post element mixing levels were taken from Fig. 40 
and the mean wax drop s ize  was taken as 5 9 0 ~ .  That drop s ize  was the  resul t  af  
an atomization t e s t  which employed a 45-dagree in-line helical  swirler but for  
which the post t i p  was not scarfed. 
Figure 57 presents the resul ts  of the correlation anaiy-sis fo r  the t e s t  ser ies  
i n  which the performance effect  of percent BLC flow are  determined. As in  
Fig. 56, the resul ts  are  presented as re la t ive  change i n  p e r f o v c e ,  hnc*, from 
a nominal condition (BLC = 6.73, R = 1 DL). The cold-flow aata are  essential ly 
i n  agreement with the hot-fire resul ts  which showed performance is  not a strong 
function of BLC flowrate. 
Extensive data were not available t o  correlate the performance levels of the 
scarfed past with swirl element. A t  an injected mixture r a t i o  of 5.28, the cold- 
f low data predicted vc* = 88.3 percent compared t o  sic* = 85.8 percent- as measured 
in the hot-fire test. 
7.3 CORFELATION -OF PERIPHERAL E-LEMENT HEAT FLUX DATA 
The resu l t s  (see Fig. SO) from the single-element hot-firing t e s t s  showed that  
reducing chamber wall zone mixture s a t i o  was more effective 3 reducing heat flux 
levels than reducing wall zone mass f lux levels. Thus, local waX zone mixture 
ra t ios  of the peripheral and cnre elements were correlated with m e a s c d  wall heat 
flux rates. Local wall zone mlxture r a t ios  for-.the peripheral elements ~ 2 ~ s  de- 
te~mined by integrating the m&ss flux profi ies shown i n  Fig. 43. Only the pi-ofires 
from Sectors 2 and 3 were integrated since those regions comprise the wall regiort 
i n  the .  single-element chamber. For the "coreH element, wall zone mixture r a t i o  
was taken as the i ~ j e c t e d  mixture r a t i o  since a t  the t e s t  conditions miring levels 
were approximately 98 percent. 
-Figme 558 presents the resu l t s  of the correlation analysis plotted as average 
chamber wall heat f lux as a function of  wall zone mixture rat io.  Average chamber 
wall heat fluxes %er+ determined by-integrating the heat flux profi les of Fig. 49 
and 53 f r o m  the  injector t o  the. start of nozzle convergence. The average chrrmber 
wall heat- flux was found t o  decrease with wall- zone mixture ra t io .  In addition, 
Fig. 58 shous tha t  employing tvperipheral'l elements instead of "corew elements in  
the wall z o w  cf an injector can resul t  in significant reductions i n  chaaber h a t  
flux levels. 
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8.0 FULL-SCALE IMEC'TOR EVALUATION 
This rection presents the design ratiopale, cold-flow evaluation, and the  r e su l t s  
of the ha t - f i re  t e s t i ng  of t h e  3000-lbf fu l l -scale  coaxial injeztor .  The design 
of the full-scale in jec tor  was uni.qtae i n  the  f ac t  that  it was bawd d i rec t ly  upon 
guidelines 9stabltshed from anglysis of cold-flow and single-element hot-f ive 
data. Herotofow. these data have not been ~ v a i l a b l e  fo r  the  design of high- - I 
pressure space storakle rocket mtars .  
. j 
f .  
8.1 ISJECTCR DESIGF RATIONALE f 
The single-element, cold-flow $tudies were employed t o  configure a core element 
ior single-alanmt,  hot-fire evalurt~w, As shcw i n  Table V,  the  cold-flow 
studies showed that +5e performance of the No. ? element was = I  t o  3 percent 
hagher than the hio. 2 and 3 elemcnts ci' i;iie design condition. How*ver, under 
th ro t t l ed  conditions, the  NO* 1 element c lea r ly  was superior. 
Agreewno with pa rme t r i c  vlrriqticizs was obtained between the  single-element, 
cold-f lm resul tz  and hot- f i re  perfommce data  (see Section 7.0). AS shown i n  
the hot- f i re  s tudies,  recessing the  FIDX post did 3nhance perfonrmce, but the  
effect was quur t i t a t ius iy  smal: (see Fig. 45). A s ignif icant  r e su l t  of the  
ringie-element, hot - f i re  t e s t i ng  was tha t  no in jec tor  burning w u  encountered, 
even a t  post recess depths up t o  3 DL. 
Bard on the  res i l t s  3f the  cold-flow invcsttgation, which s!!owed the  supsri~r 
t h ro t t l i ng  characteristics of the  No. 1 eBsen t ,  along with the  supporting r i n & t ~  
element, hot - f i re  data, t he  Nc. 1 element (DL 8 0.156 in.,  0.146 in. , Dg = 
0.102 in.) war c!!~ren fo r  the fu l l - sca le  cote e l e r ~ n t .  A P- 3 X post recess depth 
of 1-142 DL (0,304 in.) was chosen bud on the  &.a of Fig. 44 an 47. Rstessing 
t h e  posts t~ depths greater  than 1-112 DL would have resuited i n  slight. parform- 
a x e  iarprc,vtawits (Fig. 44), but would have increased t h s  risk of in jector  bwn- 
ing due t o  cup burning affects (Fig. 47). 
The chamber mll heat flu= n e u w m o n t s  which w r o  uc.1 during tho r i n g l o - e l ~ ~ t ,  
! hot-f!ro series indicated very low heat f luxes n o w  tho in jector  face (Fig. 44, 4 d 4 b o d  an t b r o  data,  ur analysis of t h e  tmrprraturrr d is t r ibut ion 
! i n  the  injector face indicated that cooling of the face would no6 b requimi. 
I Wiot  t o  this progru, high-presswa PIXIXICH&) programs had employed soom 
1 nethod of in jcctor  face cooling, Lo . ,  R i g i w h ,  ate .  @at. 22). Elhination o i  
1 
the  in jector  face coolins r o q u i r s n n t s  reduced s i g n i i i m t l y  the  c~mploxlry and 
i fabrication cost of tho ful l -scale  injector. A &ascription of rho fabrication 
.. 1 & t a i l s  o f  tho i r f o c t o r  w u  p s m t d  i n  Soction 4,0. 
The r i n ~ l ~ - o l e m e n ~ ,  hot-fira studios conducted with tCu two peripheral @leaen% 
i 
- I 1 
candidator (BLC end s c u f o d  port) nvmled  that s tgn i f r cmt ly  highor porfomu~cer 
- 
wan avaflrblo with the blX; configuration nabla VII). In additioa, lowrt chamby 
mll b a t  f lux  lwols wen obtained with the )LC conf igunt ion (Fig. 50). Conso- 
q m t l y ,  the BU: o l m t  wrr c l r a r l y  tho superior poriphorrl e l m e n t  cmdidate  
i md wu ckosrro for tho full-scale in jactor .  For t h i s  elaunt, a n e o s s  value of 
1 
1-1/2 DL (0.204 i n . )  was choren so t h a t  a l l  oxidizer  posts  would be recessed uni- 
fonly. A BLC hole diameter of 0.938 i n .  was chosen t o  provi jc  a BLC i n j e c t i o ~  
ve loc i ty  aqua1 t o  t he  element gas gap v e l i c i t y  a t  t he  6-perc12nt BLC l eve l .  Note 
that 21 of t h e  43 i n j ec to r  elements a r c  located i n  t h e  peripheral  zone gf t h e  
in jec tor  (Fig.  14). Tius,  approximately SO p c c e n t  of t h e  i n j e c t o r  mass flex 
was concentrated i n  the  peripheral  zone. In addi t ion,  the  %LC holee :-<ere sepa- 
r a t e l y  mmifolded so  t h a t  t h e  percentage of BLC could be varied during the  ho t - f i r e  
evaluation. 
8.2 FULL-SCALE INJECTOR COLD-FLOW RESULTS 
Cold-flow mixing rests with the f u l l - s c a l e  i n j e c t o r  were perfomed i n  the pres- 
surized grs / l iquid  mixing f a c i l i t y .  In these  t e s t s ,  a pressurize? chamber was 
employed which was qua1 i n  diameter t o  t h e  ho t - f i r e  chamber (3.880 i n . ) ,  and 
a l l  messurtnsnts dere made 5 inches from t h e  in jec to r  face  as i n  the  s ingle-  
element mixing experirner(ts. These tests were conducted t o  determine e f f e c t s  on 
mixing of overa l l  in jec tad  mixtura r a t i o ,  pressure t h r o t t l i n g ,  and p?rcentage of 
bLC flowrate. The r e s u l t s  of  thctse experiments a r e  presented i n  F i g .  59 (shaded 
symbols). Also shown f o r  comparison #,re r e s u l t s  o f  analogaus t e s t s  which were 
coirducted with s i n g l e 4 e m a n t  models. 
The top  gort ion of Fig. 59 presents r e s u l t s  f o r  e q e r f w n t s  wi th  nc BWI flow. As 
indicated,  the predicted mixing performance (qc* ,mix) was sppror iaa te ly  98 percent 
at the simulated design condition (PC = 500, MR = 5.7'). Also shown are mixing 
r e s u l t s  from qingla-element tests f o r  a n a h p u s  conditions. A s  indicated by t h e  
fact thar single-elspent and f u l l - s c a l e  injector 9ixing e f f i c i e n c i e s  were almusr 
i den t i ca l ,  t h e  da ta  suggest that i n t o r o l m e n t  aixing effects are of second pzkr 
fo r  t h i s  p a r t i c d r r  i n j e c t o r  conffy:z~.cion. Thew r r s u l t s  ars net too s u q r i s i n g  
when one considers inc iow element dons1 Cy of the i n j e c t o r  (interelement spacings 
m a  about 0.6 in.  j .  
The bottom port ion of -10. 59 shows t h e  rwsults of the tests with S i c  f l o w  c6.4 
a d  3 percent). For ,rapuriron, mixing lwds  as predicted by single-elmaent 
cold-flew rssultr alw are shwn. Jhs predictd single-elorpant purforraance was 
dorived by mass w i g h t  mg @mod on pascent o f  prr iphora l  msr flow) the r e s u l t s  
from oxporiasnts condl cted with a perfotnusce aqd r BLC-type  dement.  A s  indi- 
cated, the single-elf  ;mat and full-scale mixing data  predic t  l i t t le  cnango i n  
mixing-limited with ,,?c-rcrased BK S l w r a t e .  r)\a results o f  the single-aLeamnt, 
ho t - t i r e  sorios (Fig, 57; sno-d that i n c n r s h g  BIX: flow had 1 i t t l o  effect ifi 
avora l l  perforncn;~. O 
Pa:-fire t o x t o  were coaductd with parmettie variations o f  inject& nixtun ratio, 
pressare t h r o t t l i n g ,  and percmtyo o f  8LC flow. Appropriate corrrsf ioa factors 
wars applied t o  t h e  ararr~rad data. A -lets diacursim of  tho w t M  o f  correct- 
ing tho p t r f o r u n c o  &tr i s  prosmted in AppndLx I?. Tabla Ix p r e m t r  a suury 
of ~aasurodl and calculatsd data for al l  tos t *  sonduecod with tb fulbscale 
in jec tor .  
a i l l  
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Figure SO. Results o f  Full-Scale Mixing Tests 
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1 aec. check-out t e a t  
Thra'ttls test 
A t  the  design condition (PC 8 500 p r i a ) ,  perfonnancr was c4lculatcd bmod on 
measured thrgst and chamber pressure. Figure 60 presents r cumparbon of in,,iac- 
t o r  performunce based on these two methods. As indicated,  tha werap  perbrmsnco 
leve ls  (based on th rus t )  were approximotaly 1.3 percent higkot  than ysrfomanca 
based on chamber pressure. The reaso; f o r  t h i s  small diwcreprncy war not ap- 
parent. Thus, performance values f o r  the  PC a SO@-pria t e s t s  were taken rr the 
average value between those based on th rus t  and c h u ~ b w  proonuro. For the 
t h r o t t l e d  t e s t s ,  i n j e c t o r  perfomance was based on chamber prossurr Bus anly t o  
nozzle separation e f f e c t s  which can inval ida te  porfomanco values bared on thrurt 
measurements. 
~ i ~ u f e  61 presents the  r e s u l t s  of t h e  t e s t  s e r i e s  t o  dotrnine the r l f w t r  o f  in-  
jected m i x t ~ r e  r a t i o  and t h r o t t l i n g .  In Fig .  61 and 62, tho horo lass esrrse~ien 
fac tors  were base; ua mwusurwd cnP;.rter heat P l ~ x  leve ls  dwtonrrinad dwlng tho 
short-duration @3 seconds) tests. Due t o  low chamber heat Ourr l:u+!s, th is  c* 
correct ion was not la rge  amounting t o  rpptsxiamtoly O , f  psreca? rt tho Bsrtgn 
point.  The da ta  shown i n  Fig. 61 for the  l o n q = d w e t i m  tor? Idireurrd in a&- 
sequent paragraphs) were not corrected f o r  chamber heat lees since e a l w l  et ievs 
showed t h a t ,  f o r  run times grea ter  than 10 secmda, the c h r b r  agerated w u t y  
adiabat ica l l  y . 
~t t h e  design point (PC 500, MR a 5.25),  currcctsd ca pe~fbmupec was 98.0 WF- 
cent. Throt t l ing of  the injector rorultsd i n  rductim o# e* o f f l e t ~ y .  Bug' t s  
values no lower than about 95 percant. 
T t  should be noted t h a t  in jec ted  arthaw tonrpsraurse were Isw @Z to IS F) %hi& 
r e su l t ed  f n  high in jcc ted  gas d e n s i t i r r  (p s l . 8  LW./CF~) md lou uthmo eat prp f v e l i c i t i e s  ( ~ 2 9 0  f t / sec ) .  I t  was prevfour y dmenrtrrted tkrt rubetyisu €h, 
methane a t  higher temperatures @I20 F) reoulas In rubrturfiel ineirases in Hr- 
fonnance (Fig. 49). I f  t h e  m e t h e  wore r\rppliod at siwlrtwi ' E I P ~ ~ R ~ F ~ J ~ ~ v ~ ,  
temperatures @SO0 F) , it is ostimatbd that inf e e t w  ptC6mne6 wid b@ new 
1QO percent f o r  t h e  range of para we tot^ inveeeiqa$oQ. 

Figure 61. Ms1t-Fire Ferformance Data a, a Function of 
Injected Mixture Ratia and Chanber Pressure 
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Figure 62. Hot-Fire Performance Data as- a Function of 
Percent BLC Flow and Chaniber PrP-?sure 
s l a b  (deternine3 by thermocouples located within the  graphi te  l i n e r )  and the  
thermal propert ies  of graphi te ,  the  themocouplu outputs were employed t o  deduce 
loca l  values cf chamber wall heat f lux.  
Figure 63 prese.l ts  typica l  chamber heat f lux  p ro f i l e s  which show t h e  e f fec t  of 
BLC flow. Also shown i n  Fig. 63 a r e  in jec to r  face heat f l u x  l e v e l s  which were 
determined duritg the parametric t e s t s  (discussed i n  a subsequent paragraph). The 
data  were reducsd a t  a time ( z 2 . 7  secmds i n  3-second t e s t )  during t h e  run where 
the  chamber wall temperature was calculated (based on measured inner wall tempera- 
tures)  t o  be aproximately 1000 F. Thus, t he  chamber wall heat a re  comparable with 
regeneratively cooled chamber da ta  with wall temperatures on the  order of 1000 F. 
A s  expected, the  BLC fiow was found t o  be most e f fec t ive  near t h e  i n j e c t o r  end of 
.the chamber. Heat f l u x  l eve l s  i n  the  convergent sect ion and nozzLe throa t  were 
found t o  be independent of percentage of BLC flow, Note, however, t h a t  increasing 
the percentage of BLC flow from 0 t o  9 percent resul ted  i n  a 50-percent reduction 
i n  average chambe; a.!all heat f l u * .  A l l  experiments were conducted i n  a L* = 
40 in . ,  cC = 3 : l  chsmber. 
9.3.3 Comparison of Chamber Heat Flux Levels 
Figure 64 presents f o r  comparison chamber heat f l u x  from t h e  present study and 
those of a Rocketdlne regeneratively cooltd t h r u s t  chamber program (NASS-11191, 
Ref. 19). In t h e  referenced study, both t r i p l e t  and concentric tube in jec to r s  
were employed. The concentric tube' i n j e c t o r  was s imi lar  t o  t h a t  employed herein 
;DL =.0.106 in . ,  D, = 0.146 in . ;  Dg = 0.182 in . ,  R = 1 DL) except +hrust  l eve l s  were 
chanber contraction r a t i o  was l a r g e r  = 4:~). As in- higher (=SO00 1bf)'arJ 
dicated,  s ign i f i can t ly  
study. 
lower he+t chamber f l u x  l eve l s  were measured i n  t h e  present 
Examination of  Fiy. 64 
f o r  the  convergent, and 
t ion  du.e t o  the  manner 
shows t h a t  extremely low values of  heat  f l u x  were measured 
throa t  areas  o f  t h e  nozzle. The d a t a  a r e  subjzct  t o  ques- 
i n  whic!. t h e  thermocouples were placed within- t h e  ncz i le .  
In the  cy l indr i ca l  portion of t h e  chamber thermocoupies were embedded i n  the  
graphi te  l i n e r  by placing them i n  d r i l l e d  holes t o  within 0.180 in .  o f  t h e  cham- 
bers inner surface. In 31-l-rcases, powdered graphite was placed i n  t h e  bottom of  
the  d r i l l e d  hole tc mipimil& oi el iminate  res is tan-e  between t h e  thermocouple t i p  
and the  graphi te  l i n e r .  I n  the convergent and throa t  a reas  of t h e  nozzle, t h e  
themocouple t i p s  were placed 0.255 in .  from t h e  inner surface due t o  ant ic ipa ted  
higher heat flux leve ls .  Locating t h e  t i p s  at  t h a t  dis tance from the  surface 
could have resu l t ed  i n  e r ro r s  Cr?e . to l a t e r a l  heat conditions i n  th.e nozzle where, 
i n  gerteral, high ax ia l  heat f lux  gradients  a r e  establ ished (i. e., see d a t a  of 
?iAS3-11131, Fig, 64). In the  cyl indr ica l  port ion o f  t h e  chamber i s r g e  ax ia l  heat 
flax gradients  are not establ ished;  thus,  measurement e r r o r s  due t o  a x i a l  heat 
condition i n  t h a t  region should be of second order. 
"Defined as average chamber wall heat f l u x  leve l  from t h e  i n j e c t o r  face t o  
the start 'of  nozzle convergence. 
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8 .3 .4  Iniector Face Heat Flux 
Two thermocouples were installed in the injector face to determire injector face 
heat flux. One thermocsuple was located near the center o f  the in jec tor  face 
(T/C 1) and the other (T/C 2)  in the peripheral zone, Values of in jec tor  face heat 
flux were calculated by the same method which was utilized t o  calculate chamber 
wall heat flux (Appendix F). As shown in Table X , the in j ec t~r  heat f lux  was 
found to be independent of the percentage of BLC flow. The low values of heat 
f l u  are consistant xith the tack o f  m y  injector face overheating during t h e  
parametric hoZ-firing series. Note also that these heat fluxes are nearly equiva- 
lent t o  thase measured in the Injector face region with the single-element injec- 
tor/chamber (Fig. SO). 
TABLE X .  INJECTOR FACE HEAT FLUX 
[Thermocouple I % RLC / q/A,  Btu/in. L -sec I 
8.3.5 Illjector s tab i l i ty  Rating Tests 
Injectcr stability rating tests were conducted at a nominal operating point (PC = 
500 psia, MI = 5,25, 6.7% BLC) by sequentially bombing the ehgine with boz:3r; nf  
increasing s ize .  The bombs were placed 2 . 5  in. from t h e  injector face and were 
circumferentially spaced 30 degrees apart. The centers of .the bombs ' explosive 
charges were located approximately,l/2 in. f ~ o m  the chamber walls. Available 
Photocon data (FLOX and CH4 nanifold pressares) revealed a maximum sverpressuxe of 
approxi~ately LiOU psi. No injector damzge of any kind was sustained during the 
bomb test. Figure 65 presenes s Brush recording of the tape-reccrded high-frequency 
Photocon data which shows the timing of t \e  three bomb pulses. As indicated, 
co~lsiderable instrumentation noise was present in al: channels whic3 were re- 
curded. Figure 60 presents an expanded scale Brush record of the 3s. 3 bomb 
event where an overpressure of approximctely 1100 psi was recorded with amping 
in les: *han 15 milllsecond~ [as detemined by exaizinacio~ of the entire e ~ p m i e d  
Brush setosd). 
A 44-second duration test was conducted with the injector following the parametric 
and stability rating tests. The test was conducted using a noninal BLC flow of 
6.7 percent in the 40-in. L* chanber. Figure 67 presents measured c* performance 
based on thrust as a function oi time for the duration t e s t .  Fiyre  68 presents 
~easurad site thrust for the firing. For this test, pressure taps and thermo- 
couples were nat placed in the graphire lined chamber. Note Fig. 67) t h a t  
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Figure 65. Brush Record of Taped High-Frequency Data 
Figure 66. Expanded Brush Record of Bomb No. 3 Event 
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Figure 68. Measured Site Thrust for 44-Second-Duration Test 
i n j e c t e d  mixturz r a t i o  decreased dur ing  t h e  f i r i n g  due t o  increas ing  methane flow 
during t h e  run .  'I'he i r c r e a s i n g  f u e l  flow was due t o  t h e  decrease  i n  rnethhne 
temperature (Joule-'Thompson e f f e c t )  during t h e  run.  Measured t h r o a t  a r ea  change 
during t h e  run was only 0.75 percen t .  
For times g r e a t e r  than approximately 10 seconds, c a l c u l a t i b n s  ind ica ted  t h a t  
chamber wall heat  l a s s e s  would be minimal. Consequenrly, t h e  data  shown i n  
Fig. 67 were not  cor rec ted  f o r  any chamber wall h e a t  l o s s  j i . e . ,  @ H ~  = 1 . 0 ) .  Note 
t h a t  t he se  da t a  a r e  i n  e s s e n t i a l  agreement with t h e  d a t a  of Fig.  61, which were 
corrected f o r  chamber wall  heat l o s s .  This agreement s u b s t a n t i a t e s  not only  t h e  
method of co r r ec t i ng  f o r  hea t  l o s s ,  bu t ,  a l s o ,  t h e  heat  f lux da ta  measured during 
t h e  sho r t  durat ion parametric t e s t s .  
me i n j e c t o r  face  thermocouples revealed an extremely cool face during zhe ;!ma- 
t i o n  t e s t .  These d a t a  are subs t an t i a t ed  by t h e  fact t h a t  no hardware burning of  
any kind was ev iden t  fol lowing t h e  t e s t .  Figure 69 p re sen t s  t h e  f ace  temperature 
as  measured by T/C 1 ( loca ted  0.030 i n .  from t h e  i n j e c t o r  face) dur ing t h e  Qura- 
t i o n  t e s t ,  A heat  t r a n s f e r  s n a l y s i s  of t h e  i n j eceo r  face which was made d u r i n g  
t h e  design phase had pred ic ted  s t eady - s t a t e  t e m p e r a t u ~ e s  o f  approximately 175 F 
( fo r  a  q / A  = 0.25 Btu'ii1.2-sec) assummg t h a t  T c H ~ ~ ~ C !  F and w i t h  no depos i t io?  
of -ca rbm on t h e  i n j e c t o r  f ace ,  The s u b s t a n t i a l  (measured) dec l ine  i n  face 
temperature which began about G seconds i n t o  t h e  run i s  a t t r i b u t e d  t o  t h e  low 
nethane i n j e c t i o n  t e q x r a t t l ~ e s  [zO t o  -26 F) and carbon depos i t ion  oli t h e  ir,- 
j e c t o r t s  face .  
Clear ly ,  for t h i s  program, i n j e c t o r  face cooi ing f i . e . ,  Rigimesh, e-tc.) would 
have been a needless  expense. 'This p i n t  i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  value of subscale  
(single-elcinent) experiments which sh~wed  a p r i o r i t y  t h a ?  i n j e c t o r  f ace  caoling 
was not required (Sect ion 6 .0 ) .  
Figures 70 through 74 are photographs of t h e  injector/chamber hardrctare fol lowing 
the  durat ior ,  t e s t .  Post.test examination o f  both in jec tor  and chamber hardware 
revealed no s i g n i f i c a n t  damage. 
Time, Seconds 
Figure 69. Injector Face Temperature for Duration Test 





9.0 CORRELATION OF FULL-SCALE INJECTOR DATA 
9.1 COLD-FLOW/HOT-FIRE PERFORMANCE CORRELATION 
?'he fu l l - sca le  cold-flow mixing data  of Section 8.0 and the  single-element atomi- 
zation data  of Section 5.0 were anslyzed t o  determine the  degree of co r re la t ion  
between cold-flow performance predict ions afid h i t - f i r e  r e s u l t s .  A s  i n  the  s ingle-  
element cold-flow/hot-fire carrel-ztion, the  overa l l  engine periormance was as- 
sumed t o  be che produce of a nixing-limited c* ef f ic iency and a vzporization- 
l imited c* eff ic iency.  
The predicted mixing- li..;ited ef f ic iency was determined from t h e  fu l l - sca le  cold- 
flow r e a i c s  (Fig. 59). The vs td ic ted  vaporization ef f ic iency was detemined by 
employing single-element ato:zitation data .  A s  i n  t h e  single-element cor re la t ion  
analysis,  the measured drop s i r % =  (Section 7.0) we-e corrected f o r  the  differences 
i n  physicai proper t ies  9f wax and FLOX using t h e  empirical equation of Ingebo. 
The resu l t an t  drop s i z e s  Xexc then used i n  conjunction with t h e  r e s u l t s  of t h e  
K-PRIME combustion model t o  determine a vaporization l imited c* ef f ic iency (Sec- 
t i o n  7.01. 
-- - 75 presents t h e  r e s u l t s  of the corre la t ion  znalysis  of t h e  cold-flow/hot- 
fire r e s u l t s  :or the  fu l l - sca le  in jec to r .  The da ta  are p lo t t ed  i n  a manner t h a t  
i l l u s t r a t e s  t h s  a b i l i t y  of t h e  cold--flow data  t o  predic t  the  parametric -!ariatiom 
whic! were invest igated i n  t h e  ho t - f i r ing  s e r i e s  (i. e. ,  chamber p r s s u r e ,  in jec ted  
mixture r a t i o ,  and percent BLC flow). The dependent parameter i-n the  th ree  graphs 
shown i n  Fig. 75 is  the  r e l a t i v e  change i n  c* ef f ic iency (An,*) froin the  zf f ic iency 
which was determined ( i n  e i t h e r  ho t - f i r e  o r  cold-flow t e s t s )  at the  nominal design 
condition (PC = 503 psia ,  MR = 5.25, and 0% BLC). A s  indicated,  the cola-flow 
data  successful ly  predicted reduced performance leve ls  when: (1) the engine was 
th ro t t l ed ,  (2) the  w e r a l l  in jec ted  mixture r a t i o  was increased, and f3) the  per- 
centage of ELC flow w a s  increased. 
To determine i f  the  cold-flow data  could predic t  t h e  absolute performance leve l  
of the  fu l l - sca le  in jec to r ,  the  h c t - f i r e  t e s t  d a t a  were analyzed f o r  a l l  condi- 
t ions  at which fu l l - sca le  mixing tests were performed (Fig. 59). Table X i  sun- 
marizes the  per t inent  da ta  employed i n  the  m a l y s i s .  
TABLE X I  . FULL-SCALE HOT-FIEiE/COLD-FLOW CORRELATION 
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Figure 75. Results of Full-Scale Cold-Flow/Hot-Fire Correlation h a l y s i s  
Figme 76 p r e s e n t  the r e s u l t s  of the  corre la t ion  analysis p lo t ted  as measured 
hot - f i r e  performance versus predicted cold-f low performance. As i:idlcated, the 
average devi.ati.cn of the  f i v e  ho t - f i r e  tests from the  mean corre la t ion  l i n e  was 
2.2 percent. 
9.2 CCRRELATION OF FULL-SCALE/SINGLE-ELEMENT 
HEAT FLUX DATA 
The heat f lux  da ta  of the  f u l l - s c a l e  f i r i n g s  and single-element BLC element hot-  
f i r i n g s  was compared t o  determine the  re la t ionship  between single-element and 
fu l l - sca le  chamber heat f lux  c h a r a c t e r i s t ~ c s .  Both t e s t  s e r i e s  were conducted 
i n  L* = 40 in . ,  E, = 3: l  chambers. The chamber heac flux levels  were averaged 
by in tegra t ing  the  loca l  heat  f luxes (Fig. 46, 48, and C.3) from t h e  inject02 face 
t o  t h e  start o f  nczzle convergence. Figure 77 presents  the  r e s u l t s  of t h e  anal- 
ysis f o r  various leve ls  of BLC flowrate.  Based on the  da ta  of Fig.  77, i t  appears 
tha t  single-element h o t - f i r e  da ta  can be e~nployed t o  predic t  f u l l - s c a l e  chamber 
heat  f l u x  da ta  i n  the  chamber region upstream of t h e  s t a r t  of nozzle convergence. 
Figure 76. Correlation of Ful l -scale  In jec to r  Cold-Flow/E!ot-Fire Data 
P, = 500 psia 
Figure 77. Correlation of Average (Injector t a  Start of Convergence) 
Chamber Wall Heat F ? w  Levels for Single-Element and 
Full-scale Hot Firings 
RESULTS 
The discuss ion of t h e  r e s u l t s  of t h i s  study i s  divided i n t o  three s e c t i a n s :  
(1) performance/chamber compat ib i l i ty  of t h e  f u l l - s c a l e  coaxial  i n j e c t o r ,  ( 2 )  use 
of cold-flow s imala t ion /ho t - f i re  techniques f o r  i n j e c t o r  design,  and (3) extrap-  
a l a t i o n  of data  der ived i n  t h i s  p.-ugrm f o r  des ign  of o the r  gas / l i qu id  systems. 
10.1 PERFORW.NCE/CHAMIER COb!PATI BI LITY 
CHAMCTERISI'ICS 
As shown i n  Sect ion 8.0, t h e  i n j e c t o r  of  t h i s  s tcdy met t h e  performance and cham- 
be r  compzt ib i l i ty  goal5 of t h e  program. l n j e c t o r  performance was 99 percent  (see 
Fig. 61 and 67) of t h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  s h i f t i n g  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  ve loc i ty  a t  the nominai 
operat ing condi t ions  (PC = 500 p s i a ,  MR = 5.25, BLC = 0) .  Acceptable i n j e c t o r /  
t h r u s t  chamber compat ib i l i ty  was demonstrated both i n  t h e  shor t -dura t ion  p a r w e t -  
r i c  tests (Fig. 67) and i n  t h e  44-second dura t ion  f i r i n g .  I n j e c t o r  f ace  tempera- 
t u r e  da t a  (Fig. 69) from t h e  dura t ion  f i r i n g  i n d i c a t e d ' t h a t  t he  i n j e c t o r  should 
be operable f o r  an i n d e f i n i t e  pe r i ad  o f  time. 
Pressurc t h r o t t l i n g  of t h e  i n j e c t o r  was not  a requirement of t h e  program. However, 
t h r o t t l i n g  tests conducted with t he  i n j e c t o r  r e s u l t e d  i n  s t a b l e  f i r i n g s  a t  high 
performance l e v e l s  (2  94.5%) over a 5 : l  t h r o t t l i n g  ralige. In  t h e  deeply t h r o t t l e d  
mode (PC = 100 p s i a )  t h e  i n j e c t o r  exh ib i ted  n e i t h e r  low .(chugging) nor high fre- 
quency i n s t a b i l i t i e s .  This  is  e s p e c i a l l y  noteworthy s ince ,  a t  t h i s  operat ing 
conditior,, t o t a l  i n j e c t o r  p ressure  drop was approximately 18 p s i .  
Dynamic combustion . ~ t a b i l i t y  t e a t s  (Fig. 65 and 66) conducted a t  t h e  design con- 
d i t i o n  showed t h a t  t h e  i n j e c t o r  conf igura t ion  possessed exce l l en t  recovery r e s -  
ponse t o  high dynamic pressure  dis turbances  (hPm,, = 1100 p s i ) .  
10.2 COLD-FLOW/HOT-FIRE DESIGN TECHNIQUES 
The single-element cold-f low/hot-f ire techniques (gas / l iqu id)  which tiere deveioped 
i n  t h i s  program and NAS3-12001 have beeq shown t o  be a powerful t o o l  f o r  t he  ra- 
t i o n a l  design of high performance i n j e c t o r s .  I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  t h e  pressur ized  
single-element mixing experiments provide t h e  i n j e c t o r  des igner  not  only with 
element mixing l e v e i s  ( i  . e . ,  performancej but  r e s u l t i n g  mass flow and mixture 
ra t io  d i s t r i b u t i o n s .  These d a t a  can be efiployed t o  determine p o t e n t i a l  chamber 
wall hea t  f l u x  problem areas .  They a l s o  provide d i r e c t  phys ica l  desc r ip t ion  of 
t he  respec t ive  f u e l  and ox id izer  flow d i s t r i b u t i o n s ,  permi t t ing  ma ld i s t r i bu t ion  
t o  be corrected through s p e c i f i c  changes i n  element design d e t a i l .  
I t  was recognized a t  t h e  incep t ion  of t h e  program t h a t  cold-flow experiments alone 
do not  provide a l l  i nc lus ive  d a t a  f o r  t h e  i n j e c t o r  des igner .  That i s ,  combustion 
e f f e c t s  such as coaxia l  cup burning can be determined only by ho t , - f i r i ng  exper i -  
ments as demonstrated i n  t h i s  e f f o r t .  The use of  r e l a t i v e l y  low-cost, s i ng l e -  
element hardware allows the  experimenter t o  i nves t iga t e  cr i t ical  parameters (such 
as  post  recess )  over a range t h a t  would be economically un feas ib l e  wi th  f u l l - s c a l e  
i n j e c t o r  hardware. In  ada i t i on ,  due t o  t h e  small size of  t he  hardware, t e s t  modi- 
f i c a t i o n s  are r e l a t i v e l y  simple and o f  low cos t .  
As was demonstrated i n  t h i s  program, single-element,  h o t - f i r e  da t a  a r e  d i r e c t l y  
app l icab le  t o  f u l l - s c a l c  i n j e c t o r  des ign,  As a s p e c i f i c  example cha*nber wall  
heat  f l u x  da t a  measured i n  singie-element chambers (Fig. 51) suggested t h a t  
cooling of the  f u l l - s c a l e  i n j e c t o r  face  would not  be required.  Based cn these  
data ,  t he  f u l l - s c a l e  i n j e c t o r  face  was not  cooled (Fip. 15) and t h e  t e s t  r e s u l t s  
v e r i f i e d  t h a t  cooling was not  required (Table X and r i g .  9 ) .  I t  should be voted 
a l s o  t h a t  t he  heat  f l u x  l e v e l s  measured i n  t h e  single-element chambers were com- 
parable  t o  those measured i n  t he  f u l l - s c a l e  t h r u s t  chamber (Fig. 48, 63,  and 7 7 ) .  
I t  was demonstrated i n  t h i s  program t h a t  t h e  cold-flow s imulat ion techniques 
which were employed do p r e d i c t  the  parametr ic  changes which occur i n  h o t - f i r i n g  
systems. Thus, t he se  techniques can be employed t o  optimize elements with r e s -  
pect  t o  performance without r e s u l t i n g  t o  expensive h o t - f i r i n g  s t u d i e s .  I t  should 
be noted a l s o  t h a t  t h e  cold-flow data  of  t h i s  program succes s fu l ly  p red ic ted  t h e  
absolute  performance l e v e l s  of t he  f u l l - s c a l e  injector/chamber.  
10.3 USE OF COLO-FLOW DATA FOR OTHER PROPELLANTS 
The co r r e l a t ed  cold-flow da t a  of t h i s  s tudy were presented i n  a form (Fig 29 
and 38) t h a t  car be employed t o  determine element mixing and atomization l e v e l s  
f o r  o ther  gas / l i qu id  p r o p e l l a s t  combinations ( i . e . ,  LOX/GH2, LOX/propane, e t c . ) .  
In  addi t ion ,  t he  c d r r e l a t i o n  of chamber wall h e a t  f l u x  versus  chamber wal l  mix- 
t u r e  r a t i o  (Fig. 58) can be employed as a guide i n  designing elements fo: en- 
hawed i n j e c t  or/chamber compat ibi l i ty .  
However, caut ion must be exercised when applying these  d a t a  t o  p rope l lan t  combina- 
t i o n s  whose elements opera te  i n  ranges considerably d i f f e r e n t  than those  employ-ed 
i n  t h i s  study. Spec i f i ca l iy ,  coaxial  elements employing LOX/GH2, i n  genera l ,  
operate  with s i g n i f i c a n t l y  higher  gas gap v e l o c i t i e s  (Vg = 2000 t o  3u00 f t / s e c j  
than those uslng methane (Vg = 300 t o  500 f t / s e c )  . In  addi t ion ,  LOX/GH2 elements 
genera l ly  have l a r g e r  gas gap he igh ts  than :hose repor ted  he re in  (h = 0.018 i n . ) .  
Cold-flow s t u d i e s  (Ref. 2) cu r r en t ly  underway at Rocketdyne with LOX/GH2 coaxia l  
elements i n d i c a t e  t h a t  t h e  cold-flcw d a t a  generated i n  t h i s  s tudy may no t  be 
d i r e c t l y  appl icable  t o  LOX/GH2. However, i n j e c t o r  des igners  concerned with pro- 
p e l l a n t s  which operate  with s i r i  l a r  i n j e c t i o n  cha rac t e r i s t i c ' ;  ( , LOX/propane) 
should be ab l e  t o  u t i l i z e  t h e  r e s u l t s  of  t h i s  s tudy d i r e c t l y .  
11.0 CONCLUSIONS ANL RECO~NDA~IONS 
The approach and techniques which were employed i n  t h e  sub jec t  program r e s u l t e d  
i n  the  d i r e c t  design of an i n j e c t o r  which met o r  exceeded t h e  performance aud 
chamber compat ib i l i ty  goals  of t he  program without any need f o r  t he  t r a d i t i o n a l  
"cut-and-try" i n j e c t o r  development methods. Although t h e  s p e c i f i c  app l i ca t ion  
considered was f o r  t he  prdpe l lan t  combination (FLOX(R) /methane (g)  , t he  program 
re su l t ed  i n  t he  development of cold-f lcw/hot-f i re  techniques which a re  d i r e c t l y  
appl icable  t o  design of o the r  high performance gas / l i qu id  systems of c u r r t n t  
i n t e r e s t  ( i . e . ,  LOX/GH2, LOX/propane, e t c . ) .  Use of these  same t e c h n i q u ~ s  f o r  
the  design of  i n j e c t o r s  using t h e  aforementioned p rope l l an t s  should r e s u l t  i n  
optimum configurat ions  at  minimum developmental cos t s .  
Recommendations f o r  f u t u r e  work t o  f u r t h e r  advance gas / l i qu id  i n j e c t o r  design 
technology a re :  
1. The Rocketdyne CSS combustion model should be made operabls  with t h e  
FLOX/CH4 (g) prope l lan t  conibin~t  ion.  The CSS model provide, coaxial  i n -  
j e c t o r  cup information which i s  not  ava i l ab l e  with t he  K-PRIME combustion 
model, The addi t ion  of FLOX/CH4(g) proper ty  da t a  t o  t he  CSS program s:b- 
rou t ines  would be required.  Empirical FLOX j e t  s t r i p p i n g  r a t e  parameters 
would be derived from ava i l ab l e  d a t a  acquired i n  t h e  subject.  program, 
2 .  Cold-f low/hot-f ire s t u d i e s  should be conducted with  singie-element models 
t o  investig 'ate t h e  in f luence  of  i n j e c t o r  element design on cup burning 
( i . e . ,  f u e l  annul i  wake c losure  e f f e c t s ,  e t c . ) .  These r e s u l t s  could 
then be incorporated i n t o  a n a l y t i c a l  combustion models. 
3 .  Additional  t h r o t t l i n g  t e s t s  should be  pcrformed t o  v e r i f y  t h e  s t a b i l i t y  
of t h e  i n j e c t o r  design o f  t h i s  s tudy a't deeply t h r o t t 1 . d  c x i d i t i o n s  
(PC L 100 p s i a ) .  This would r equ i r e  t e s t i n g  t h e  i n j e c t o r s  wi th  t h r u s t  
chambers instrumented f o r  dynamic pressure  measurements. 
4.  Additional  1105; wi th  t h r u s t  chamber configura;5.ms should be done t c  
detsrmine an optimum configurat ion f o r  t h e  coaxia l  i n j e c t o r .  In par-  
t i c u l a r ,  smal ler  L* chambers (L* < 40 i n . )  and lo we^ cont rac t ion  r a t i o s  
( E ~  < 3: 1) shotild be inves t iga ted .  
5. Fi r ings  with t h e  i n j e c t o r  of t h i s  s tudy should be made i n  a regenera t ive ly  
cooled t h r u s t  &amber t o  confirm o r  deny the  low hea t  f l u x  l e v e l s  which 
were measured i n  t h e  chamber convergent and nozzle t h r o a t  areas .  
APPENDIX A 
K-PRIME COMBUSTION MODEL 
This appendix presents a brief descri.ption of t;.e Rocketdyne K-RIME combustion 
model. More detailed 6escriptions of the model can be fomd in Ref. A - 1  and A - 2 .  
To determine the degree \,f propellant vaporization, the commstion model (K-PRIME) 
takes into consideration: 
1. Compressible combustion gas flow with mass and energy addition 
2 .  Droplet drag in the accelerating combustim gas flow field 
3 .  Droplet baporization with convective heat transfer from the hot 
combust ion gas 
These factars result in an analytical descrip'-ion of the Itbootstrap'' combustion 
processes typical of rocket engines. The model -calculates axial profiles of 
chamber pressure, combustion gas velocity, vaporization from a range of-droplet 
sizes corresponding to the droplet size distribution produced by the injector, 
droplet velocities, and the overall percentage of oxidizer which is vaporized. 
The combustion model takes into account the compressible flow of combasti on gases 
by the norm1 g~s--dynamic equations; taking into account the  effect.^ of mass and 
energy addition from the vaporizing and reacting propellants. 
Dro2let drag, for the distribution of droplet sizes produced by the injector, is 
accounted f o r  by the scaler equation shown below: 
where 
VD = droplet velocity, ft/sec 
t = time, seconds 
CD = drag coefficient (a function of droplet Reynolds number) 
p = combustion gas density, lbm/ft 3 
g 7 
p~ = droplet 1i.quid densi+ . l 'v,'f: 
' - c~~nuustion gas velocity, lbm/ft 3 
D = droplet diameter, feet 
Drop,et vaporization is accmnted for by an equation similar to: 
... 
-. >.. - - . . 
. . 
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'.? . . . . 
- .  - 
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---- . For c * & i ~ z . ~ ~  --&lgt& of .EQ. A; 2. the &p$ic&i mi is more -complex. . The simplified 
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expression- presented - m e  shows the effezts of t3e variogs physical paramet&s on 
. . 
- .?. - - t - - . didplet %qpriihtio$%te. ' The last bracketed tprn :on .the right -hand side of 
... 
;>2--: 
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- 3  : .
'Eq.. A-2' rqi%isents the effects of forced convection on -droplet vaporization, ana 
, . - - -  the. -Kemaihder &-::the 'terms -represent.- the effects of propellant physical properties 
-. --. 
.;+?+" .. 
- - +--~ . ' a i d  cbgbusti~n gas properties .on droplet vaporization rate (Ref. A- 3) . 
. . 
.. -- . -. 
-- .. ~- * .- < .  
-.. - 
", . . ~. 
This computerized comblistion model, the general natul-2 of which is d~scrited in 
very brief form by Eq. 8-1 through A-3 was used to parametricglly investigate the 
effects of design and operating varia3les on o ~ * , ~ ~ ~  for the FLOX/CH4 (g) propel - 
Lant c~mbination (see Section 3.0) . 
The two most important variables affecting Q ~ * , ~ ~ ~  are propellant drop size and 
combu?lfion chamber gemetry. From Eq. A-2,  it is seen that the residence time 
. required to completely-vaporize a droplet is proportional to the square of the 
droplet diameter. Equally important, the.geometry of the combustion chmber dic- 
tates-Sht? total residence time during which the droplets must vaporize. If this 
--: residence time is too short, the droplets wi1.l not be completely vaporized. 
~qiation A- 2 is an implicit- erpression showing that propellant vaporization effi- 
ciency.  is^ gcverned . . by droplet acceleration and heating by the high-temperature 
'combusti-on gss: For thrust ehmbers having contraction area ratios greater than 
about - 2, combvst ion gas -flow can be considered incompressible; therefore, chamber 
. . 
L *  is a--good.ii!dex-of combustion gas residence time. From continuity, combustion 
- .  gas yefocity for the 2-to-1 chamber will always be higher than that for the 4-to-1 
chamber. ~Kigher-combustion gas velocities will generally be accompanied by an 
. - 
- 
incieased v&pcit)- lag between combust ion gas and propel i&t droplets. Howver , 
.. .  
. . the lower contraction area ratio chambers (L* = constant) will tend to result in 
. longer residence tire for the droplets. 
 he higher relative velocity between the 
combusfion -gas pmpeilant droplets will also tend to enhance convective heat- 
-:.ing and .resultant droplet vaporization. 
: An assumption made in the one-dimensional combustion model program input is the 
a&mt of combustion which occurs within the initial injection ,region. This is 
- required- to arrive -at a n&rly one-dimensional region, and eliminate calcuhtions 
- in the grossly non8miform injection region (Ref. A-2). It is usually 3ssutned 
that 10 percent of the propel!8nts havebvaporized and reacted within i inch of the 
injector face. This initial cor3ition has proved adequate and permits good corre- 
lation with observed experimental results. To as.sess the effect of variations in 
this-assumption, 5, 10, and 20 percent of the propellants consumed were zna lytical ly 
considered and found to have an insignificmt influenre .on performance. ~erfonnanc~ 
variat.ion- due to.: assumption of 3 to.20 percent initial prop.ellants aporiied instead 
of 10 :percent w a s  < _  20.5 percent in tbe range of drop size @39 $ 1 5 0 ) ,  and L* 
(15 inch 5 .& - 1 66---inc%) considered. Effects of inject ion velocity percentof .- 
propellants initially :reacted were only significant- when the propellant drop size 
: - -  is- large: or when - geometric restrict ions favored lowered perfc~~~iance .- 
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PKESSURIZED COLD-FLOP; MIXING FACILITY 
Early in the iike-doubiet  orti ti on c? the  subject program, an analytical investiga- 
tion aas conductsi to deveiop appropriate cold-flow nodeling criteria for hot-fire 
gas/?iquid injector sys.tems [Ref. B - 1 ) .  The ana1ys.i~ considered the flow field of 
a ~ i i i i ~ l ~  irrjectior, system consisting of an asis>.mmet-ric gas jet into which a liq- 
uid jet is introduced at sene arbitrary angle. Cold-flow modeling criterta were 
derived fron consideration of available experinentaf data and an analysis of the 
governing conservztion equations. in general, it was found that, to satisfy all 
of the cold-flow modeling eriteria..fcr a g,as/li+d systea, the cold-flow experi- 
nen-ts wo~ld need to be 2erformed in a pressurized environment. Pressurization 
was reqgired in order to model the density and dynamic pressure of the hot-fire 
gas phase (fuel) . 
!fEASilREMEhT SYSTEM 
Tc- characterize the spray fields generated by gas/liquid rocket motor injectors, 
a system &as developed to determine local values of gas and liquid mass flux under 
pressxized conditions. Kxowing local values of gas and liquid mass flux, thz 
'3nixedness" (i.e., h) of the two-phase spray field was determined. In addition, 
examination of locai values of mass flux was used to characterize peripheral 
element/candidates fcr Inj ector-thrust chamber coqatibi lity (see Section 5.0) . 
A sch2mcic of the c~mplete measurement system for the characterizaticn of dense 
grs/iiquid spray fields is shown in g i g .  & I .  Mixing experiments were performed 
with both single-element and mlti-element gas/liquid injectors. The apparatus 
consisted essentially of a pressurized test section in which the deceleration 
probe (described in subsequent peragrqk~j iizs p o s i i i ~ i i e d  in -i-8 io~rdinates. The 
spten  contsined several 'kater traps" to ensure that water, which can atcumlate 
during extended test periods, does act p h g  c r i t i i v l  pressure lines in the system. 
A photograph of the systm, which is Zocated at the Cambustion and Heat Transffr 
Laboratory, is shorn in Fig. B-2. 
A problem associated with the characterization of spray fields generated with 
single-element injectors was the supp-essim of the flow-field recirculation 
caused by the injection of high-velocity streams into a finite closed volume. 
High levels of recirculation within the test section precluded the accurate deter- 
mination of the gas-phase flow field. To ellninate flow field recirculation, a 
low-velocity (7 to 12 ft/sec) uniform "base bleedw flow surrounded the single- 
element injector. These values of base bleed velocity are in accord with the 
Craya-Curtet criterion for the elimination of recirculation (Ref. B-2).. 
One additional problem associated with the characterization of spray fields gen- 
erated with sihgle-element injectors was the determination of the local mass flu 
of the injectant gas. As the gas/liquid flow field moves thzough the surrounding 
environment on its way from the injector to the probe tip, much of the gas- in the 
environment (base . ~ bleed) was --ing&ted-.into the f l ow field. Therefo~e, the gas 
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flwrate measured by the probe was composed both of gas that was injected and gas 
that was ingested. These two components were segregated to determine the injected 
portion (for calcul~tisn of Em). To accomplish this, nitrogen and oxygen were 
mised in known quantities and irlJxted through the injector element while pure 
nitrogen was used as a base bleed fluid. The sample which arrived at  the probe 
tip was processed through 2. Beckman oxygen analyzer (Fig. B-1). The concentra- 
tion of rhe oxygen -in' the sainple was then used to determine the concentration of 
the injected/gas phase. 
TW-FK2SE DECELERATION PROBE 
The two-phase deceleration probe, which was used for the determination of local 
values of gas afid liquid mass flux, wa.s deveioped jointly under the subject pro- 
gram and F3hS3-12001. Only a brief descrlpticn of the probe will be presented 
herein; for a more detailed description see Ref. B-3. 
The concept of a deceleration probe for the me3surement of gas-phase stagnation 
pressures, for the determinat: on of gas velocity, in two-phase flow fields was 
Zirst introduce4 by L'ussmrd and Shapiro (Ref. 8-4). However, the referenced 
probe design was operated only in PGW m2ss flux ratio (particle flowrate/gas flow- 
rate > 0.2) flow fields. In addition, the probe design of Dussourd and Shapiro 
was utilized oniy in ambient-~i-cssure flow fields. 
Tie deceleration probe which was developed was tit ilized both Eor the deterniination 
of gas-phase stagnation pressures and local liquid mass flux, The probe has been 
demonstrated to operate successfu1l.y in high mass flux ratio (liquid mass f lux/  
gas ,mss flux 0.2 to 20) two-phase flow fields (Ref. B-5). in additi-on, measure- 
ments havs been made in dense gas/liquid flow fields at static pressures up to 
50G psia. 
A schematic of the deceleration probe, termed the c0ncent.ri.c tute two-phase impact 
probe, is presented in Fig. B-3. The probe was constructed of two concentric tubes 
(A and B) with a specizlly designed tip attached to tube b ,  The tip was designed 
to prevent the passage of water (termed flooding) into th= annulus forned by 
tubes A and 0 when the probe is utilized in high mass fiux ratio flow fields. The 
problem of flooding is a serious limitation of thc probe design described in Ref.0-4. 
The operating principle for the determinstion of the gas-phase stagnation pressure 
by the concentric tube two-phase i~?act probe is illustrated in Fig. B-4. Basically, 
the intent is to decelerate the gas and measure the gas-phase stagnation pressure 
in a manner that minimizes momentum exchange from the condensed phase upstream of 
the measurement Iccation. Particles (or droplets) and gas (each at their own 
velocity) encoimter the probe tip but the gas phase i.5 s:agnated at the probe tip 
where the pressure is approximately equal to the gas-phase stagnation pressure. 
Deviation from true gas-phase stagnation pressure is h e  t o  momentum exchange be- 
tween the particles and the gas in the near flow field of the probe tip (termed 
overpressure error). A particle, due to its higher icertia, passes through the 
probe tip and is decelerated to zero velocity in the stagmtior, chamber farasd by 
0.180 INCH --I P 
l NCHES 
T I  P 
GAS 
t I 
- STAGNATION CHAMBER I 
ODi 
OD) 
I-!-, DRAIN VALVE 
Figure B-3. Schematic of Concentric Tube Two-Phase Impact Probe 

tube A .  However, due to momentum exchange between the partiplzs and the stagnated 
gas, the  articles decelerate in the probe tip to some extent over the distance X 
(see Fig .  B-4). The gas-phase stagnation pressure Po,gas, as measured in the proh 
annulus, is greater than the gas-phase stagnation pressure, Po,tip. The difference 
between the two aforementioned pressures can be made small if the distance X is 
minimized. However, the total overpressure error (due to particie/gas moment.Jm 
excllange both near and within the probe tip) can be determined by proper cali.bra- 
tion of the probe in known two-phase flow fields (Ref. B-3). 
The gas-phase stagnation pressure was measured in the 360-degree annulus at the 
probe tip rather than at a single point as was done on the probe described in 
Ref. 3-4. Tests conducted with both the subject probe and one of the Ref. B-4 
designs in high mass flux ratio (> 3) flow fields demonstrated that the concentric 
tube probe eliminated the pressure oscillations encountered with a probe of 
Ref. B-4 design. In addition, the concentric tube probe design avoid: the need 
for an external pressure line at the probe tip that could create floa,field dis- 
ttiib~nces. '%e gas-phase stagnation pressure in the probe annulus beas measured 
with an MKS Baratron Type 77 electronic pressure meter. 
Local vaiues of liquid mass flux were determined by capturing a liquid sample in 
the probe stagnation chamber (Fig. 8-21 for a known time interval. However, since 
the droplet capture-efficiency of the probe design is less than ! (z0.95) small 
corrections must be made to the captured liquid mass to determint a value of local 
?iq,~id mass flux. Values of the probe capture efficimcy were determined by cali- 
bration of the probe in known two-phase flow fields- 
A photograph af the two-phase probe and its traversing mechanism is shown in 
Fig. B-5. The probe is shown located in the rotatable po~tion of the test section. 
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PRESSURIZED 
APPENDIX C 
COLD-FLOW ATOMIZATION FACILITY 
The operating conditions and injector dynamics that control the gas/liquid mixing 
processes also infl'uehce the atomization'protesses. Thus, early in the coaxial 
characterization psoeram, work was initiated on the construction of a pressurized 
atomization facility. The facility is located at the Combustion and Heat Transfer 
Laboratory. The pressurized system was an addition to an existing molten wax 
facility wh.ich has been used successfully to characterize injector spray fields in 
a number of programs (Ref. C-1 and C-2). The use of a pressurized environment in 
the iwrestigatios of gas/liquid atomization processes was accomplished for the first 
time during the subject program. 
EQUIPMENT TECHNIQUE 
To simulate the dynamic injection conditions of hot-fire propellant systems, the 
atomization exgeriments were conducted at simulated gas-phase densities. In this 
case, gaseous nitrogen and molten wax (Shell-270) were used as nonreactive fuel/ 
oxidizer simulants, respectively. In this molten wax techcique, the wax droplets 
freeze prior to collection and crE subsequently subjected to sieve analysis after 
drying. 
A series of 23 standard sieves ranging Ln size from 53 to 2-380 niic=.ons (53 to 
2380 x 10-6 in.) was available for sample sleving. For any particular sample, 
only 12 of the sieves were used, the particulzr sieve sizes which werz used de- 
pended 02 the anticipated size range. The particular wax sample ( e l 0  grams; was 
placed on the largest screen of the selected set of 12 sieves. The sieves were 
shaken on a RO-TAP automatir shaker for 30 minutes. After tha sieving o?erat.ion 
was completed, the mass of.pasticles an cach sieve was weighed on an electric bal- 
ance. A total recovery of 96 to 98 percent of the mass originally introduced into 
the sieves was yossiblt, The mass fraction of sample o n  each sieve was then plot- 
ted as a function of sieve size to determine a mass median drop size. 
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY 
A schematic of the pressurized atomization facility that was employed in these 
studies is presented in Fig. C-1.  The system consisted of a 600-gallon cylindrical 
tank i ~ l  which a single-element injector model was mounted. Molten wax and hcated 
GN2 were supplied to the injector from a system that was heated with circulating , 
hot oil. All lines and valves in the wax supply system were oil jacketed to pre- 
v m t  wax freezing. Heated GN2 was supplied to the injector at a temperature above 
the melting point cf the wax (a200 F) so that the resulting wax droplets did not 
freeze prior to the completion of the liquid jet breakup and htoniizatiog processes. 
A water flush was supplied to the inner tank walls during testing to ensure that 
molten wax did not adhere to the tank walls. A phctograph o= the pressurized 
atomization facility is shown in Fig. C-2 .  
'C- 1 
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HOT-FIRE FACILITIES AND PROCEDURE5 
Detailed description of the hot-firing test stand instrumentation, data recording 
(test documentation) procedures, and pertinent experimental procedures, utilized 
during the program are presented in this appendix. The single-element hot firings 
were conducted on Uncle stand and  he full-scale injector firings were conducted 
on Willie stand. Since both stands are nearly identic3.1 in pur?ose- mly Willie 
stand will be described in detail. 
The full-scale hot-fi-I:<-cxperimeztal portion ~f the program was conducted on test 
stand Willie at Rocketdyz s Propulsicn Research Area (PR4) test complex. This 
is t3e same test stand that was- used for the like-doublet, full-scale injector 
firiags under the subject -prograa;. A schematic flow diagram of the test facility 
(Willie stand) with instrmentation l~cations is presented in Fig. D-1. 
The FL9.Y system was identlial to that errlployed in numerous fluorine programs at 
Rocketdyne. FLOX is stored ix the 300- and 120-gallon, vacuum-jacketed, tri-wall 
storage tanks. FLOX was transferred from the storage tank to .the run tank (43 gal- 
lons, 2000-psi MW) prior to each day's testing. Procedures for storage, transfer, 
and handling of the F W X  have b3en estabiished on previot:~ programs at Rocketdyne. 
-Prior to assembly, all facility a.d experimental hardware was thoroughly cleaned 
in accordance with prescribed procedures. 
The [jacketed) FLOX system was completely chilled with liquid nitrogen from the 
storage tank to the engine. In addition, provisions were made to permit prerun 
chilldown of the oxidizer dome and injector by means of a liquid nitrogen bleed 
directly through the injector and thrust chamber, thus preventing the cropellant 
from flashing in the initial portion of the firing and minimizing flow transients. 
Dried, filtered helium was used for FLOX tank pressurization. 
The fuel (gaseous methane) was supplied to the engine from a gaseocs methane mani- 
fold. The methane was stored in industrial cylinders (K-bcttles). Approximately 
20 cylinders were connected to the supply manifold. 
13e engine \:as mounted hasizontolly. Tank and purge pressures were set by anltor- 
tzed dome loaders in conjunction with electrically operated tank vent and control 
valves. Dried and filtered gaseous nitrogen purges were used on the propellant 
i ines . 
Test operations and dais  acn,!?!sirriw were c~?docted  through a central control and 
recording center. The data recording systaas, p r t i c u l a r  transducers t o  be used 
for the various types of measurements, end calfbratian procedures are brief ly  
described beiow. 
1. Methane Panifold Pressure 
2. Mcthane Manif013 Shutoff Vdlw 
3. Upstream Venturi Fressul-e 
4. Throat 'Jentui Pressure 
5. Fuel Line Temerstures 
6. Methane vain shutoff Voj.ve 
7. Netha.-e Injectian Pressure 
e. Photocans ( ~ r o ? e l l a a t  : n s n i f ~ l d ~ )  
9. FLOX Tank Pressure 
10. FLOX Tnnk S ~ u t o f  f Valve 
11. FKDX ?lourate +1 
12. FLOX Line T(.?;rr;erature 
13. F'LOX Flovrate ik? 
14. nor! %in S u t o f f  V a l e  
15. W X  Injectrcn Pressure 
16. n n s t  
17. Chamber Pressure ( tnJec*~or Fact? ) 
18. Chmber Pressure (several .k~ia.l 
and Cfrcumferential Locati:ns) 
19. Chamber Wall Ykm~eratu-re 
(several Axial and 
Ci-rcunferential bca t ions )  
20. BLC ~1! l+ (g )  ?qbifold Pressure 
21. BLC ~i$(g) Shutci'f 
22. Upstream Pressure, BLC Sonic 
Flov ;bzzle  
23. BLC Sonic Flow Nazzle 
24. ELC Plain ShutoZf V a l v e  
25. Xnjector Fsce Teiqerature 
(severel locations 1 
26. InJector CMU V~LVG- 
27. Xozzle ExLt Pressure 
Figure D-1 .  Schematic Flow Diagram of Hot-Fin, Test Facility 
showins Locati on of Instrumentation (Futtl 1-Scale 
Coaxial Injector) 
Hot Firing, ,Test Instrumentation, and Data Recording 
Facility instrumentation locations arc shown in Fig. D-1. Redundant measurements 
were made on the important experimental parameters (e ,g. ,  chamber pressure, flow- 
rates, etc.) to increase data reliability. The particular trai?sducers used for 
the various types of measurements are described below. 
Thrust 
The thrust chamber mount was supported on flexures, which allowed free mcvement 
parallel to the engine axis (horizontally), restrained in the thrust direction by 
a Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton double-bridge Load cell, 
Pressures 
Pressures were geasured with bonded strain-gage transducers (Taber "TeSedyneM 
Series 2G6 or equivalent). Chamber pressures were measured at several circumfer- 
ential and axial positions in the chamber. Redundant measurements were made at 
pertinent axkal ' locat ians . 
Flawrates 
Oxidizer flowrate was measured by Fischer-Porter turbine flowmeters that measure 
the volunetrlc flowrate. The oxidizer line had two flowmetcrs in series to in- 
crease data reliability. The fuel fl.~mate to the injector core was measured by 
calibrated sonic venturi meters and the ELC flowrate was measured with calibrated 
sonic flow nozzles. For the single-element firings on Uncle stand, FLOX flowrates 
were measured by 3 cavitating venturi. The cavitating venturi was calibrated 
employing a small turbine flowmeter with FLOX at L3' temperatures. 2 
geliable measurement of cryogenic propellant flowrates rcquires accurate determi- 
nation of liquid density as well as vo?wnetric flomats. Density of cryogenic 
propel.'ants i. a sensitive function of temperature; therefore, it is important to 
make careful ncasurenents of propellant teaperature as close to the flowmeters as 
practical. This was accomplished by use of shielded platinum r2sistance bulbs 
(Rosemant Model. 176) immersed in the liquid stream. These instruments are very 
sensitive to temperature changes in the cryogenic region and are the preferred 
method of Teasxrement. Oxidizes temperatme was measured between the two flcw- 
meters and in the injector manifolds, Fuel temperature was measured in the venturi 
plenum and injector manifolds using iron-cclnstantsn the,mocouples. 
Temperature histories of the cllamber and/or nozzle were measured by chromel-alumel 
thermocxiples embedded in the graphite chamber wall. 
Photacon pressure transducers were used La monitor high-frequency pressure oscil- 
lations in the fuellaxidizer manifoids of the full--scale injector. 
Calibration Procedures 
Transducer calibrations were employed not only to obtain appropriate factors for 
test data reductio~, but to develop statistical histories for each transducer, so 
that estimates of short- and long-term deviations could be made, and ?robable err07 
bands calculated. The calibration methods which were employed for the vari~us 
t-ypes of traqsducers are described below. 
The thrust-measuring load cell was calibrated in-place by a permanently mounted, 
manually operated, hydraulic force cell, which deflects the load cell exactly as 
does the engine, i.e:, through a yoke t.ension-rod systom. K~own loads were applied 
to the fo~ce cell through a Morehouse compression-type, temperaf~sre-compensated, 
proviz~ ring calibrated by the National Bcyeau of Standards'(NES). A thrust cal- 
ibration was cs9ducte2 prior to testing on each test day. 
Pressure transducers were calibrated end-to-end by mounting them on stand manifolds 
in which pressures were read with high-precision Hcise-Bourdon tube gages. The 
latter were csl i3rated periodically on Ruska dead~eight testers. Maximum length 
of pickup line from pressure tap to transducer .!, : c  less than 1/2 foot. 
The turbinz flomteters in the oxidizer line were cali-hrated ?:;or to the initial 
test firing and at the conclusion of the test series. The ,c# . :.; venturi meters 
wer? calibrated by the manufacturer to determine the  discharge cjefficient (CD) 
!%sis+ance of the platinum thermometers to be used in the cryogenic propellant 
lines was converted to millivolt output by a triple-bridge system. This was cali- 
brated by substituting a decade resistance box for a sensor and setting it at var- 
ious resistances corresponding to a temperature-resistance callbration for each 
instrument. These precision platinum resistance sensors have no significaat cali- 
bration drift. Chamber thermocouples were employed on the basis of the standard 
NBS millivolt/temperature tables. Thermocoaple records were electrically calibrated. 
Data Recording Systems -
Pertinent pressure, temperature, and flow measurements were recorded on tape during 
each firing by a Beckman Model 210 Data Acquisition and Recording System. This 
system acquires analog data from the transducers, which it converts to digital form 
in binary-coded decimal format. The latter were recorded an tapes, which were then 
used for computer processing. 
The Beckman Data Acquisition Unit sequentially samples the input channel at  a range 
of 5625 samples per second. Programmed computer output c~nsists of rablcs of time 
vsrsus parameter value (in engineering units) printed out at approximately 10- 
millisecond intervals during the firing, together with calibration factors, prerun 
and postrun ;ero readings, a d  related data. The smc computed results are machine 
plotted and uisplayed as CRT outputs on approximately scaled and labeled grids for 
simple determination of gradients, establishment of steady state, etc . 
Primary data recording for the firings, and subsequent calculation of performance, 
were on the Beckman 210 system. In addition, the following auxiliary recording 
systems were employed: 
An 8-channel, Brush, Mark 200 recorder was emplcyed in conjunction with 
the Reckman unit, primarily to establish time intervals for computer 
data reduction and, additionally, for "quick-look" information on t h ~  
most important parameters. This is a direct-inking system, with display 
on high-gloss, graduated paper moving at 20 mm/sec. 
A CEC, 56-channel, di2ect-reading oscillograph was use'd as backup for 
the Beckman 210 system and for indication of any osc~llatory combustion. 
Direct-inking graphic recorders (DIGR1sj, either Dynalog rotary chart or 
Esterline-Angus strip chart, were used to set prerun propellant supply 
pressures, to provide quick-look information, and as secondary backup to 
the Beckman and orcillograph recorders. 
CALCULATION OF CORRECTED C* EFFICIENCY 
The index of i n j e c t o r  p~r formance  used in  t h i s  experimental program was cor rec ted  
c* e f f i c i ency .  This parameter was c a l c u l a t e J  by two independent methods f o r  the  
f u l l - s c a l e  i n j e c t o r  t e s t s ,  one based on measurement of  chamber pressure  and the  
o t h e r  on measurement of t h r u s t .  Performance d a t a  f o r  t he  single-element ho t - f i r i ng  
were based on chamber pressure  due t o  t h e  d i f f i c u l t y  of accu ra t e ly  measuring small 
t h r u s t  l eve l s  ( ~ 7 0  pounds) on a 5000-pound-thrust s tand.  De ta i l s  of t h e  computa- 
t i o n a l  procedures and of t h e  co r r ec t ions  appl ied a r e  given i n  t h i s  appendix. A 
numerical example is included. 
CALCULATIONS BASED ON CHAMBER PRESSURE 
Charac t e r i s t i c  v e l o c i t y  e f f ic iency  based on chamber pressure  is defined by t he  
following equation 
where 
= s tagna t ion  pressure  a t  t h e  t h r o a t ,  p s i a  
= e f f e c t i v e  thermodynamic th roa t  a r ea ,  i n .  2 (At  ) e f f  
2 
c 
= conversion f a c t o r  (32.174 lbm-ft / lbf-sec ) 
+T = t o t a l  p rope l lan t  weight f lowrate ,  lbm/sec 
(C*)theo = t h s o r e t i c a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  v e l o c i t y  based on 
s h i f t i n g  equil ibrium, f t / s e c  
Values ca lcu la ted  from Eq. 6-1 a r e  r e f e r r e d  t o  as "corrected" c* e f f i c i e n c i e s ,  
because t h e  f a c t o r s  involved are not  measured d i r e c t l y ,  bu t  are obtained by appl i -  
ca t i on  of s u i t a b l e  co r r ec t ions  t o  measured parameters. Thus, s tagna t ion  pressure  
a t  t he  t h r o a t  was obtained from measured static pressure  near  t h e  start o f  nozzle 
convergence by a s s m p t i o n  of isemtropic expansion; e f f e c t i v e  t h r o a t  area was e s t i -  
mated from measvred geometric area by allowing f o r  r a d i u s  changes dur ing f i r i n g  
and f o r  nonuniry d i scharge  c o e f f i c i e n t ;  and chamber pressure was cor rec ted  t o  allow 
f o r  energy lo s se s  from t h e  combustion gases t o  the  chamber wall by f r i c t i o n  and 
measured heat  t r a n s f e r  rates. Equation E-1 may t h e r e f o r e  be wr i t t en  a s  fal lows: 
where 
= measured s t a t i c  pressure near the s t a r t  of nozzle 
convergence, ps ia  
= measured geometric throa t  area,  in .  2 A+ 
C 
Cj = oxidizer weight f lowrate,  lbm/sec 
0 
pf = fue l  weight f lowrate,  Ibm/sec 
f~ 
= f ac to r  correcting observed s t a t i c  pressure t o  
throat  stagnation pressure 
fm = f ac to r  correcting f o r  change i n  th roa t  radius  during f i i - ing  
f~~~ 
= f ac to r  sorrect ing throa t  area f o r  e2fect ive discharge 
coe f f i c i en t  
FR 
= f a c t o r  correct ing measured chamber pressure f o r  f r i c t i o n a l  
drag of combustion gases a t  chamber wall 
f~~ 
= f ac to r  correct ing measured chamber pressure f o r  heat  losses  
from combustion gases t o  chamber wall 
Methods of estimation of the  various correct ion f a c t o r s  a r e  described i n  the  fo l -  
lowing paragraphs. 
Pressure Correction (f ) 
Y 
Measured s t a t i c  pressure near the  s t a r t  of convergence was converted t o  stagnation 
pressure a t  the throa t  by assumption of no combu.stion i n  the nozzle and appl ica t iog  
of the i sent ropic  flow equations. 
For ca lcula t ions  of a "valid" performance value, c a r e  m u s t b c  taken t o  en;.ure mea- 
surement of a "valid" s t a t i c  chamber presswe near the  start of nozzle convergence. 
Experience gained on this and re la t ed  programs (Ref. E- I )  a t  Rocketdyne indica tes  
t h a t  a d e f i n i t e  increase in  s t a t i c  pressure can occur near t he  start of convergence. 
This increase in  prtssure appears t o  be caused by subsonic decelerat ion e f f e c t s  
associated with the turning of the combustion gases by the converging walls p r i o r  
t o  accelerat ion i n  the  nozzle. The magnitude of t h i s  incrbasc is dependant upon 
the geometric configuration o f  the  t~ozzla .  Measuraent of the  static chpmhar pres- 
sure must be taken s u f f i c i e n t l y  up t ream of the  start of convergence so that its 
value i s  not affected by the  subsonic decelerat ing e f f e c t s  discussad above. Purthrr- 
more, chamber pressure must be measured where combustion fs neatly cosplore. 
During t h i s  prcgram, chamber pyessure taps were lwotd 0.50, 0.75, 1.00, a d  1.25 
inches upstream of the  start of nozzle convergence. Measured prrrwies a t  those 
four locat ions were found t o  be e s s e n t i a l l y  identical f o ~  a l l  ms, Ccrnsqwntly, 
the  four  pressure readings were averaged to determine 8 'leu, static c h a b w  prrr.twr. 
The values of f p .  the s tagnat ion- to-s ta t ic  pressure r s t i o ,  was estimated t o  be 
1.Q26, f o r  the 3 : l  contraction r a t i o  chamber. Variations i n  the s h i f t i n g  e q u i l i  
b r i m  spec i f i c  heat r a t i o  were minor over the range of t e s t  conditions (chamber 
pressure,  mixture r a t i o )  em2loyed. This same correct ion fac to r  (f, = 1.026 fo r  
r 
ec = 3) was, therefore,  considered applicable over the  e n t i r e  t e s t  matrix. 
Throat Radius Coi-rection ( f T R l  
Temperature  gradient.^ produced in  an uncooled nozzle wall by rad ia t ive  and convec- 
t i v e  heat t r ans fe r  from the  hot combustion gases r e s u l t  in  thermal s t r e s s e s  which 
can a f f e c t  the throa t  radius.  Consequently, the geometric throa t  diameter measured 
in  an ambient-temperature nozzle is  not necessar i ly  the same as thas  whjch e x i s t s  
d u r i ~ g  f i r i n g .  Furthermore, throa t  diameter during f i r i n g  w i l l  be a f u n ~ ~ i o n  f 
time, a s  well a s  of the  physical p-opesties of the  throa t  mater ial ,  the temperature 
and pressure of the combustion gases, and the nozzle geometry ( i . e . ,  ~ n l l  thickness,  
e tz .  ) . 
A throa t  radius  correct ion fac to r ,  fTR, was used f o r  a l l  t e s t s  and i s  defined a s :  
(E- 3) 
During the  hot - f i r ing  t e s t s ,  the  th rus t  chamber throa t  diameter and area would in- 
crease (compared t u  the ambient dimensions) a s  a function of the  wall temperature. 
The "hot" throa t  area .:as computed f o r  each t e s t  a s  follows: 
P. t hot = la ATzvg + Dt, cold J ~ / 4  
where 
a = thermal expansion caef f i c i e n t  (ATJ graphi te)  
4 = change in average th roa t  wall temperature during the  t e s t  
avg 
Dt ,cold = cold throa t  diameter (p re tes t )  
T i c  avetoge change i n  throa t  wall temperature was based on measuwd throa t  hear 
f l u x  date (see Fig.  60). For the short  duration t e s t s ,  average wall temperature 
waq calculated (based on nozzle thermocouple measmcment s) t o  be approxihately 
965 F, Thus, f'a,,,,g was taken as 885 F f o r  a l l  short  duration t e s t s .  A value of 
a = 1.16 x 10- in . / in .  F was employed f o r  the  thermal expansion coeff ic ient  f o r  
the  ATJ graphite throa t .  Based on the  aforementioned da ta ,  Eq. E-3 yie lds  a throa t  
radius correction fac to r ,  ~ T R ,  equal t o  1,002. 
The average w a d  tmpera tu re  fo; t he  long duration t e s t  uas estimated t c  he approxi- 
mately 3000 F based on previous Rocketdyne experience with s imi lar  prspe l lan ts  and 
thrus t  chambers. Thus, Eq. E-3 yie lds  a throa t  radir;s correct ion fac to r  of 1 .OC? 
for t h ~  long-duration test .  
Throat Discharge Coeff i c i e n r  ( 
-< 
The discharge c o e f f i c i e n t  i s  defined a s  the  r a t i o  of a c t u a l  f lowra te  thrcugh t h e  
t h o a t  t o  the  t h e o r e t i c a l  maximum based oc bramet~ic t h r o a t  a r ea  and ide:il ,  uniform, 
one-dimensios~i  flow with no bocndary l aye r .  Values of t he  discharge cc ' e f f i c i en t  
nay be estimated e i t h e r  a n a l y t i c a l l y  o r  from c o r r e l a t i o n s  of t h e  r e s u l t s  of experi-  
rnmtal s tud ie s  of gas flow through nozzles.  
Experimental conical  nozzle discharge c o e f f i c i e n t s  obtained with a i r  5y var ious  
i nves t iga to r s  a r e  p lo t t ed  i n  Fig. E - 1  aga ins t  the  ind ica ted  geometric parameters, 
Data sources a l s o  a r e  l i s t e d  i n  Fig. E-1.  
B ~ s a i  on the  c o r r e l a t i n g  curve shown and t h e  nozzle geometry of t h e  t h r u s t  chamber, 
t h e  t h r o a t  discharge co r r ec t ion  f a c t o r  is fDIS = 0.991. 
F r i c t i o n a l  Drag Correction (fFR) -
-. 
Calculat ion of c* e f f i c i e x y  based o r  chamber pressure  is  concerned with chamber 
phenomena up t o  t h e  nozzle t h r o a t .  Drag fo rces  t o  t h i s  ?oint  are genera l ly  srn~ll. 
For t h e  present  app l ica t ion ,  measured chainber pressure  should be (and was) cor rec ted  
f o r  f r i c t i o n a l  l o s se s  only  from the  i n j e c t o r  t o  t h e  r o i n t  where the  chamber pressure  
was measured. De ta i l s  of t h e  method of es t imat ion of f~~ are presented below. This 
d i scuss ion  i s  g m e r a l  and a p p l i e s  t . 2  f r i c t i o n a l  l o s se s  f o r  performance based on 
t h r u s t  as well as chamber pressure .  Differences between the  values  of f r i c t i o n a l  
l o s se s  f o r  t h rus t  and chamber pressure  ca l cu l a t ed  performawe arg ~ 5 s . - c i a t e d  with 
t he  d i f f e r e n t  regions over which the  f r i c t i o n a l  l o s se s  a r e  in tegra ted .  
This f a c t o r  (fFR) c o r r e c t s  f o r  the  energy lo s se s  caused by drag fo rces  r c s u l t i ~ g  
from the  viscous a c t i o n  cf t h e  combustion gases  on the  t h r u s t  chamber wal l s .  I ts  
magniiude, which is  the  i n t e g r a l  of t he  l oca l  f r i c t i o n  fo rces  over t h e  chambe? in-  
side wall, has been est imated by a boundary l aye r  ana lys i s  u t i l i z i n g  the  i n t e g r a l  
momentum equation f o r  tu rbu len t  flow (Ref. E-2).  The ana lys i s  accounted f ~ ;  bound- 
a r y  l aye r  e f f e c t s  f ron  the  i n j e c t o r  t o  t h e  n o z z l e , e x t t  by s u i t a b l e  desc r ip t ion  of  
the  boundary layer  p r o f i l e  and l o c a l  sk in  f r i c t i o n  coefficient. A computc:r Frogran 
w m  used t o  ca r ry  out  a numerical i n t e g r s ~ i o n  of t he  equation,  including c3ffects of 
pressure g~zdier r t  , heat transfer, mid sur face  roughness. The program requi red  a 
p o t e n t i a l  corc so lu t ion  of t he  n ~ z z l e  f l ~ w  hich was obtained from t h e  vzr iab le -  
t ;xyrtfi axisymmctric method of c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  ca l cu l a t i on  of t h e  flow f i e l d  cct- 
s i d e  t he  boudzry  laysr; c o r r e s ~ o n d i n g  p rope r t i e s  f o r  t h e  subsonic cor.i'oustion cham- 
b e r  fl.ow f i e l d  were aise ::alculated, 
mi. above-mentioned program was not run s p e c i f i c a l l y  for t h e  t h r u s t  chamber which 
was u t i l i z e d  i n  t h i s  program. However, parametric d a t a  generated i n  NG3-1119G 
(FLOX/LPG) was s u f f i s i 3 n t  t o  i n t e r p o l a t e  a va lue  of t h e  f r i c t i o n a l  d rag  lo s se s  f o r  
thc chsiiiber which was v%il ized i n  t h i s  study. The va lue  employed f o r  fFR was 1.0036 
which i s  s i n i l a r  t o  t h a t  reported in  a recen t  FLOX/CH4 program which u t i l i z e d  a 
similar t h r u s t  chamber configuration ( f F ~  = 1.0025, Ref. E - 3 ) .  


CALCULATIONS BASED ON ?HRUSI 
An aI*ern&tc determination of corres'ed c* efficiency is based upon the fo!!owing 
dsf ini qg equaticn: 
F - 
OD - 
vac 6c 
- 
.-- - 
b ' v t t c  'I. (''jtheo 
Fa.- 
8 .- .- 
r wawred ; * ~ ~ s t  correbted to vacuum conditions by the 
equation: FWvae 
.-- 
- F + P,A, lb f  
'a - aabicnt pressure, p i s  
.. 
- 
-= . area of w.~:Q sxit , in.' 
. - L 
s convsrsion factor (52.174 lbm-f:/lbf-sec ) 
W V k :  = theorotica1 shift ing thust  coefficient (~acum) 
*T - total propellant flowrate, lbmisec 
(=*I the0 - -  = tkeoreeical shi fting-equilibrium characteristic 
velocity, ft/sec 
Corrected valuas of vatu thrust may be hbtainae by application of suitable CCT- 
rectims to rar,asuxemmts of thrust 161d4 8.t sea level .  With these values, which- 
include al buonses for a l  ll hpr tant  departures frm ideality, tfrwt-sticai :!?%st 
coefficients may be used for calculation of c*. 7'hat is, C coefficient it; 100 
percent i f  there is no coobustion in the nozzle, i f  &mica f equilibrium i s  -in- 
teind in dta noerls expGwion p c e s s ,  md if' energy losses from the ccAl,usti~n 
gases w e  t&m iRto ac~ount, . . 
C C i )  vac - thsorut ica ?. uhiftiw thimsr coefficient {vacuum) 
G f = fuel weight flobtate,  !&/sac 
@FR = correc?ion for frictional losses 
$0 I !I cortection for nozzle divergence 
nsc correction f a c t ~ r s  fn Fq. E-7 were wppIiad to  vrrcum thrust ( F  P,A,) instsad 
of to arcaswed site thrust (F)  because, t o r  ~ convenj mice, tha ccrrection factors 
*-Y,;. ,alcul;ated as changes in efziciency based on theotr tical vacuum parameters, 
so t h r t  the to t81  correction was of t%i form AF/FVP,. 
Although the.  r i e l  L - t  appvr cxplicjtly in Eq, E-7, corrsc;rions to geometric throat 
area and ta  measured static chamber pressure at start o f  nozzle convergence arc 
imolicit i n  the use of thecrctical CF values. Thus, calculat-ian of corrected c* 
edficie~cy from thrust measwesent includzs a l l  the corrections described a b v c  
for calculntioni f r a  chamber pressure reasurment p u s  an Pdditionrl one t o  accfint -e 
for ronparallc* nozzle exit flow. Hcwcvs?, because (CFfvrc i s  ersmtially indc~en-  
dent of the very su l l  ch-npm i n  r'laaber prs*surs and contraction r a t i o  which arc 
inrolved is corrections to PC and At, these conectians arc c f  no practical signi- 
ficance 's crlcu!ation of ca from thrust masuroaents. 
A computer program was u e d  t o  ca icu ia te  $HL from the measured hea; f lux  value. 
In the 40-in. L* chamber, a t  design operating conditions,  the  value of OHL was 
approximately 1.008. 
NUMERICAL EXANPLE 
The method of performance da ta  reduction and correc t ion  a r e  i l i u s t r a t c d  by the 
following numerical exmple .  This example i s  typical  of a l l  t e s t s .  Data from 
t e s t  So. 17 ( fu l l - sca le  in jec to r )  a r e  analyzed :n t h i s  example. The subject t e s t  
was conducted i n  the  graphi te  l ined chambei (L* = 40 in . ,  cc = 3) a t  nominal design 
operating conditions (PC 500.psia ,  MR = 5.38, 08 BLC). Per t inent  steady-state raw 
data  ( s t a t i c  chanber pressure,  propellant f lowrates ,  measured t h r u s t ,  e t c  .) fram 
t h i s  t*:.st a r e  presznted in  Table E - 1 .  Figure 60 presents the  chamber heat f lux  
cha rac te r i s t i c s  Ccr the  subject t e s t .  CRT pr in touts  a f  the per t inent  parameters 
(as a function of Beckman time) were used t o  determine when s t e a l p - s t a t e  had been 
achieved. Analog Beckman t r aces  of s t a t i c  chamber pressure,  measured t h r u s t ,  oxr- 
d i z c r  f lswrate ,  and fue l  venturi  pressures f o r  t e s t  No. 17 are shown in  Fig. E-? 
through E-7. The data s l i c e  in te rva l  f o r  ca lcula t ion  of performance is  ~ ~ t z d .  
S t c ~ d y - s t a t e  performarce was determined di: approximately 2.0 seconds i n t o  the 2 .5 -  
secsnJ t e s t .  Theie t r aces  a r e  representat ive of t h e  h o t - f i r e  t e s t s  conducted 
during thc program. Digi ta l  Beckman data  were used for ca lcula t ion  of a l l  perform- 
ance values. 
Perfomance Based on Chamber Pressme 
Corrected c *  efficiency based on chamber pressure measurement was calcuiaced us ing 
Eq. E-2. Values of the measured parmeters (Box, I+, and kt)  and the  cnecret ical  
C' used in Eq. A-2 are shown i n  fable E-1 .  The average s t a t i c  chamber ?ressurc 
measured upstrepa from the s t a r t  of nozt l r  convergence was used far calcula t ion  
of performance. 
Methods o f  estimation of the various c u r r c c t i m  f ac to r s  i n  Eq. E-2 were out l iced  
previously. Estimation of these correction f a c t o r s  f o r  scst No. 17 is described 
i n  tho following p a r a g r a ~ h s .  
Morsured static p r e s s w e  was converged t o  stagnation 
arsuraption of no combustion in  the  nozzle and applica- 
tion of the  irentro.~ic flow cgtkt ions.  .Ihe value of  f , t he  s tagnat ion-&sta t ic  
pressure rhtio. was estimated to  be 1.026 tbr t he  3:l eontract ion r a t i o  chamber. 
r: 
Throet Radius Connection . 'IAroet area changes were minor over the time in- 
terval of interest. ' For ject conflgurrt ion/operating conditions,  fn was 
- estimated t o  be L G G .  
t h roa t  Dirchrrgo Coefficient ($uI+ For a l l  experiments, t he  throa t  discharge 
caoEficiant was ost:matod to  bs 0 ,  91. 
Frictional Dr 
mteC t o  be 1 
For t he  subject test conditions,  fFR was e s t i -  
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TABLI; E- 1 . DATA FRQbI TEST NO. 1 7 
Stetic Chamber Pressure (484.57 +480 .63  + 491.88 + 485.46) /4  = 
485.6 psig = 509.4 psia 
Oxidizer Flowrate el (7.926 + 7.895)/2 = 7.911 lbm/sec 
Throat Area @ 3.960 in. 
Mixture Ratio 
c* Theoretical 
Q) Average value of two rows OF pressure taps 180 decrees apart 
a Value i s  average of tv~,  t u r b i ~ 9  flowmeters i n  ser ies  
a Calculaeed from calibrateQoRic venturi pr4s sure measurements 
@ Measured with hardware a t  ambient tenyerattires ( ~ 7 5  F )  
Heat Loss Correction (f -A. The heat loss correction was estirotcd from the mea- 
sured performance and okserved cha~ber heat flux values by use of Eq. E-5. Terms 
in Eq. E-5 were calculated and defined as follows: 
c* theo 
= theoretical characteristic velocity at t e s t  conditions 
(based on full shifting equilibrium) = 7139 ft/sec 
"meas 
; measured characteristic velocity (corrected for the 
previously determined losses 
( A  (A) = heat losses to the chanber wall 
= 399.2 Btu/sec (see Fig. 63 for q/A profile) 
The heat loss correctic? factor, f HL ' for this test is calculated below: f 1 
Equation E-2 with the  appropriate numerical values shown i s  presented below f o r  
t e s t  No. 17: 
Thus, f o r  t e s t  No. 17, corrected c* ef f ic iency based on chamber pressure was 
37.8 percent. 
Performacc2 Based on Thrust 
Corrected c* eff ic iency based on thrus t  measurement was calculated using Eq.  E-7. 
I n i t i a l l y ,  vacuum th rus t  was caIculateC from the  measured t h r u s t ,  ambient pressure,  
and nozzle e x i t  area as  follows: 
F = F 
+ 'a = 3024.6 + (13.7) (20.99) = 3312.0 lbf  vac meas 
This was necessary because the correct ions t o  be applied were calculated a s  changes 
i n  eff ic iency based on theore t i ca l  vacuum parameters. 
Methods of estimation f u r  the  correct ion fac to r s  t o  be applied t o  the  vacuum t h r u s t  
in  the  calculat ion of c* efficiency were presented previously. Estimation of the 
values used for test No. 17 a r e  described below i n  the following paragraphs. 
Corrections fcr Fractional Drag ( For the subject t e s t  conditions OFR was 
estimated t o  be 1.015, 
Nozzle Divergence Correction eDIVL For a l l  experiments, the  nozzle divergence 
losses  were estimated t o  be 1.8 percent (i .e.,  = 1.018). 
Heat Loss Correction (4Hd. AS was the case f o r  the  heat  loss  cor rec t icn  fac to r  
for. performance based on chamber pressure,  (f,,), the  heat  loss  cor rec t ion  f a c t o r  
was estimated using Eq. E-5. For t h i s  case,  KEwever, the  measured c* is  based on 
th rus t  and t o t s 1  chamber ha.9: losses are employed ( I . e . ,  heat losses  a r e  summed 
from in jec to r  face  t o  nozzle e u i t ) .  T e n s  i n  Eq. E-S were ta lcula ted  and defined 
as follows: 
heat losses to the chember wall betwesn the injector 
face and nozzle exi t  
504.6 Btu/scc (see Fig. 63 for G/A profi le)  
The heat loss  correction factor, %L , was calculated as follows: 
Equation, E-7 with the appropriate numerical values shown, i s  presented below 
for test  No. 17: 
- (nc*IF - 
Thus, corrected c* efficiency (based 
as compared to 97.8  p r c e n t  based on 
on thrust j fo:* t M s  t e s t  was 98.9 percent 
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APPENDIX I: 
Lisa1 vfilues of chamber wall and injector face heat flux were determined by analy - 
s i s  of: transient thermocouple data acquired during short duration firings ( - 3  
seconds). The transient thermocoupfe data were reduced to equivalent heat flux 
v.-lues by assulning that the graphite chamber wall was a semi-infinite slab initially 
at a uniform temperature which is suddenly exposed to a constant heat flux. The 
expwrsion for the resulting temperature distribution in the slab is given as (Ref, 
where 
T = initial temperature of the slab 
0 
q/A = the loczl heat f l ~ x  
UL = the thermal diffusivity 
k = the thermal conductivity 
x = the distance from the surface, and 
e = the time 
Rewriting Eq. F-1 yields 
erf q \m T - T  = 2 ( r )  -
6 k 
res- i The error fmction was expressed in terms of its infinite series, and the e i  
sion differentiated with respect to time. ' 3 e  resulting expression is closf 
approximated by the following: 
X 
2 
r - -1 
where K1 is a function of the physical properties of the wall, the location of the 
thermocouple, and the time. 
6y knowing the location of the thr.mocouplc from the ci~anber wall and i t s  thermal 
properties, thc  l o ~ a l  v a i ~ e  of h f a t  f l u x  :<as com~rtted employing E q .  : : - I  by utilizing 
the s lope of t h e  temperature-tir .~ o u t p u t  trace of t h c  thermocouple. 
As an example, F i g .  F - 1  shows the temperature time histor). for one themocotiple 
located S inches from. the face of the  ful l-scale in jec tor  for the experiment us in^ 
6.,7 percent BLC flow (test $9. 2 2 ) .  For the data s l i c e  a t  6 . 2  seconds i:Beckman 
t ine ) ,  E q .  F-3 yields a local heat f l u x  value of 1.59 ~tu/in.~-sec. 
Figure F-2 preserts values for the thermal diffusivity and conductjvity of PTJ 
graphite (Ref. F-2)  2s a function of temperature which Kcre employed for calcula- 
tion of local values of chamber wall heat f lux .  
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- = 210 ' ~ / s e c  a Q 
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k = 0.00094 BTU/~~.-sec-OR 
X = 0.018 in. 
Figure F-1. :pica1 Temperature-Time History :for Chamber The~X7a0~0UPle 
J 
-- 
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Figure F-2. Thema1 Conductivity ar,d Diffusivity as a 
Func;ion or" Tempera-Lure Cur AT2 Graphite 
PHYSICAL PROPERTY AND THE2!?ETICAL PERFBR.WNCE SUMMARY 
.-.a ,. 
. ... .-.-"-*c+in:l *~rny-nture. aria physical properties of Ah€? tneorecicsi ~ G A  AtJAai.,,,,, , ,  ..,- . 
the propellants used for this program are presented in this appw4iu. 
THEORETICAL PERFOFZMANCE 
Theoretical performance of the liquid FLOX (82.6% F?) A , d /assesas O- : .ethane combination 
is presented in this secticn. Thrsretical shifting equilibrium characteristic 
velocity (c*)  is shown in Fig. G-1 as a function,olc inixture ratio and chamber 
pressure. The theoretical combustion temperature as a function of mixture ratio 
and chamber.pressure are presented in Fig. G-2. These data were generared employ- 
ing Rocketdyne's Propellant Performance Program. 
PROPELLANT PROPERTY DATA 
The physical properties of the propellants used for this program are tabulated in 
Tables G-1 and G-2. The iensity and vapor pressure of FLOX (82.6% F2) are pre- 
sented in Fig. G-3 and G-4, respectively. Figures G-S and G-6 present values for 
methane for the specific heat ratio, Y, and the compressibility factor, 2, respec- 
tively. These property data, in conjunct ion wirh the venturi manufacturer's CD 
calibration factors, were employed for the determination of methane fuel flowrates. 
! 
6400 
1 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
Mixture Ratio, o/f 
Figure G-1. Theoret ical  Co,,ibustion Temperatme as a 
P n c % i o n  of Mixture Ratio and Chamber 
Pressure 
Mixture Ratio, c!f 
F i g w e  1;-2.  Theoretical Combustion Temperature as a Function 
of Mixture Ratio and Chamber Pressu~e 
G-2 
TABLE G-1 . FLOX PROPERTY SUMirlPRY 
(Ref.: NASA 5P-3037) 
Chemical Formula 
Norrndl Freezing Point. OR 
0 Normal Boiling Point, R 
Liquid Density at NBP, ~bjf t?  
Critical Temperature, OR 
0 Critical 'Temperature, R 
Critical Pressure, psia 
3 Critical Volume, f t  113 
AH (vaporizatir~n) at NBP, Btuilb 
A H (fu-sion), Btu~/kh 
Viscosity a; NBP, lb /+m )(ftZ) 
Thermal Conductrvity at NBF. ~tu / f t -hr -OR 
Specific Heat at NAP, B~G.:: !%-~R 
Specific Heat, Gas at .SOOF 
cp, ~ t u / l b - " ~  
cv, ~ r u / i b - ' ~ .  
Ratio. C / C y  
P 
Viscosity at ~o"F,  centipoise 
0 Viscosity, gas,, 32 F, 1 atm, centipoiee 
Gas Conetant, R, ft-lbf/lbm OR 
TABLE ti-2 METHANE PROPERTY SSMKARY 
(Ref.: Prat: 6 mitney Aircraft, PWA FR-i443) 
Molecular weight 
0 N ~ r + a l  Freezing Point, R 
0 - 
. - -  ~ o r m a i  . Boiling Point, F 
3 -- 
~ i q & d - ; j e n s i t ~  at NBP, lb/ft 
0 Critical Ternperatu e, R 
Critical Pressure, psia- 
3 Critical Volume, ft Jft 
AH' {vaporization) at NBP, 3tuJlb 
AH (fusioti), Stu/lb 
Viscosity at N B ~  lb/ft-sec 
Thermal - - ~&iI:ductivit~ at NBP, ~tu/ft-hr -OR 
. -- - - 
Specific Heat at XBP. ~tuf?!b-% 
Ratio, C /C 
P v 
Viscosity at 6o0I?, centipoise 
. - 
--. f OOF, . . 4800 psia. 
A 
. . * Calculated from theecreSical. compressibility curve. 

I I Extrapolation I i I 
I 
Ref. Sage an?. Lacey, Transactions 
- American I n s t i t u t e  of Chem. Ergf aeers 
Volz1m L2 - No* 4 
Cu.F%./lb a t  14.696 psia & 6 0 O ~  = 23.61 
- , . . . - . , -, - , , - 
, , .. 
Pressure, psia 
I 
I 
- 
i 
i 
i 
! 
Figure G-5. Compressibility of Methane Gas as a 
Function of Temperature and Pressure 
1 
Figue  G - 6 .  Specific Heat Ratio of Methane Gas as a Function of 
Pressure a d  Temperature 
APPENDIX H 
PERFORMANCE DATA MEASUREMENT ERROR A N A L Y S I S  
IXTRODUCTION 
Because .~ t  is r.~t possible to measure the.true value of any physical property or 
parameter, the error limits, or uncertainty interval associate8 with any experi- 
mental measurenent should be specified. It is the purpose of this appendix to 
indicate the reliability of the experimental results of this program by estimation 
of the errors inherent in the data acquisition processes and/or in the calculztion 
procedures. This will permit determination of the range within which, at a given 
confidence level., the true values of the measured or calcklated parameters may be 
expected to fall. 
I f  error i s  ie5i;led as departure of an experimental measurement from the "true" 
value, its magnitude can Fever be completely known; if it were known, it would 
become a correction which could be systematicaily applied. Hence, error limits 
can only be stated within probabilitj- limits. Performance data (c* efficiency) 
precision was e-s,i~uated by two se;sra.te methods, one based on static calibration 
of the individual transducers, ar.d the other on analysis of repeated firings of 
the rocket enb~ne. 
In thc -resent application, the data precision analysis based on static calibration 
of the individual transducers was aade by an error analysis procedure which con- . 
sisted of the folloxiiig steps: 
Estimation of the uncert~hty intervals of the individual transducers, 
including the measuring systems in which they were used. 
Combination of the uncertainty intervals of duplicate or reaundant sensors 
into an uncertainty interval for the measurenent. 
Cornbination of the uncertainty intervals of several measurements (e.g., 
flowmeter frequexy and propellant density) into an uncertainty interval 
for the parameter they determine (e. g . , f lowrate; . 
Combination of the uncertainty intervals of the parameters (e.g., chamber 
pressure, flowrat?, and throat area) entering into calculation of the 
value of the desired variable (e.g., characteristic velocity efficiency) 
to estimate the uncertainty interval of the calculated result. 
As noted above, the second aethod used to estimate the uncertainty (confidence) 
interval associated with the experimental determination of characteristic velocity 
efficiency was by analysis of data from repeated firings of the rocket motor. For 
this case, the test data were analyzed as a completely randomized design, by use 
of the analysis-of-variance technique. 
Two types of errors are possibie in any measurement: 
1. Systematic Errors. These are associated with the particular system, 
with the experiment21 techniques employed, or with the calibration pro- 
cedures. They cannot be estiniated by statistical methods, and are mini- 
mized primarily by careful calibration with the best available standards, 
by requirements for consistency and traceability of the experimental and 
calibration techniques, and by critical ex'mination of experimental data. 
2 .  Random Errors. These arise from unpredictzible and unknown variations in 
tkie experimental situation and are generally assumed to follow a normal 
distribution to permit simple statistical a~alysis. Error analysis is 
concerned only with random errors and implicitly assumes that systematic 
errors can be eliminated in a carefully conducted experimental program. 
SENSOR PRCCISION 
A measurement analysis program (Random Walk measurement analysis program) is em- 
ployed at Rocketdyne which uses transducer calibrations to provide appropriate 
factors for test data reduction. In addition, statistical histories for each 
transducer are developed so that estimates of short- and long-term deviations can 
be made and probably error bands caiculated. This program is discussed In detail 
in Appendix I. 
The precision of a measurement obtained as the output of a physical instrument or 
sensor is a quantitative estimate of the uncertainty associated with that measure- 
ment. (The word sensor means not only the transducer itself, but the complete 
system which converts the transducer signal to a numerical value of its physical 
parameter analog.) This estimate is made by statistical analysis 3f the outputs 
of the sensor when repeatedly acted upon by known inputs. The known inputs, of 
course, have uncertninty limits of their own but, for przctical purposes, it is 
assumed that they are accurate fi.e., identical to true values) within the limits 
required by the experimentai situation. Ultimately, these inputs must be directly 
traceable to established standards, such as those of the National Bureau of Standards. 
When a sensor is calibrated against known inputs, precision may be considered as 
the certification of an error and within the calibrated interval and within a 
given confidence level. Thus, it prcvides z measure of "closeness to truth" of 
the reduced data. Precision may be numerically expressed as the standard deviation 
of a measurement, which has the same units as the meascrement itself, or as the 
coefficient of variation (C,), which permits valid comparisons betwem measurements 
in different units. It also permits valid comparisons to be made between large 
and small things. Coefficient of variation (Cv) is the standard deviation (a) 
expressed as a percentage of the meac, thus making it dimensionless: 
where 
a = the standard deviation 
P = sample mean value 
Cv = coefficient of variation 
Pressure 
The coefficients of variations of the pressure transducers were obtained by appli- 
cation of the Random Walk measwemeqt analysis program to the calibratio~ data. 
Chamber pressure values ranged from 0.25 to 0.53 percent for static calibrations 
made on a pressure manifolJ. mounted on the thrust stand. 
For a11 tests, redundant sensors were used to measure the chamber pressure. Two 
or three independent transducers were ~ s e d  to measure this important parameter in 
order to increase the measuremelit reliability. 
Other errors in pressure measurement may arise in addition to the racdcm statisti- 
cal uncertainty limits. In measurement of chamber pressure through a drilled wall 
tap, as herein, erroneous values of stream pressure may be indicated bxause of 
the effect of the hole itself upon ths flow. Estiniated magnitudes of this error, 
~hich is a f-lnction of stream velocity, were based on experimental data obtained 
with water and gas (Ref. H-1). For the experimental situation her%ir, these errors 
are insignificant. Coupling errors, arising from effects of the tubing joining 
the pressure taps to the transducers were also insignificant in the present series 
of experiments (Ref. H-2). The locations of the pressure taps from which combus- 
tion chamber throat stagnation pressure (or performance) is calculated is quite 
critical. Procedures were followed to ensure that the proper static pressure 
neasurement was employed. Thus, this source cf error is assumed to be insignificant. 
Thrust 
Values of coefficient of variation obtained by application of the Randcm Walk meas- 
urement analysis program to thrust c~librations were in the 0.23- to 0.35-percent 
rznge. A possible source of error in thrust measurement arose from the necessity 
of taking system prerun zeros with the same degree of propellant line chill as 
existed during the firings. On the basis of thrust calibrations made with chilled 
and unchilled propellant lines, the above Cv values should be applicable. The 
coefficient of variation inc1:ase due to line chill variations between tests should 
(and is assumed to) be negligible. 
Throat Area 
Geometric throat diameter was measured with an expansion micrometer prior to, and 
foliowifig, each firing. The maximum coefficient of variation of the calculated 
areas was 0.42 percent. Throat area variation during firing was observed to be 
small. 
Volumetric Flowrate 
The coefficierts of variation of the turbine flowmeters used to measure the pro- 
pellafit flowrates were determined from flow-bench cali5ration data. Each meter 
was calibrated prior to the start, and at the end, of the program. The meters 
were calibrated with water. Redundant (two) flowmeters, in series, were placed 
in the oxidizer line. A Cv value for the oxidizer flowmeter was 0.02. In addition, 
however, there are predictable water-to-cryogenic calibration shifts (Ref. H-3) 
which introduce additional sources of error. The coefficient of variation arising 
from this course is approximately 0.5 percent (Ref H-4:. 
Temperature 
The platinum resistance thermornste~s (Rosemount bulbs) were precision calibrated 
by the manufacturer. These calibrations were checked by taking several emf read- 
ings with the sensors immersed in LNp and in LO2 at atmospheric pressure; they 
were correct vithin the limits of readability. Root-sum-square (RSS) error limits 
of these sensors based on specifications of repeatability, insulation, time lag, 
friction heating, and interchangeability are approximately 0.1 percent (Ref. H - 5 ) .  
Voltage readout of the transducers was adjusted to calibration values by a standard 
decade resistance box with error limits of 0.2 percent. 
COMBINED ERRGR ESTIMATION 
Redundant Measurements 
Redundant transducers were used to masure the most important parmeters in order 
to increase the measurement reliability. The most probable value of a redundant 
measurement is the weighted average. The variance of the weickted mean value, 
om2, is given by the following equation: . 
where 
0 2 = the variance of the weighted'mean 
m 
2 
'i = the variance of the ith measurement 
Clearly, the variance of a weighted m a n  is less than any of the individual 
variances. 
Combined Measurements 
When several measured variables are combined aJ-gebraically to yield an experimental 
result, the standard deviation of the result, which takes into account the prcpa- 
gation of the individual exyor, is given by the following equation (Ref, H - 6 ) :  
where 
= the stancard deviation of the calculated result R 
XIB X2,  ..., X = measured variables 
n 
R = ; (XI, X 2 #  . . . , Xn) 
. 
u p  - * * B  4 = standard deviations of X1, X 2 ,  ..., X respectively n' 
When the individual measarements are combined by addition, and are independent, 
the standard deviation is given by Ref. 9-6: 
DATA PRECISION 
Static Calibration Precision Analysis 
Characteristic velocity can be calculated by two methods, one based on chamber 
pressure .(P ) measurement and one cln thrust (F) measurement, as given .below: 
C (PC) Atgc 
. C* = 0 
W ( H - 5 )  t 
c* = characteristic velocity (calculated), ft/sec 
= stagnation pressure at the throat, psia 
L 
A. = measured geometric thl-oat area, in. 
* 
c 
= conversion hctor (32.174 lbm-ftllbf-secL j 
6 t = total propellant mass flowrate, lbm/sec 
(C~)vac = theorest ical shift i,ng thrust coefficient (vacuun) 
F 
vac 
= measured thrust corrected tc vacuum conditions by the equation: 
F 
vac 
= F + P,Ae, lbf 
F = measured thrust, lbf 
P = mbient pressure, psia 
a 
= area. of nozzle exit, in. 2 Ae 
It should he noted that these expressions yield uncorrected characteristic velocity. 
The standard deviation of the characteristic velocity based on both methods of 
calculation can be determined by application of E q .  H-3 to Eq. H-5 and H-6. The 
standard deviation of the uncorrected characteristic velocity (based on chamber 
pressure) is calculated as follows: 
The resulting expression for the standa~d deviation of the characterisv.ic velocity, 
based on thrust, is: 
(oc*) (H-8) 
vac 
vac 
vac 
Substitution of numerical values into these expressions yield the resulting srand- 
ard deviations. As far as random errors ocly are concerned, there was no signifi- 
cant difference in the estimated standard deviations based on chamber pressure or 
thrust. The standard deviation of the uncorrected characteristic velocity was 
approximately 35 ft/sec. This corresponds to a coefficient of variation of approx- 
imately 0.5 percent for thn uncorrected c* efficiency. ThereZore, the uncorrected 
c* efficiencies determined in the present program are'estimated to have an errcir 
band of approximately t1.0 percent at the 95-percent (2a) confidence level). 
Application of the corrections to measured uncorrected characteristic velocities 
could cause an increase in the error associated with corrected characteristic 
velocities. Assuming proper application of these corrections, however, the resuit- 
ing characteristic velocity efficiencies reported herein are estimated to be within 
21.0 percent of the true value. 
Calculation of approximate values for cpC, o ~ ~ ,  and for use in Eq. H-7 and 
H-8 are straightforward. Estimation of apt ts more comp?icated and, therefore, 
is discussed brief!y herein. 
For the turbine flowmeter, the propellant mass flowrate (ki) is a func~ion of the 
flowmeter frequency (fi) and the propellant density (pi): 
In particular, 
= (fi) pi) (flowmeter mnstant) (K) i 
where 
- f = flowmeter output frequency, cps = xi i - 
' i = propellant density, lbrn/.?' 
(flowmeter constantfi = flowmeter constant, gal/cycle 
*. 
K = conversion factor = (1/7.48) ft3/gpl 
Therefore, the standard deviation of each meter's flowrate is given by 
(H- 11) 
Actually, flomate is a function of flowmeter frequency and propellant temperature 
(assuming no significant error in conversion of propellant temperature to equiva- 
lent density). Thus, Eq. H-11 may be written as follows: 
(H- '1 2) 
Standard deviation is converted to coefficient of variation by cse of Eq. H-1. 
The standard deviation of each propellant flowrate is then detemined by applica- 
tion of Eq. H-2 to the redundant measuzements. The coefficient of variation of 
the total pro2ellant flowrate may be obtained from the coefficients of variation 
of its component parts by use of the following equation: 
I 
(H- 1 3) 
where 
r = mixture ratio = G /Gf 
0 
The standard deviation of the total propellant flowrate can then be obtained from 
Eq. H-1. 
Dynamic Precision Analysis- 
The estimates of expected standard deviations in characteristic velocity calcu- 
lated abovs ake based on static calibrations of pressure/thrust sensors and, 
hence, may not be strictly applicable to the dynamic system rdpreseated by a firing 
rocket motor. It is generally assumed, however, that such calibracion data may 
be extended without significant change to dynamic systems oscillating at very low 
freq~~encies and amplitudes and that steady-state stable combustion is such a system. 
An 'indication of the possible mzgnitcde of the uncertainty interval associated with 
the experimental determination of characteristic velocity af f iciency may be obtained 
hy analysis of repeat8d firings of a rocket mdtor with the same set of transducers. 
I 
~f systematic errors are assumed to be i-tsignificant, variations from indicated 
ffcorrecttf values (i. e., those wh.lch are on ttle best curve through the experiment a1 
points) may be ascribed to randoill errors and hence are subject to statistical anal- 
ysis. The usefulness of sach an analysis is a direct functloc of the number of 
data points used to ob-tain the correct or average values. Witk only three or four 
data points available for determination of efficiency at a given condition, statis- 
tical calc~iation of neasurement reliability has no great absolute value b ~ t  may be 
used for ccmparlaons with those estimated from transducer calibrations. 
During this program, several different test conditions were duplicated. These test 
data were analyzed as a completely randomized design (Ref. H-7) by use of the anal- 
ysis of variance techqique. (This is, perhaps, the most powerful and widely used 
statistical technique.) On the basis of this analysis, the zxperimental c* effici- 
encies determined in the present program are estimated to have an error bznd of 
approximately 21.0 percent at the 95-percent ccnfidence level. 
SUMMARY 
Both mexhods of estimation of-' the performance data precisim i n d i c k t s s  :hat the 
experimental c* efficiencies determined in tho present program have an error band 
of approximately 21.0 percent at the 95-percent (2a) confidence level. Gf course, 
both of these estimates are based on the assumption that the correctiors applied 
to the uncorrected c* efficiencies (Appendix E) are valid. 
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APPENDIX .I 
RANDOM WALK MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS PRWW 
The primary purpose of a-serissr-measurement analysis program is t o  provide a func- 
t ion  which r e l a t e s - ahc~x-ed  sensor zutputs t6 estimates of correspondin-g system 
, cogether with quanti tat ive indications of  the  precision of t h i s  conversion. 
The function and the  precision estimates are  established on t he  basis of sensor 
cal ibrat ion history, that  is, upon a sequence of periodic cal ibrat ions of the  sen- 
sor  and its. associated measuring and recording system agai-nst known inputs. 
Because ca l ibkkions  m i s t  of--necessity be made at  a time dif fer ing from the  actual 
f i r ing  t i m e  by several hours t o  several days, the changes i n  random sensor e r ror  
with t i m e  must be established. In the  Pandom Walk measurement ma lys i s  program :- - .  
(~ef l '2-1)  t h i s  is accomplished by assuming tha t  the  input-to-output r a t i o  a t  a 
partici&+put level  performs a random walk i n  time which has normal d i s t r ibu-  
t ion -and varbnce.  It assumes also t h a t  there is a random measurement e r ror  i n  
the  -observed datk:which is independent of the  raqdom walk and which is a lso  nor- 
- . e l l y  . - - - -  dirtr ibuted.  l@~hematical- found;ations anddevelopment of the  program a re  
. . given i n  ~ e f - .  1-2 and I-ti. -. 
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The first two zeros (Z1 and 22) are averaged and s,-'racted from the throii to 
obtain a reduced throw. For each calibrzticn step, a linear interpolation is made 
between the last two zeros (713 and ZJ)  and the interpolated result is subtracted 
from the reading to obtaic a reduced reading. Each reduced reading is then divided 
by the reduced throw to obtain a scaled output. All scaled output values from all 
calibrations in the system history are then listed ("Scaled Output") under the 
appropriate input pressures, with one calibration per ?.he and it: d3te ("Time") 
listed st the right of each line. 
The first three lines following the sealed output table a;e estimates of rhe meas- 
2 urer5nt variance (am ) in the input-to-scaled output ratio, the random uzlk vari- 
ance (02)  in the input-to-scaled output ratio, and the ratio (k) of the former 
(short-term) variance to the fatter (long-term) variance. The variances (amL and 
a*) .re used in conputing the data reduction imprecision, which is Lefined as the 
standard deviation of an estimated input about the true input. 
The next line of output gives the coefficient of short-term variation, which is 
the standard deviation(o ) expressed as a percentage of the average input-to- !' 
scaled otitput ratis. ?'hs quantity is generally the largest component of data 
reduction imprecision. The following entry gives the coefficient of random walk 
(long-term)  ariat ti on, which is the standard deviation (a) alsc expressed as a 
percentage of the average input-to-scaled output ratio. This item is meaningful 
oriiy after calibrations Ere obtained over a period of time. The final listing in 
this block is the prespecified maximlm limit of data redcction imprecisiw 2:;p~zssed 
as coefficient of variation. 
The pr'3qrs~ 22;; ~aiculates rl~vised scaled output values corresponding to the state 
of the system at the time of the mcst recent calibration. These values are then 
fit by least squares with either a linear or cubic function by the following pro- 
cedure. The null hypothesis is that the hnction ia linear, and the specified 
error (the probability that a truly linear ftinction is mistakenly concluded to be 
nonlinear) is printed out. If the linearity hypcthesis is rejected, a cubic fit 
is made. In either ca.se, the formula for converting scaled outputs to estimated 
inputs is then given, and, if the relationship is cubic, an input-output table 
is printed out for convenience i r ~  data reduction. 
The next 13.2 gives the result of the second test, which checks whether or not the 
input-output mode-l is consistent with the estimate of a, (the root-mean-square 
estimatc for the calibration curve fit aad should be approximately.equa1). If 
it is, then the model is labeled "SATISFAClCRY"; if not, ttz mdel is ?.abeled 
WNSATISFACTORYBw indicating a significant intexept or an error in the inpct data. 
The following item indicates the ability of the system to meet the specified impre- 
cisicn requirement. bh the basis of the calibration data, three situations are 
recognized : 
1. The system can nover meet required precision, and should be replaced 
2 .  The system will fail the requirement within the next two days and should 
be recalibrated immediately 
3 .  The system will meet the requirement up to a certain date (30 days maxi- 
mum), on or before which it shouid be recalibrated. In this case, the 
estimated data reduction imprecision is given for test. data taken two 
days after the most recent calibration and on the specified recalibration 
date. 
In the present program, the system transducers were calibrated weekly, regardless 
cf the Leeway allowed Sy reason of little or no random walk ;*ariation and conse- 
quent miniwm degradation in precision. 
The final iten is a 2 by 2 matrix, denoted by R, which is used to estimate data 
reduction imprecision at any other time of interest and for any scaled output by 
the following expression: 
where 
P = estimated standard deviation for reduced datum 
s = scaled output 
h = number nf daj-s after most recent calibration 
V = matrix product: (s, s3) R ( :3) 
Application of the results of this senscr nezs~rznent analysis progranr to estima- 
tion of random-experimental errcrs and to measurement reliability is given in 
Appendix G. 
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